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INTRODUCTION

You have recently bought a Texas Instruments home computer and you
want to know what it can do for you. Or perhaps you are still thinking of
buying one and want to know more about it before you make the plunge.

The computer is a remarkable tool. It can do many complex thinking
tasks, patientlyfollowing directions very quicklyand accurately. Itcan keep
a customized mailing list, explain arithmetic to your children, or play a
video game. Itcan solve difficult financial problems and play a respectable
game of chess. But it can't do this by itself: it needs to have a program, a
recipe of electronic directions to tell itwhat to do. Thissoftware,as it is also
called, is the key to the computer.

Some people write their own computer programs that tell their computer
exactly what they want done. Since this takes time and trouble, most people
find it easier to use programs others have written.

TexasInstruments sells hundreds of programs for itsTI-99/4A home com
puter, to do anything from home budgeting to playinga video game. These
programs are sold as smallSolidStateSoftwarecartridges, which you simply
plug in and start using immediately.

With allthese programs, you mayhavetrouble deciding what you want. It
isvery hard to know what to expect from a cartridge until you have bought
it and tried it out.

This book can help you. As you read through these pages, you will find
the best Tl cartridges: the programs that are powerful yet easy to use, inter
esting yet instructive, general yet adapted to your specific needs. The book
is a buyer's guide, a review of the cartridges to let you know what you are
buying. It is, however, a user's guide as well, a book that will help you take
your first steps with the program.

This book contains a manageable selection of cartridges, not a fullcatalog.
Many excellent cartridges have been left out without apology, either
because they were too specialized for a general survey or because they
were too similar to others. This limitedselection is a starting point for your
explorations: here you can choose among a few fine programs without
wading through the entire list. Afteryou have looked at these, you can turn
to more specialized cartridges ifyou wish.

You'll find the reviews impartial. Even the best programs have their
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shortcomings and you'll see them mentioned without reservation. Ifa prob
lem isserious, you willalso findsome suggestionson how to work around it.

HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

This book is intended to fill two needs. It is primarilya reference book, a
review of 18 specific cartridges. Ifyou already know which cartridges you
want, you can skip to those that interest you, to find out what they do and
how well they work. Ifgames are your primary interest, for example, you
might jump straight to Section 4.

The book isalso an overview ofthe cartridgesavailablefor the TI-99/4A, a
representative sample to show what you can use your machine for. Ifyou
have never used a computer before, you might want to read the entire
book, with particular attention to the section introductions. By skimming
through the 18 reviews in order, you will get a feel for the wide range of
cartridges you can buy.

Each review begins with a box to explain what special equipment is
needed and to give some general evaluations of the program's overall qual
ity, clarity, interest level, and graphic displays. Beneath the box is an over
view of the cartridge—what it does, what you would use it for, and how it
compares to other programs. Whatever your purpose, you will want to
read this thumbnail sketch of the program.

Many programs are easy to use once you know them, but hard to
approach the firsttime. The second section of each discussion can help you
get past this first step, by givingyou specific details on getting started and
hints on how best to use the cartridge. For games, you will find some ele-

.mentary tips on strategy, which will help you learn the game without
becoming discouraged. This is not intended to replace the instruction man
ual that comes with the cartridge, but merely to supplement it with some
thing you can easily read and understand.

The final section of each entry summarizes the good and bad points of the
cartridge. Ifyou read nothing else before you buy,you should read this. It
willtell you what you can expect and what you need to watch out for.

The cartridge reviews that follow are divided into four general categories:
Home Management, Education, Games, and Programming Utilities. Eachof
these four sections begins with an introduction that givesan overview of the
territory and then some guidelinesfor usingthat kind of program. Once you
have read the section introduction, you can skip straight through to the spe
cific cartridge reviews that interest you.
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Home Management isthe firstof the four sections, including programs for
home finance, budget, record-keeping, and word processing. There are
many things a home computer can do to help you organize your home
financial calculations and routine paperwork, and several useful programs
are available. Watch out, though. Home management ranks among the
more complicated tasks for the computer, and it will take you some time
before you feel comfortable with these programs.

The Education section covers a varietyof programs, ranging from the pre
school to the adult level. Many parents want to have their children use the
computer, both to expand their education and to acquaint themselves with
the machine. This section will help you choose from the bewildering array
of math, reading, and computer-introduction packages that are available. It
also covers two programs that you may want to use yourself: a Touch Typing
Tutor and an introduction to Spanish.

Games may be your primary interest, so you shouldn't feel shy to skip
straight to Section 3. This chapter starts with the popular video-arcade
games which you can run directly on your TI-99/4A, but also includes lesser-
known games which the computer can play equally well. Ifyou have never
used a computer before, games are the best possible way to overcome any
fears you may have of your machine.

The final section of this book will help you if you want to know more
about your TI-99/4A. Bywriting your own programs, for example, you can
tell the computer exactly what you want it to do, rather than being locked
into someone else's ideas. Byusing other, more specialized equipment, you
can dip into the options of speech synthesis or electronic communication.

COMPUTERS AND CARTRIDGES

Acomputer isa machine, nothing more. You talk to it by pressing keyson
the keyboard, and it talks back with words or pictures on your television
screen. Between the two liesthe computer's "brain," a small chip no larger
than a thumbtack that will follow exact instructions. For the TI-99/4A, these
instructions come packed in the small Solid State Software cartridges.

A cartridge isa black box which cannot be opened. Inside itare a number
of complex electronic chips, which store the program that tells the com
puter what to do. This program is a long list of step-by-step instructions,
which let the computer ask you for information and make decisions based
on what you tell it. Because of this, you can control the computer without
having to tell it every step to take.
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You can buy preprogrammed software in forms other than cartridges.
Cassette tapes are one common form. With these, the program isencoded
electronically as variations in a high-pitched whistle. When the computer
listensthrough a special cable, itcan understand these codes and store them
in its memory. These can then run the computer in the same way as a car
tridge program.

Another form isthed/s/cette or floppy disk, a 5V4-inch plate covered with a
magnetic recording surface. The computer can read these disks like a pho
nograph record, and can write information back on them as well. These
diskettes are very usefulbecause they let the computer store a great deal of
information quickly and conveniently.

In many ways, diskettes are ideal, but they require some expensive equip
ment. The disk drive alone costs several hundred dollars, and you must
also buy a diskcontroller card and the Tl Peripheral Expansion System to
use it. Since few Tl owners are willingto put this kind of investment into
their machine, only the more specialized and advanced programs are sold
in this way.

Normally, cartridges do not require any special equipment, since they
plugdirectly into the computer.They haveseveralother advantagesas well.
They are ready to use as soon as you plug them in, whereas cassettes take
several minutes to read in. They are sturdy and virtually indestructible with
normal care. Their greatest advantage isthat they store the program in their
own memory, rather than inthe computer's. Thismeans that a cartridge pro
gram can be made more sophisticated than it could if it had to be read in
from a cassette or diskette.

All of the programs described in this book are sold as plug-in cartridges.
With only a few exceptions, all can be used with your TI-99/4A console
alone, with no additional equipment. In a few cases, you may need to store
data on tape from one of the programs, but you can use a regular cassette
recorder for this. Some of the programs also have a computerized speech
option for which you would need the SolidState Speech synthesizer; these
cartridges, however, will also work without the speech.

There are several important cartridges that do require additional equip
ment, such as a disk drive, a memory expansion, or a printer. Since the cost
of these expansions puts them beyond the range of most TI-99/4A owners,
the following programs are mentioned only briefly in this book: the Tl
Writer word processor, the Multiplanelectronic worksheet, the LOGO and
Pascal programming languages, and the PLATO educational series. To use
any of these programs, you must buy the required equipment and the Tl
Peripheral Expansion Box. Some of this equipment is shown in Figure 1.1.

One way around this high cost might come with Texas Instruments' new
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Figure 1.1: The TI-99/4A computer with peripherals attached

HEXBUS series of small, battery-powered peripherals. These are relatively
inexpensive, and donot require the Tl Peripheral Expansion Box. So far, the
seriesincludes an RS-232 interface, a small printer/plotter, and a Wafertape
high-speed tape-storage system, but other products will soon follow. To use
these peripherals onyour TI-99/4A, you will need to buy a relatively inex
pensive HEXBUS interface. One can only hope that this series will make
these more advanced programs affordable.

THE CARTRIDGE MARKET

The TI-99/4A is unique among thehome computers in thatvirtually all of
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thecartridges available for itaresold byTl. While other computer manufac
turers have encouraged "third-party" designers tosell their own cartridges,
Texas Instruments has tried to keep close tabs on itssoftware. Because the
TI-99/4A has an unorthodox, patented design, other companies are reluc
tant toadapt their programs. This is one ofthe reasons why you cannot buy
well-known arcade games for the Tl.

This situation may change. With the recent success ofthe TI-99/4A, many
ofthe large software and game designers are hungry toget into this big mar
ket. Already one company has begun tosell TI-99/4A-compatible cartridges,
and others will soon join in this challenge. It remains to be seen whether
thesecompanies will succeed in breaking into the market.

Conscious ofthe challenge, Texas Instruments is actively trying to buy
rights to programs independent companies are developing in order to
round out its line with more popular programs and video-arcade games. Tl
already sells many cartridges designed by other companies, and will cer
tainly add tothis list in the future. It has recently announced new coopera
tive projects with Scott-Foresman and Milton Bradley, and has purchased
rights to a vast series ofPLATO educational programs, owned by Control
Data Corporation.

Whether the new products comefrom Tl orother companies, the coming
explosion in the TI-99/4A software market will certainly help you. Soon you
should be able to choose not from hundreds, but from thousands of pro
grams, including well-known video-arcade games and financial programs.

Choosing among the field of cartridges will become an even greater prob
lem asthe market expands. This book will get you started ona number of
cartridges, but at some point you may want toexplore others. You can, of
course, simply buy the cartridge and see how it works. However, cartridges
can be expensive, especially the good ones.

One useful resource is the99er magazine, a monthly periodical devoted
tothe TI-99/4A. If you read it regularly, you will find reviews of cartridges
and announcements of newTl products. You will also find advertisements
from avariety ofmanufacturers and distributors that offer useful products at
reasonable prices. For information and subscriptions, contactthe Emerald
Valley Publishing Company, 1500 Valley River Drive, Suite 250, Eugene OR
97401.

Sometimes you can test outa popular cartridge for yourself right in the
store. Most TI-99/4A store displays have ten or fifteen cartridges on wires
just for this purpose. If you live near certain big cities, you can also visit a
Texas Instruments Learning Center. They have a full selection ofcartridges
and will let you test them ontheir computers for asmall fee. Ifyou cannotdo
this, youcan still borrowcartridges from otherTI-99/4A owners.
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Even after you've decided ona cartridge, you may still have trouble buy
ing it. Department stores carry the more popular titles, but specialized pro
grams may be hard tofind. You should try one ofthe new software specialty
stores. They carry many cartridges and can order those which they don't
stock. Cartridges arealso sold by thelarge mail-order houses that advertise
in the99er magazine. If all else fails, Texas Instruments will tell you whereto
find the cartridge, on their toll-free hotline, 800-858-1802.

HOW TO USE CARTRIDGES

If you have just bought your TI-99/4A home computer, you will need first
toconnect ittoyour television or monitor. Tl tells you how todothis clearly
in the pamphletthat came with your computer.

If you want toget themost out ofyour cartridge programs, you will want
to usea color television, sincecolor graphics are one of the mainattractions
ofthe TI-99/4A. In most cases you can still usea black and whiteTV, though
you should realize thatyou will be missing a lot-

Many people are afraid of computers because they think they might
destroy something by pressing thewrong key. There is almost nothing you
cando thatwill hurtyour machine, short ofhitting itwith a hammer. If you
press the wrong key, the worst thing that can possibly happen is thatyou
might wipe out what you have been doing. Even if you do this, you can
always turn themachine offand back on, and itwill beback asgood asnew,
ready to restart the cartridge.

You must be careful aboutone thing, however. Theelectronic circuitry of
the cartridges can be damaged by static electricity if you touch the metal
contactsthat slideintothe sloton the computer. Texas Instruments has mini
mized this danger bycovering these contacts with a black plastic door on
the thin end of the cartridges. If you simply slide them intothe computer,
you will never have trouble. Just make sure that you (and your children)
don't putyour fingers inside this door on the cartridge.

Texas Instruments has gone to great lengths to make their cartridge
programs easy to use. When you turn on your computer, it will show a
colored testpattern. By pressing anykey, you will getto a screen similar to
Figure I.2. Tl BASIC, thefirst choice, is thebuilt-in programming language of
the TI-99/4A, which allows you to write yourown programs and run them.
Forthe moment, however, you probably want to use the cartridge, so you
should press the number 2 onthe keyboard. The program begins immedi
ately, and you often need to do nothing more.
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Figure 1.2: Selecting the cartridge

Figure 1.3: Cartridges oftenlet youchoosefrom a menu ofoptions
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Tl cartridge programs give you most of the necessary instructions and
explanations righton your television screen. Often there is a line or two at
the bottom of the screen to tellyou which keysto press to do various things.
Ifyou need to choose between a more extended set ofoptions, the program
willgiveyou an index or menuofyour choices, such as the one in Figure1.3.
With this multiple-choice approach, you do not need to think up com
mands: you simply press the number for the option you want

The more complicatedprogramsare arranged withtheir options ina tree.
The firstscreen you see isthe "master index," which letsyou choose among
the majoroptionsofthe program. Once you havechosen,you mayneed to
choose again, naming more specific options. After that, if the program
needs still more information, it mightaskadditionalquestions. Don't let this
intimidate you: these screens explain themselves as you get to them, and
actuallyexplain what the computer isdoing.

THE KEYBOARD

TheTI-99/4A bob verymuch like a normal typewriter. The letters are all
in the same places on the keyboard, and only a few symbols have been
moved. In mostcases,you can simply type as ifyou were using an electric
typewriter, and watch the letters appear on your television screen. Aflash
ing square (called the cursor) shows whereyour next letter will appear on
the screen.

You will quickly learn to use theENTER key. When you aretyping, youwill
pressENTER to completeeach line, justasyoupressthe carriagereturnon a
typewriter. When you do this, thecomputer will accept the line oftext and
let you begin the next.

With cartridge programs, you will frequently needto press ENTER. Most of
these programs are designed to ask you questions and act according to the
responses you give. If your response is just a single key (such as the option
number from an index), the computer will usually act as soon as you press it.
If, however, youneedto give a more extended response (such asa nameor a
dollar amount), the computer will wait until you press ENTER before it goes
on. The instruction manuals try to mention this whenever it happens, but
often neglect it. Ifyou do notpress this, you may be puzzled because thecom
puter isnotdoinganything. Itis waiting foryouto finish your response.

On each side of the space bar you will findother new keys: ALPHA LOCK,
CTRL (control), and FCTN (function). These three keys, when pressed
down, alter the waythe computer readsthe keyboard, thereby giving spe
cial meanings to certain keys.
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The ALPHA LOCK isthe simplest of the three. Like the SHIFT LOCK on a
normal typewriter, itchanges allof the lettersto upper-case capitals. Unlike
a typewriter, however, the computer's ALPHA LOCK does not change all of
the keysto upper-case, but only the letters. Ifyou want to type one of the
symbols above a number key, you will still need to pressthe SHIFT key.

With cartridge programs, you should never use the ALPHA LOCK. Some
cartridgeswill not work correctlywith the ALPHA LOCK down. This prob
lem can take many forms, from no response to erratic operation. Video
games, for example, will not respond to the joystick ifyou have the ALPHA
LOCK pressed down. So, keep awayfromthis keywhenever you are using
cartridges, and check to be sure it isup ifyour computer ever starts behav
ing strangely.

You will be using the computer's keyboard to type more than justwords.
The keyboard isalsoyour wayof telling the computerwhat to do, and for
thisyou will need to usefunction keys. Theseare combinations ofone ofthe
keys on the keyboard and one of the two special keys, FCTN and CTRL.
These combinations give thecomputer a specific command, anything from
"erasethe last letter typed" to "clear the entirememory." Ofthe two keys,
FCTN isthe one youwill normally need to use. CTRL onlyworks with very
specialized programs.

The FCTN key is primarily used with the number keys on the top row
of the computer. These function commands are described on a plastic
strip that came with your computer, with names like BEGIN, REDO, and
QUIT. To keep track of these, slide this strip into the slot right above the
number keys.

Some of the letter keys also have special meanings if pressed with the
FCTN key. These meanings, shown ingray on the front ofeach key, range
from the four direction arrows to special symbols like the square brackets
and the quotation marks. The left arrow (on the S key) isone of the most
important, since it lets you backupandcorrecta typing mistake. In games,
you will also use the direction arrows for movement.

To use one of these function keys, you must hold down the FCTN button
while you press the key. For example, BEGIN is directly above the 5 key. To
use it,you must pressand holdthe FCTN key, then press 5. The computer
will then interpret 5 as a FCTN-BEGIN command.

While the precise meanings ofthesefunctions will varyfrom program to
program, they will generallystay close to their names. FCTN-BEGIN will
usually move you back from wherever you are to the program's master
index, so that youcan select another option. FCTN-REDO will letyoustart
your current task over or reenter a screen of numbers ifyou have discov
ered a mistake. FCTN-BACK issimilar, but moves you one step further up
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the tree, letting you change some options. FCTN-PROC'D and FCTN-AID
are also used, but their meanings vary.

The most important isFCTN-QUIT. Before you pullthe cartridge out of the
computer, you should a/ways press this key. Thistellsthe computer to reset
itselfand be ready to start a new program. Ifyou don't do this, the computer
may think it is still running the old program, and may behave strangely or
stop working when you plug in another cartridge. Don't panic if this hap
pens. You haven't ruined anything. Just turn the power of the computer off,
using the main on-off switch, then turn it back on after a few seconds. The
computer should be back to normal.

Bevery careful about using FCTN-QUIT, because itclears everything from
the computer's memory, just as ifyou had turned the machine off. You may
have spent several hours entering numbers into one of the financial pro
grams, only to see them disappear at the touch of a button. With many car
tridges, you can save your numbers permanently on a cassette tape so that
you can turn the computer offwithout losingyour work.

INSTRUCTION MANUALS

Every Tl cartridge comes with a detailed instruction book describing how
to use itsoptions. You should read the manualfrom cover to cover when you
buy the cartridge, since it contains very useful information. After you have
started to use the cartridge, however, you should need it only occasionally,
since the programs themselves will tell you most of the things you need to
know.

Like most people, you will probably have trouble reading these manuals.
Althoughthey avoid technical computer jargon, they are hardly as clear as
they ought to be. They usually take great pains to describe all the minor
detailsof the programs, but often neglectwhat you mostwant to know: how
to use the program. ThoughTexas Instruments' manualsare better than most
manufacturers', they are still confusing.

Don't give up! You can understand the manuals ifyou have patience. You
may have to reread certain sections, but ifyou keep at it,you will understand
them. All the information is there, and you can figure it out ifyou keep your
head.

Make sure you look insidethe front cover of the instruction book. There
you will finda quick-reference guideto mostofthe importantcommands for
using the program. You will find this listvery useful, both when you are try
ing to get your bearings with the program, and afterwards, when you are
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using the program and need to recall a specificcommand.
You should be aware that the TI-99/4A pictured in Figure 1.1 is an

improved model of the original machine, the TI-99/4. Be sure to check the
model you have. You can use all of the cartridges for both, except for the
Touch Typing Tutor and the Parsecgamewhich work only on the TI-99/4A.

The difference between the two machines is that the TI-99/4A has a FCTN
keyto simplify commands for which the TI-99/4 used the SHIFT key. Mostof
the instruction manuals have not been updated to reflectthis change. Ifyou
are puzzled by a reference to a SHIFT key combination in the manual, just
remember thatyouwill needto usethe FCTN keyinstead. Look at the quick-
reference guide inside the front cover of the instruction book: it has been
updated to show the commands for the newer version.

Aboveall,don't be scared of the machine. Ifthis isyour first time using a
computer, you mightfeel a little intimidated by all the unfamiliar words and
ideas. This is perfectly normal, and not something to worry about. You are
exploring new territory and you shouldn't feel bad if you can't get your
bearings immediately. As you useyourcomputer, you will gradually startto
understand how it works and become more comfortable with it.

Enjoy your explorations, wherever they may lead.
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SECTION ONE

HOME MANAGEMENT

INTRODUCTION

Complex financial calculations haunt many homeowners. Buying a
house, takingout a loan, making a budget, and keeping records are just a
fewof the problemsthat come up inthe course of your life. You may have
tried to face these tasks and given up, with ink on your fingers, sweat on
your brow, and confusion in your soul.

In the business world, financial work has long been done on the com
puter. Large quantities of information can be stored electronically and
retrieved whenever necessary. With a computer, a business can produce
inventory lists, quarterly reports, and routine payrollswithout tedious man
ual calculations.With a word processor, it can send out personalized form
lettersor revisea document without retypingit.

You can do this on your home computer as well. With preprogrammed
cartridges, you can get big help from a smallmachine: it can calculate your
finances, maintain your budget, and keep your records. You may be
amazed to see how easy it becomes to solve your problems.

The most accessiblefinancial packagefor the TI-99/4A is Home Financial
Decisions. This isa clear,well-designed cartridge, which performs many of
the routine calculations that homeowners face: compound interest, loan
financing, and home buying. You can learn how much a new car mightcost
over a period of years, and whether it will save you money over your
present car. You can calculate what payments you will need to make on a
loan, and how much you mustregularly depositto reach a savings goal.

Another common problem is the monthly budget. With Household
BudgetManagement, you can divideyour monthlyexpenditures into clear
categories, then set monthly limits to what you spend. Asthe months go by,
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you can compare your actual expenditures to your targets and see where
you are spending too much.

Personal Record Keepingisa general-purpose program for maintaining a
file of information. Instead of keeping your records in a notebook or on
index cards, you store them in the computer. Then, when you need to look
something up, you have the machine sort through and find it for you. You
may find this useful ifyou need help with tasks likekeeping a mailinglistor a
teacher's grade book.

The TI-99/4A cannot do allofthis by itself. Itsmemory is limited,and every
time you turn itoff, itforgetsthe numbers that you have stored. To keep per
manent records on all of these cartridges except Home FinancialDecisions,
you must have some way of recording data. For Household Budget Man
agement and Personal Record Keepingyou can use cassette tapes, although
they are slow and limited.

Toget around this problem, more advanced Tlcartridges use a disk drive
to store their records. Since this requires a Tl Peripheral Expansion Box, a
diskcontrollercard, and a diskdrive,it isbeyondthe meansof mostTI-99/4A
owners. Nevertheless, three of these advanced programs are interesting
enough to be included at the end ofthischapter, incase you are considering
these expansions or already have them. Tax/Investment Record Keeping
maintains a file of all the transactions you make during a year, and totals
them up when you do your taxes. Multiplan, a popular spreadsheet pro
gram for the TI-99/4A, allows you to create, rearrange, and automatically
calculatefinancial tables of any sort.The third program isTlWriter, an ele
mentary word processor.Whileword processingisofgreat interestto many
people, it requires a high-quality printer in addition to the disk drive.

Formore specialized applications, other programsare available which do
not require additionalequipment. If you follow the stock market, you might
be able to use the detailed calculations of Securities Analysis, though it is
really a programforexperts. Another cartridge, Personal Real Estate, will be
valuable to those who regularly invest in realestate.While it istoo special
ized for most one-time home buyers, it providesthe detailed calculations
frequent investors need.

More than any other type of program, financial cartridges can open up a
whole new world for your TI-99/4A. If this interests you, try out one of the
cartridges, particularlyHome Financial Decisions. As you learn what your
computer can do and what you want from it,you can progressto other pro
grams requiring additional equipmentand morespecialized knowledge.
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HOME FINANCIAL DECISIONS

Overall Quality Excellent

Flexibility Good

Graphics None

Time needed to learn 30 minutes

Ease of everyday use Easy

Clarity of instruction book Excellent

Clarityof screen instructions Excellent

Datastorage None

Colortelevision needed? Nd

Extra equipment required None

The Home Financial Decisions cartridge will help you with the calcula
tions you encounter in your dailyfinances. Ifyou are taking out a loan, buy
ing a new car, or refinancing a house, the detailed, understandable
computations of this module may be a godsend. Anyone who has ever
waded through compound-interest tables or compared the costs of two
homes will appreciate the clear approach of this program.

The cartridge is divided into four general areas: Loans, Residence, Car,
and Savings. The Loans and Savings sections handle routine compound-
interest problems. They can, for instance, tell you the number and size of
payments you willneed on a loan or the deposits to reach a savingsgoal. The
Loans section can also calculate down payments and the interest cost of
early payoff.

The Residence and Car sections also deal with loan costs, but from a differ
ent perspective. Ifyou are buying a house or car, you must consider costs
such as insurance, taxes, and utilities, as well as the mortgage payments. On
the other hand, your investment will also save you money through tax
deductions and appreciation in value.

The Tl Home Financial Decisions package organizes this in a very
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reasonable way. It computes the cost asexpenses minus savings. With this
method, you will beviewing your potential investments, not interms oftheir
immediate costs, butoftheiroverall netvalue. The program makes all these
calculations intermsofthe "presentvalue" ofyourmoney. This meansthat it
adjusts thefigures to reflect theinterest you would beearning if you invested
the money ina bank account rather than spendingit.

Even ifyoudon't careaboutthesesubtleties, you will find iteasy to usethis
cartridge. It comes with an excellent instruction book, which includes
worked examples and a clear glossary of financial terms.

You will rarely need to look at this book, though: the computerasks sim
ple, self-explanatory questions and displays the results inclear, comprehen
sible tables. This isone ofthe rarecomputer programs thatcan actually help
you understandthe conceptsas you workwith it.

Using the cartridge

When you turn on the cartridge, the computer starts by describing its
"Easy Three-step Use" as in Figure 1.1. Thefirst step is to chooseamongthe
four main sections (Loans, Residence, Car, or Savings). Once you have done
this, youcan namethe specific option you wantandsupply the numbers the
computer asks for. The computer explains each of the options clearly at
everystepofthe way, so youwill notget lost. Once you havetyped inallthe
necessaryinformation, the computer automatically calculates the results.

Foran example,letussayyouare using the Loans section's secondoption:
SIZE OF PAYMENTS. The computer will ask how much you are borrowing,
the number of monthly payments, and the interest rate.As soon asyou push
ENTER after this final number, the computer will calculate the amount of
each payment you will make, including the total interest cost and the final
payment (which may be a few cents different).

You may want to vary your figures, to see how differing interest rates or
paymentplanswouldaffect your loan. Just press FCTN-REDO, and youcan
rerun the calculation to change anything you want. The computer will keep
the previous numbers in itsmemory,so you can simplypress ENTER on any
line you want to leave unchanged.

You can alsotry other loancalculations. For example, you might want to
see ifyou can reduce interest by making a down payment. To do this, press
1 FOR MORE ON LOANS and run the new option. Where possible, the
computer will save your old figures and letyou reuse them.

The home and car calculations are more complicated, but the structure is
the same.You mayneed to enter asmanyas 22different numbersinsomeof
the options, buteverything isclear. If you lack certain numbers, youcanfind
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Figure 1.1: The directions for the Home Financial Decisions cartridge

I IME COST OF BUYING:|
1 DOWN PAYMENT ♦35000.00

1 CLOSING COSTS + 4000.00

1 MORTGRGE PMTS ♦23994.55

1 INSURRNCE PMTS ♦ 2057.42

1 PROPERTY TRXES ♦ 3166.03

I UTILITIES ♦ 5007.48

1 TRX SRVINGS -10770.69

1 EQUITY

\ PRESS ENTER
-44256.80

♦18197.99

Figure 1.2: One of the result screens of the Home Financial Decisions
program

17
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them out from your realtor—and probablyshould before you buy the house!
The resultsare easyto read. Inthe Buya House or Rentoption, for example,
the computer tabulates the cost of the house as in Figure 1.2. The first six
linesshow the costs that will be involved in buyingthe house. The lasttwo,
with minus signs,are the tax savingsand increased property value which off
set these costs.The totalexpense issimply the cost minusthe savings. When
you press ENTER, the computer givesyou a similartable for the cost of rent
ing, then concludes by sayingwhich ischeaper.

You should have a clear idea of what these numbers represent. To begin
with, they are limitedto the period of analysis you have selected. Ifyou are
comparing the cost of two houses over the next three years, the one may
appear cheaper, but the other may save more inthe long run. You should try
the calculations several ways, usingvarious time periods.

You should also remember that changing property tax, appreciation, and
interest rates may greatly affect your results. The program itselfwarns you
not to project beyond three to fiveyears, and even that may be too long. Use
these numbers as your guide, but think about other factors as well.

The economy has changed considerably since Texas Instruments first
introduced this cartridge five years ago. Although you will still find it useful,
you should remember that some of the underlying assumptions have
changed. This isespeciallytrue of home mortgages, which have shifted away
from fixed rates to the new "balloon" and variable-rate loans. You will need

to take these variations into account, and not bank too heavily on property
values that may be unpredictable for years to come.

Of course, the program can tell you nothing beyond the simple invest
ment value of the house or car. It will not tell whether you can afford the
financing or whether you reallywant to live in that house.

General Evaluation

Overall, the Home Financial Decisions is the best and most useful of the
TexasInstruments home finance packages. It is a rare household that would
never need the program's loan, mortgage, and savings calculations. The
instruction book explains things clearly, but the program is designed so well
that you should rarely need it.

Of course, you still have to use your head. Buying a house or a car is a
difficult decision, which can never be reduced to a simple calculation of
dollars and cents. Butthe costs are important, and the Home FinancialDeci
sions cartridge isone of the best tools you can find to understand them.
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HOUSEHOLD BUDGET MANAGEMENT

Overall Quality Good

^(ejcibili^ Good

'}r$im0m' • Verygood

Time needed to learn Several hours

Easeof everyday use Fairly easy

Clarity of instructionbook Adequate

Clarity of screen instructions Fair

Datastorage Very Reliable

Color television needed? Yes

Extraequipment required Cassette recorder

The TI-99/4A can help you keep track of your household expenses with
the Household Budget Management module. Itcan arrange messy columns
of figures into neat tables on the screen, automatically add them, draw
graphs, and project your yearly expenses. It can help you break your
expendituresdown intosmall categories and tellyou where you are spend
ing your money.

Itdoes, however, demanda certain commitment. You haveto bewilling to
spend a few hours learning to use this relatively complicated program and
setting up your budget the way you want it. You must also be conscientious
about keeping your records up-to-date, ifyou want to reap the benefits of
the program.

To use Household BudgetManagement,you mustfirst set up budget cate
gories, that break down your expenditures the way you want them. Ineach
category, youmust thensetupa budget to represent yourspending limits. As
the monthsgo by, you will be able to enter the amountsactually spent, and
compare them to your original plan. The cartridge can automatically plot
colorful graphsof this information and projert how much moneyyou have
leftfor the year.
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There is one important limitation, however. Household Budget Manage
ment will only keep track of your monthly totals, not your day-by-day
expenditures. You will need to keep your daily records on paper, and add
them up at the end of the month. Only then can you enter them into your
budget.

Sinceyou willwant to save your data from one month to the next, you will
need a cassette recorder or some other form of permanent data storage.
A color TV is almost required, since the graphs are unreadable in black
and white.

Using the Cartridge

Household BudgetManagement requiresa bitof advanced planning.You
can skip over most of this ifyou wish, but ifyou make the effort to do it cor
rectly from the start, you will find your budget more useful later on.

You should first read the instruction manual and play with the demonstra
tion data set. Spend some time experimenting: change numbers, change cat
egories, explore the graphsand tables. Don't be afraid! Thissample budget is
provided so that you can learn without worrying about destroying your own
data. Ifyou get lost,you can alwaysturn the computer offand get the sample
data back the way they were.

Inthisbeginning stage, youwill lookto the detailed instruction manualfor
help. You may be annoyed at havingto read 52 pagesof instructions, but you
willfind ita wealth of good advice and important information.The program
gives most of the operating instructions on the screen, so once you have
done your reading the first time, you should not need much help from the
book.

Asyou beginto explore the demonstrationdata set, you will quicklycome
across the main index, shown in Figure 1.3. This index will be your closest
friend while you use the module, since it pointsyou directlyto each of your
options. Ifyou ever feel lost, just press FCTN-BEGIN and you will be back
here, ready to try again.

Option 2, ANALYZE DATA, iswhere you are headed, so you mightas well
go there now. Asyou try out the variousoptions in this section, you will see
that you can displaythe data in many differentways. You can, for instance,
look at a cross section of the figures in each of the categories for a single
month or for the entire year to date. Or, ifyou prefer,you can lookat a single
category spread acrossall 12 monthsofthe year.Finally, you can get the larg
est picture with a table of your total income and expenditures month by
month. Inevery case, you can pressG fora beautifully-colored bar graph, or
you can press P for a projection, an estimate of what you will spend in the
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MAIN INDEX

Ipress TD

I ENTER INCOME/EXPENSE

1 RNRLYZE DRTfi

I 3 CHRN6E INCOME/EXPENSE

1 CHRN6E BUD6ET

1 5 CHRN6E CRTE60RIES

1 6 HISCELLRNEOUS CHRN6E

1 7 FINISH THIS SESSION

.

Figure 1.3: The Household Budget Management main Index

entire year ifyou continue your present spending habits.
When you feel comfortable with the module and know more or lesswhat

you want, you can set up your own budget. You will need to do this in three
steps. First, you must choose the 34 categories you want to break your
budget into. Then, you set the limits on each category. Only then can you
begin the ongoing process of entering your monthly figures.

Use FCTN-BEGIN to get back to the main menu, then type 7, FINISH THIS
SESSION. Thiswill return you to where you were when you first turned the
computer on. You can now start the module up again, and choose option 2,
SET UP FORFIRST TIME. Aftera few preliminary questions, you willcome to
a screen labeled CATEGORY SELECTION.

This is where step one begins. To have a useful budget, you will want to
divide your expenses into meaningful categories. The Household Budget
Management program gives you 99 headings to choose from: everything
from health care to liquor costs. Out of these 99, you can choose up to 34 for
your budget. These become your activecategories.

Texas Instruments has already set up 34 categories they think will be of
interest to most people. Though they chose these well, you will probably
have a few special needs they did not take into account. For instance, ifyou
rent an apartment rather than owning a house, you might want to replace
category number 39 (House Payments) with number 38 (Rent Expense).
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Take a few minutesto lookat the list of categories in the appendix of the
instruction book. Write down the names and numbers of the categories you
want, then go through and selectthem on the computer. When you've fin
ished, keep your written list. It is easier to use a written category list than
repeatedly to interrupt your work to look at them on the screen.

Ifyou have only a few changes to make on Tl's predefined list, you do not
have to type all34 categoriesin. When the computer asksyou whether you
want to use itspreselected categories,answer Yfor "yes,"even though you
intend to change them. When you pressENTER, the computer will shiftto a
new screen, but you can press FCTN-BACK to return to where you were.
The advantage to this is that you now have the 34 preselected categories
stored in the computer and can easilyreplace the ones you want to change.
When the computer asks about preselected categories again, just answer N
for "no" and make your changes.

Once you have set up your categories and typed F for FINISH SELEC
TION, you will come to a screen titled START YOUR BUDGET. This is the
step where you must set your monthlyspending targets. Ifyou want to do
this, type Y.

Ifyou have never had a budget before,you mightwant to followa sugges
tion in the instruction book. Skip this step for the moment and just use the
cartridge to track your actual expenditures for the first few months. Once
you have a better feel for the targets you want, go back and set them up.

When you do set up your budget, the computer will step you slowly
through each of your active categories and ask how much you want to set
aside for each month. When you name a figure, you will see a table of the
numbers you have set up.

This is your chance to make adjustments for special circumstances. For
instance, inthe gifts category you mightallota smallmonthly amount ingen
eral, but set aside more for December and Santa Claus. Just enter the small
amount at first, then answer Y. You can then make your adjustment for the
single month.

Of course, none of this has to be cast in iron. The Household Budget Man
agement module allows you to change your plan as often as you like, so you
can name ballpark figures for your categories and change them later.

The final step isto enter your actual income and expense figures. You will
need to go through this process every month. Itwill work best ifyou do this
as a regular habit—atthe end of each month, for example.

You enter these figures from the main index screen, which you will
remember from your experiments with the demonstration data set. To do
this, you will want to choose option 1, ENTER INCOME/EXPENSE. In this
section of the program, the computer will repeatedly ask three questions:
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"Which category?" "Which month?" and "What is the amount?" Each
answer becomes an entry in one of your categories.

You mayfind iteasierto useoption3,CHANGE INCOME/EXPENSE, espe
cially ifyou want to enter figures for several months at once. Instead of ask
ing the three questions, the computer puts a 12-month display of the
category on the screen, showingthe amounts you have entered. You are then
freeto change anyofthe entries, and cancheck to see ifyou gotthem right.

After this initial set-up, you can enjoy the program's benefits. With your
numbers stored in the computer's memory, you can go to the ANALYZE
DATA optionto see how reality comparesto your targets. Take advantageof
the colored graphs: theywill tellyouthings your number-weary eyeswould
never notice.

Remember to saveyourdataon a cassette tape beforeyouturn your com
puter off. Ifyou don't, allofthe numbersyou havetyped inwill be lostwhen
youturn offthe power. The nexttimeyouwantto usethe program,you can
read your figures back in and startwhere you left off.

Tosave your data, you should always use option 7 on the main index, FIN
ISH THIS SESSION. Never use FCTN-QUIT or the on-off switchto stop the
program. Ifyou do, the computer will throw awayallyour data before you
can say a word.

When you press the 7 key, the computer will lead you carefully through
the stepsofsaving your dataon cassette. Theinstructions are veryclearand
virtually foolproof. When the computerasks ifitshould check the tape you
have recorded, type Y. This extra minute will bring a glow to your heart
when you see the DATA OK flash on the screen. Rewind the cassette before
you take it out of the recorder, to protect the tape surface.

The nexttimeyou want to workon your budget, youcan reloadthe data
with a similar procedure. When you have finished this second time, the
computer hasyoustoreyourdata on a different tape, marked B. This way, if
anything happensto one ofthe tapes,youwill still havethe previous version
as a back-up. The computer even helps you label your tapes.

Thecassettestoragesystem isalmost foolproof ifyoufollow directions. Just
to be safe, though, you should keep a file of your old papers and calcula
tions, so that you can reconstructyour records ifyou have to.

General Evaluation

The Household Budget Managementcartridge isa useful tool for month-
by-month budget tracking and record keeping. It does, however, requirea
significant initial investment of timeto get set up and running.

The instruction book is adequate, though you may have some trouble
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reading itifyouare newto computers. Itis quitegoodindescribing the steps
to accomplish a specific goal, but lacks a cleargeneral planthat would help
you understand what you are doing. You may, in fact, wish the bookwere
not as detailed as it is,sinceyou will probablynot want to wade through 52
pages before using the program. Be patient with it, andtakeadvantage ofthe
index ifyou are lookingfor somethingspecific.

Thereare no major drawbacks to the module's design. You mayfind some
ofthe procedures a little cumbersome whenyou havelarge amounts ofdata
to enter, but they are at least clear.

Thetape storageproceduresare simple and reliable, provided you follow
them to the letter. You might wishto havesome protection againstacciden
tally destroying yourworkwith FCTN-QUIT, but this should not be a prob
lem ifyou are careful.

Household Budget Managementhas itslimitations. Itcannot add up your
daily bills and keepdetailed records. It requires some time to get used to,
and remains slightly cumbersome even indailyoperation.

Even so, this program isa useful tool for managing your home finances. It
will helpyou keeptrackofwhere your moneygoesand where you want itto
go, and will providea clean,easymeansof recording information. Withthe
graphs, tables, and projections, you can organize your money, and might
even save some of it.
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PERSONAL RECORD KEEPING

Overall Quality Fair

Flexibility Limited

graphics None

llTOe needed to learn Several hours

Easeof everyday use Fairly easy

Clarityof instruction book Fair

darityof screeninstruction^ Qwd

Datastorage Reliable

Color television needed? No

£#ra eq^lpriijentrfiquir^d Cassette recorder

Many people maintain a file of information,such as a mailing list, a grade
book, or a financial record. Keeping these files in a notebook or on index
cards can be a great struggle, and it isoften difficult to find something or to
change information.

Ifyou have a cassette tape recorder, the Personal Record Keeping car
tridge will let you store these files on your computer. The advantage is that
you can let the computer take care of the routine work of organizing and
sortingthrough the tables. You can then reviewthe file in any way you want,
to change entries or search for information.

This type of programwill onlyworkfora certaintype of data file. To use it,
you must be able to lay down a template for your file entries, to say what
exact pieces of information you will be keeping for each table entry. For a
mailing list, for example, you mightwant to set aside placesfor each person's
name, street address, city, state, and zip code. Each of the entries will then
have this precise form, and you cannot vary it.

Though this structure may seem confining, it actually helps you organize
your file in a useful way. Because you enter your information in a precise
format, the program can check to make sure you are includingeverything.
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Also, with structured records, the computer can easilyfind a specificentry,
since you can tell it exactly what you are lookingfor.

The other restriction to Personal Record Keeping is space. The TI-99/4A
can store only a limited amount of information before it runs out of memory.
While it will hold enough data for most individuals, it will not be large
enough for a small business. You are limited to what you mightfiton a stack
of about 200 index cards.

To store your records permanently you will need a cassette recorder. If
you have a printer and an RS-232 interface,you can also print out copies of
the screens and tables. Whilethis isnot necessary, itdoes make the program
more useful by allowing you to keep permanent written records and see
your entire file.

Using the Program

Personal Record Keeping is organized like the other Texas Instruments
financialcartridges, witha main indexof majoroptions, leadingto screens of
more specific selections.

Beforeyou can get the main index, however, you must set up a filestruc
ture, laying out the template for your electronic file cards. You need to do
this only once, but you mustdo it correctly, since it is impossible to change
this later. You must therefore decide exactly what information you want in
your entries and go carefullythrough the introductory procedures.

After a few preliminaries, you are asked to set up your filestructure (the
template). Ifyou have never used a computerized filing system,you may be
confused bythisset-up procedure. Workthrough the example of the mailing
list which you will find on pages 9 through 17 of the instruction book. That
will help you understand what you need to do.

To set up your file structure,you mustname each ofthe piecesof informa
tion you will want for each entry, then tell the computer whether to expert
words or numbers. For words, or words mixed with numbers, you will use
the "character" type. Fornumbers involving math, you can choose between
integers (whole numbers), decimals (such as dollar figures), and scientific
notation (a number withan exponent). You mustalso name the length ofthe
field—the maximum number of letters or digitsyou will be entering.

You might thinkyouwouldwantto makeall your items character type, but
it isbetter to use numerical typeswhen you can. They use less memory, and
that will be important ifyou have a largefile. Also, ifyou define the exact
type of information you will be storing, you can have the computer letyou
knowifyou enter something wrong. Forexample, ifyou makethe zip code
field a five-digit integer, the computer will beep ifyou type a letteror an extra
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number. This isa good way to keep wrong information out of your table.
When you have finished naming the itemsthat will be in each entry, you

mightwant to add a fewextras, so that ifyou think of something you want to
add later,you willhave space to do it.You are allowed up to 15 items on your
template, though each one uses up memory.

When you push FCTN-BACK, the computer willdisplay the filestructure,
as in Figure1.4.Check thisverycarefully, because once you type Y, the struc
ture isfixedforever. Ifyou do want to makea change, make sure you type N
before typing the item number you want to change. This is important,
because for some reason the computer also reads the 1 keyas a "yes." Ifyou
forget to type N and try to change an item number beginning with a 1, you
will be locked out of the change option, never to return. So, be very, very
careful at this stage.

Fortunately, this set-up is the hardest part. You are now ready to use the
ADD PAGES option to enter your data. When you do this, the computer will
give you a form on the screen, leavingspaces for you to fill in the correct
items. You will go down the chart, typingin a lineat a time. When you are
done, your entry will look something like Figure 1.5. Don't worry if you
make a mistake or leave something blank: you can change or add to the
entries later.

Figure 1.4: The file structure for a mailing list
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^^^^^^hlSP^^P^S^^^^^^V
IpAGE t? 1
1 1 COHPRNY
• 2 RDDRESS
• 3 CITY_
• 4 STRTE
• 5 ZIP
• 6 PRODUCT
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Figure 1.S: An entry Ina mailing list

Figure 1.6:Thecomputercalculated the average from the quiz scores In
this table
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Once you havestored the information inthe computer, you can analyze it
inany way you wish. You will probablywant to look back through the data
one page at a time. At times, however, you may also want to search for a
specific itemor pullout a group of pagesthat satisfy a certain condition. You
can, for example,askthe computer to showyou onlythe addresses in your
mailing listwhere the cityisBerkeley and the state isCA.You can alsoask the
program to sort the pages in alphabetical or numerical order.

You are able to do more advanced manipulations as well. One handyfea
ture is the math transformation. This allows you to combine some of the
numerical items on each page to make up a new item, such as a total or
average. This is especially handy for a task like the teacher's grade book in
Figure 1.6. You might have a page for each student in the class, with items for
quiz and test scores. Atthe bottom of the page, you can leave an item blank
for the total grade, then define a math transformation at the end of the
course to averageallthe quizzes. This iscomplexto set up, but can saveyou
a lot of time.

STATISTICS isanother option for you. Ifyou haveallof the students' grades
stored, for example, the computer can automatically calculate the class
average. It can also name the lowest and highest scores, and the standard
deviation, a measure of the scores' dispersion.

There are a varietyof common applicationsfor the Personal Record Keep
ing program beyond simple mailing lists and grade books. Besure you read
pages 39 to 44 of the instruction book, which suggesta few of these, includ
ing Small Library Management, Household Inventory, StockAccount Track
ing, Payroll Worksheet, and Bowling League Scores. Many othersare possible.

When you havefinished, youwill needto storeyourdata on cassettetape,
withoption 7. Usea different tape each timeor alternate between two tapes,
so that you always have an old copy should something happen. Ifthe data
are irreplaceable, you should also keep a record on paper. Ifyou have a
printer,you can have the computer print this for you.

Be careful about option 8, EXIT, since it means you want to quit without
saving the data.Thecomputerdoes stopto ask,"Areyousure?" Ifyou type y,
your data will be erased.

General Evaluation

Personal Record Keeping is a very useful program if you want to keep
a structured file of information on the computer. You can sort for any
information you wish, and determine averages, totals or other functions of
the data items. And bestofall, youcan do all thiswith no special equipment
except a cassette recorder.
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Unfortunately, the program is limited. You can only use it for a clearly
structured file, and you must know your format before you set it up. The
program works best for very specific applications where you mightneed to
perform math transformations,as in a teacher's grade book, or sort for spe
cific cases, as in a mailing list.

Also, sad to say, Personal RecordKeeping was not designed as well as the
other Texas Instruments programs. It is slow, hard to use, and has some
annoying problems. Theconcept ofa computerized database isnot obvious
to a first-time computer user, and the program's complex organization isfar
from clear.

Agood instruction manual would have helped a lot.The Personal Record
Keeping manual is hard to useand lacksa clear description of the program's
general purpose. It does include several worked examples that help to
explain the program, but even here it leavesyou to draw your own conclu
sions rather than reallydescribing the program. Ifyou have used one of the
other Texas Instruments financial cartridges, you will have little trouble with
this, but you may still need to read itseveraltimes before you understand it.

Ifyou have a disk drive, there are other programs, such as the Multiplan
electronic worksheet, which might be better suited to your needs. If you
know BASIC, you may alsofind it iseasier to design a record-keeping system
from scratch. And, old-fashionedas it maysound, a traditional deck of index
cards mightsuityour needs best unlessyou are constantlysortingor search
ing for specific information.

Even so, Personal Record Keeping isa very good program when used for
the right problem. This program could save you hours of time ifyou need to
organize data that fit into a clear pattern.
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OTHER HOME MANAGEMENT CARTRIDGES

TAX/

INVESTMENT

MULT1PLAN Tl WBITtgP

Overall Quality Very good Excellent Very Good

Flexibility Fair Excellent Very Good

Time needed

to learn
1-2 hours 2-4 hours 2-4 hours

Ease;of everyday use Easy Easy Fair

Clarity
ofinstructions

Fair Excellent Very Good

Extra equipment
required

Disk drive Disk drive. Disk drive,
printer,.
RS-232

Texas Instruments has developed a number of powerful programs for the
TI-99/4A that take advantage of the greater flexibility of diskette storage. To
use these, you will need the Tl Peripheral Expansion Box, a disk drive, and a
disk controller card. Ifyou want to attach a telephone modem or a printer
(todo word processing, for example),you will also need an RS-232 interface.

Since this requires a major investment, you should carefully consider
your needs before you buy. Remember that even with the peripheral
expansions, these programs will still be limited by the speed and design of
the TI-99/4A. Ifyou do extensive work or use the computer for your busi
ness, you may do better buying a different machine.

If you do have the equipment, however, these are excellent programs.
Here are three of the best.

Tax/Investment Record Keeping

Do you find yourself rooting through piles of receipts every year at tax
time? With Tax/Investment Record Keepingand a disk drive, you can store
your records electronically and let the computer total them up when the
time comes.
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The cartridge stores your records on a diskette, in a rigid form based on
double-entry bookkeeping. Itdivides your records into nine general catego
ries, each of which contains a number of subcategories. Every time you
enter a transaction, you ask the computer to file it into the appropriate area.
Then,when you reviewyour records,youwill havethem organizedthe way
you want.

Aswith Household BudgetManagement, you will need some time at the
beginning to get used to the cartridge and define your file structure. Once
you have, however, the program isfast and useful.

Multiplan

This isa version of Microsoft Corporation's popular spreadsheet program,
a wonderful tool for virtually any type of financial planning. Originally, this
program was written for much larger computers, but it has been beautifully
scaled down to the TI-99 without sacrificing any of its major features.

The idea issimple, as shown in Figure1.7. The program maintainsa large
table of "cells" arranged in rows and columns. You see through a "window"
into a small part of the table, but can move to see or change any cell in the
table. Cellscan contain either descriptivewords or numbers, representing
anything you wish: dollars, interest rates, time periods, or sales totals. You
can design the table as you wish, and alter it to add rows, change numbers,
or delete unnecessary information.

The most useful feature of this program isthe formula. You do not have to
type in explicit numbers for every cell in your table. Ifthere is a figure that
depends on other cellsfor itsvalue,you can define itas a mathematicalfunc
tion of those cells. In Figure1.7, for example, the Boardwalk Lumber com
pany used thisfor allthe figures belowthe first dashed line.The TOTAL line is
simply a sum of the sales for the three departments for that month. Below
that is the 10% commission, which is then subtrarted to make the final NET
figure for the month. Bydefininga formulato describe each of these lines in
terms of the other numbers inthe table, the company could letthe computer
do all the calculations.

Besides saving you work, this gives you another important advantage. If
you have built your table up with formulas, you do not have to go back and
recalculate everything if you found one number has changed. You can
merely change the number in the cell where it appears and ask the com
puter to make any adjustments needed in the table. You will be amazed at
how much time and effort you save by letting the computer automati
cally recalculate the columns in your table. You can also try out different
assumptions (such as a 12% commission) to see how they would affectthe
entire plan.
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F/gure 7.7; The Multiplan spreadsheet program

Since it isa very powerfulprogram, Multiplan can take some time to learn.
Thediskette includes clear "help" displays to explain things ifyou get lost.

Tl Writer Word Processor

One of the most common questions is "Will the TI-99/4A do word pro
cessing?" The answer isyes, but at a high price.

Aword processor is like an electric typewriter, except that instead oftyp
ingyour texton paper, youtype it intothe computer's memory. You are then
freeto insert, delete, or rearrange words, byreviewing yourtexton the tele
vision screen.Onlyafter youhave itexactly thewayyouwantitdo youpress
the print command. If you later seesomething you want tochange, you can
always go back, revise it, and print itagain. You should never have to type
anything more than once.

TheTl Writer program, shown in Figure 1.8,applies thisideato the home
computer. Like many larger word processors, you can type your textwith
out carriage returns, insert and delete words, and move sections of text
around. The computer can then "reformat" your text to rearrange it into
neat paragraphs. Comparedwith moreexpensive word processors, some of
Tl Writer's manipulations can be difficult, but it can do the basics well.

The main limitation comes from the TI-99/4A console itself. Though
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Figure 1.8: The TlWriter wordprocessor

the computer's keyboard is modeled on the standard typewriter, it isa poor
substitute. Response can be erratic at high speeds, and you must use the
FCTN key totype quotation marks and other symbols, a clumsy operation if
you are used to a typewriter. No secretary would want to type on this
machine for long.

Another problem is the display: the longest line that will fit on a standard
television is40 characters,about half what you wouldwant for a word pro
cessor. Tl Writer gets aroundthis limitation byusing a movable window into
the text. Whilethisdoes make longer lines possible, it isdifficult to use.

These limitations will notpose problems for anoccasional letter or mailing
list, but if you plan to doextensive work, you will probably want a different
machine.
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SECTION TWO

EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION

As theprice ofcomputers drops, many schools andparents arebecoming
interested in their uses in education. Thereare two good reasons for this.
First, since a computer such as the TI-99/4A can give a child personalized
attention and colorful, animated illustrations of concepts, itcan often hold
interest whereotherapproaches might not.Second, manyteachersfeel that
byplaying witha computerat an earlyage,children become morecomfort
able witha machinethat may play a largepart in their future.

The computer is excellent for children's education. Interactiveness is the
key to its success: it can check a child's work each step of the way. If he
makes a mistake atany point, thecomputer can reactimmediately and help
him correct it.Because ofthis, the computergives individual attention to the
child'sspecific problems, just like an individual tutor.

Texas Instruments has been a leader in bringing the computer into the
classroom. From the beginning of its work on the TI-99/4A, the company
has put a great deal of effort into its learning programs. It has cooperated
with the leaders in the field of computer education, such as Scott-Foresman
and Company, Addison-Wesley, and the Milliken Publishing companies.
Comparedwithother computersinitspricerange,Tl's educationalsoftware
is spectacular.

Elementary Education Programs

If you are a teacher, you may already be familiar with the TI-99/4A pro
grams thatcan helpinthe classroom. Onthe basic subjects of reading, spell
ing, and arithmetic, Texas Instruments has several extended series of
cartridgesat a varietyof grade levels. You can probably find severalwithin
each series that would fit in with your course material.

If youare the parentofan elementary schoolchild, you maybe interested
in using these cartridges at home to give your child some extra help, or to
familiarize him with the machine. These are excellent uses for your home
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computer, ifyoucoordinate yourefforts with whatyourchild islearning in
school.

Since most of the educational series contain many cartridges, you will
want to choose carefully. If you are a parentbuying onlyone cartridge for
your child, you should avoid the programs thatwere designed to be used
onlya few times bya large number ofchildren. Instead, youshould concen
trate on cartridges such as the Milliken Math and Scholastic Spelling series.
Both of these cover a wide range of material and giveextended use.

Arithmetic cartridges Thestructured problems of math can be taught
veryeffectively witha computer. With its colorgraphics and music, itcan
give attractive illustrations ofbasic concepts andspice upthedreary tasks of
drill and practice. Even apart from thisstrongvisual appeal, the computer
can easily monitor yourchild's progress. If he ishaving troublewith a certain
problem, itcangently helphim with theanswer. If heseemsto bestruggling,
itcan suggesteasier problems.

Math education programs divide themselves into twoclasses: tutorial and
practice. The tutorials teach the basic concepts of arithmetic, such as the
meaningof addition.On the other hand, practiceprograms merely repeat
drills, assumingthe child already knowsthe subject.

Theonly pure tutorial for the TI-99/4A isthe Scott-Foresman mathseries,
withtitles including Addition/Subtraction 1 and 2, Multiplication 1, Division
1, and Numeration 1 and 2. These programsteach through animated illus
trations of the basic concepts. Elementary schoolteachers, in particular,
might find thisa valuable toolfor introducing arithmetic operations to their
students.

However, the tutorialsare not enough by themselves. The problem that
most children face in arithmetic is not learningthe theory. It is the applica
tion that isdifficult. Other Tl programs are designed to helpwith this.

The mostinteresting isthe Milliken Math series. Itaims at a slightly higher
grade level than the Scott-Foresman Math, and assumes that the child
already understands the operations and the arithmetic tables. It simply
poses one problem after another, congratulates the child ifhe gets it right,
and helps him work it if he does not. Since the program automatically
adjusts the level of the problems to take account of the child's progress or
difficulties, it is ideal for a child who wants to work alone, either to gain
experience or to workon problems. This approach iscertainly moreenjoy
able than working problems on paper.

Other programs makearithmetic practice more interesting by turning it
intoa game.Addison-Wesley, Inc. hasrecently developeda seriesof "Com
puterMath Games" fortheTI-99/4A, andScott-Foresman ispublishing three
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"Math Action Games." In these, the child must generally answer a math
problem correctly to advance his counter or score points. In more
advanced programs, there isalso a time limit. Some of the games exercise
the child's logical reasoning and other abstract skills.

One of the most interesting game approaches is the DLM Arcademic
series. These sixgames, with titlessuch as Alien Additionand Alligator Mix,
make the child play a video-arcade game with math problems: instead of
pressing a fire button, he must type the correct answer to a problem.
Though the idea iswonderfuland the graphicsexcellent, the action isslug
gishcompared to the real arcade. Even so, most children will find this amus
ing, and might be sparked to learn math where they would otherwise lose
interest.

Because of this variety of math series, it can be hard to choose which
would be best for your children. You should think about the stage of your
child'seducation. Ifhe isin the earlier gradesofelementary school, the tuto
rial approach of the Scott-Foresman series might be the best. Ifpractice is
more important, the Milliken series offersthe most balanced program. Ifhis
problem is motivation you might prefer one of the math games.

Reading andSpelling Cartridges Texas Instruments sells various car
tridges that teach reading and spelling skills. With one of these programs, a
child can learn outlining, or play a spellingbee.

The best of these is the Scholastic Spellingseries, described in detail later
in this chapter. It consists of four cartridges that are designed for third
through sixthgraders. Thisseriescombines colorfulgames with a balanced,
traditional approach to spelling.A well-designed workbook completes the
program.

Scott-Foresman and Company has developed a series of reading car
tridges, with titles such as Reading Fun and Reading Rally. At the lowest
level, the programs use a speech synthesizer to read stories aloud for chil
dren who have not yet learned to read, stressing basic concepts of analysis
and interpretation. Later cartridges concentrate on more advanced prob
lemsof outlining,summarizing, and map reading. Inallcases, the cartridges
illustrate the stories with colorful screen illustrations.

While the Scott-Foreman reading programs are very attractive, they have
not been included in this book because of their short span of utility. Each
cartridge contains only three or four basic stories or sections and although
the child can choose among several variations of how he wants the story to
continue, hisoptions are limited. Inthe classroom, though, this limitation is
not a problem, since many differentchildren can use the same cartridge for
a short period.
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Another cartridge which could not be covered here is the popular Early
Learning Fun, a single cartridgeto help preschoolers familiarize themselves
with the alphabet and the numbers fromone to ten. Usingan approach pio
neered by the Sesame Street television program, it teaches counting
through colorful, animated displays, and helps the child associate letters
with words (A is for Apple). Since this is a single cartridge rather than an
extended series, itmightbe of particular interest to parents who want to give
their child a head start on the computer without makinga major investment.

OtherResources Ifyour mainconcern isto introduce your childto the
computer, you mightconsider LOGO, a programminglanguagespecifically
designed for children. Usingsimple commands, your child can learn the
essential ideas behind all computer languages by writingprograms to draw
figures and animated pictures on the screen. The language iseasy to learn
and enjoyable to use, yet it demonstrates all the ideas underlying other
computer languages.

Itisunfortunate that LOGOrequiresthe 32K memory expansion card and
the Tl Peripheral Expansion Box, since the highcost of this equipment puts it
beyond the reach of many owners. It might, ofcourse, still interest schools,
and will certainly not disappointthe parents who are willing to spend the
money. In this chapter, you'll find a short description of this important
resource as well as a limited version which you can use without memory
expansions.

Ifyou have the Tl Peripheral Expansion Box and a diskdrive, you can use
another educational series called PLATO, which was originallydeveloped
twenty years ago for use on largecomputers.Texas Instruments has bought
rights to 450 programs in this series, and is now selling them for its home
computer. Designed for kindergarten to high school, these programs are
sold on diskettes bundled into 108 "program packages." To use this series,
you will need to buy the PLATO interpreter cartridge and the diskette pro
gram packages you want to use. To help you decide which of these 108
packages your child could benefit from, the PLATO interpreter cartridge
includes a set of diagnostic "survey lessons" and a parent questionnaire.
While probably beyond the range of mostfamilies, the PLATO series should
be of great interest to schools developinga computer-instruction library

Programs forAdults

You can learn from your computer, too. Since you may have less time or
patience for structured courses, you may stand to profit even more than
your childrenfromthistype ofself-paced learning program. Unfortunately,
the current selection of adult-learning programs is limited.
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The best is the TouchTypingTutor, which, in a series of well-ordered les
sons, leads you through all of the steps of learning to type. The program
includes exercises and a diagnostic section so you can find out where you
need help.There isalsoa gamethat can helpyou increaseyour typingspeed.

Another four-cartridge series, called the Key to Spanish, is a self-paced
introduction to spoken Spanish, intended primarily for businessmen and
travelers who need the skills for everydayconversation. The four cartridges
are linked with four cassette tapes, with oral drillsand examples by native
Latin American speakers.

This should be only the beginning. Other programs should soon appear
to add to the self-instructional materials already available.

General Principles

Modern educators believe we learn better by being rewarded than by
being punished. Encouragement helpschildrenwant to learn, while exces
sively negative reactionscan lead them to become so afraid of failure that
they lose interest.

The Texas Instruments educational packages are very positive. Most were
carefully designed by trained educators and child psychologists to avoid
techniques that might discourage a child. Correct answers are usually
rewarded with congratulations and, sometimes, with a musical and visual
display. Mistakes result ina simple 'Try itagain" or "Letme help you," with
no stigma attached to the error.

The Tl programs do, at times, go overboard on this: perceptive children
may resent having their performance constantly rewarded with sugar
cubes. Even if this happens, though, your child will probably regard it as
simply funny rather than disturbing.

Although the Texas Instruments programs are based on sound educa
tional principles,even the bestwill fail ifyou try to force them on your child.
All of the educational series try to make learning attractive by making it
enjoyable, with games, music, and graphics. But if your child uses them
against his will, he will not benefit from them.

The computer is a tool, not a teacher. Its interactive, colorful programs
can beautifullycomplement a standard educational program, but they can
never replace the human teacher—theadult who mustguide the child, help
him with problems, and set an example for him to follow. The computer is
like a textbook: when used well, it can make difficultsubjects simpler and
distasteful subjects more palatable, but it is always a mere tool for a larger
purpose. Education remains a very human challenge, a responsibility that
only a person can fulfill.
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THE SCOTT-FORESMAN MATH SERIES

Overall Quality Good

Lengthof'use Short

Graphics Verygood1

Timp'rteea^tp,:g0tstarted1 10\rtpni#es<

Ease of everyday use Veryeasy

. Clarity^ instruction book Clear

^Clarity of screen instructions VeryClear

Educational philosophy Encouragement only

Grade level 2 through 5

Color television needed?. Very helpful

Extraequipment required Speech synthesizer
very helpful

This isa very modern approach to teaching arithmetic on a computer. It is
a self-paced introduction to the basicconcepts, usinganimated color graph
icsand speech synthesis. Six cartridges are currentlyavailable in the series:
Addition/Subtraction 1 and 2, Multiplication 1, Division 1, and Numeration
1 and 2.

This series is aimed at a relativelyearly stage in the teaching of arithmetic,
where the child is just learning the concepts which underlie the operations.
The addition and subtraction cartridges develop the idea of counting: two
objects physically added to five objectsmakesevenobjects.The multiplication
cartridge, then, develops repeated addition into multiplication (5 + 5 + 5 +
5 = 4x5 = 20),and division splits a largenumber ofobjects intogroups. The
two numeration programs deal with the place value of the digits in a num
ber. They teach, for example, why the 1 in 1000 means "one thousand."

This series stresses concepts rather than practical exercises. Each program
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isorganized intoeightor nine lessons, each expanding slightly the scope of
the one before. Each lesson begins with the tutorial segment, whichexplains
the concept graphically. After the computer has worked this example, it
moves on to a series of practice problems. Ifthe child has trouble, it works
the problem for him graphically, inthe samewayas itdid in the tutorial.

Thetutorials usea verymoderneducational approach:theystress intuitive
understanding rather than rote memorization. The programs explain the
concepts withcolorful chartsand visual displays, of the type many elemen
tary schools now use. To teach multiplication, for example, the program
might arrange20 ducksin5 rows of4 columns, as in Figure 2.1.This shows
that4 x 5 = 20,andthat5 x 4 = 20.As itis doing this, thecomputer counts
the numbers out loud, using the speech synthesizer.

You should remember that these visual presentations will rarely be
enough to explain the conceptbythemselves. These programs workbestas
illustrations of abstract ideas, to supplement a verbal explanation, not to
replace it.On their own, manychildrenwill not be able to understand what
the computer is trying to say. Whether you are a teacher or a parent, you
should always explain to the child whatthe computer isdoing.

Also, youshould remember thatthis series does notaimat drill and prac
tice. The problems at the end of the lesson are designed only to make

Figure2.1: TheScott-ForesmanMultiplication 1program
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sure the child isfollowing the tutorials, and are notenough inthemselves to
teach arithmetic.

To make up for this lack, Scott-Foresman hasdevelopedanother seriesof
math cartridges, called the Math Action Games. These games, presently
available only to schools, are designed to give direct practiceon specific
arithmetic problems. In Number Bowling, for example, your child must
answer a problemcorrectlyto score points. Thefaster he works, the more
he will score. You might wantto buyone ofthesegames or one ofthe other
Texas Instruments math cartridges ifyou feel the standard Scott-Foresman
series is not enough.

Although the series does not absolutely requireadditional equipment, a
speechsynthesizer and a color television are strongly recommended. With
out the synthesizer, the program cannotcount the numbers out loud, thus
making the tutorial segments hardertofollow. Theprogram relies heavily on
color graphics, so itwill be less appealing in black and white.

Using the FourCartridges

The cartridges are essentially self-explanatory, with clear, on-screen
instructions. Each is divided into eight or nine "activities," moving from a
very basic level to concepts of greater complexity. The child can select an
activity bytyping its number, or push the period key to havethe computer
flash through lessons until he recognizes the one he wants. This scan-
through optionisa little hardto usesince yourchild must waitthrougheach
tutorial until he getsto the correctone. Even so, itmakes the programacces
sible even to a child who has not learned to read.

As soon as the child has chosen the lesson number, the computer begins
the animatedtutorial thatexplains the conceptofthe lesson. When ithas run
throughthisshortexample, itasks thechild ifhewants another. If the answer
isno, the computersays YOUR TURN and gives 15 problems involving the
concept. If the child makes itthrough the problems with betterthan 80 per
cent correct, the computerautomatically advances him to the nextlesson. If
not, ittellshimTRY A LITTLE HARDER and has himdo itover.The idea isfor
the childto moveon onlywhen he isready, butyoucannot relyon this. Your
child should go through each lesson several times, and you shouldalways
makesure he thoroughlyunderstands the concept before he goeson.

The final lesson of each cartridge isa set of review problemsthat covers
theentirecartridge. Here, thechild has only onechanceatsolving the prob
lem,but the computerstoresall the mistakes for him to review at the end. If
he does extremely well on this final lesson, the program will congratulate
him andgive ten "Extras for Experts" problems thatgobeyond the material it
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has taught. If the child can do these problems, he is ready for a more
advanced cartridge.

General Evaluation

The Scott-Foresman Math series is a well-reasoned look into the theory
and principles of arithmetic, with nice, entertaining graphics and speech
synthesis. It is a reasonable application of modern theories of elementary
math education to the home computer, and iseasy for a child to use, even at
an early age.

Parents buyingthese programs for their children should consider the pro
grams' limited period of usefulness.Although the problems do change each
time the child uses the lesson, the general approach does not. Once the
child has worked through each lesson a few times and mastered the con
cepts, he will have no further need for the cartridge.

Of course, this is not a problem for elementary schools, where the same
program could be used over and over with many different students. In the
classroom, the colorful, graphic approach of the Scott-Foresman math series
would fit in well with many grade-school arithmetic courses. It provides a
refreshing alternative to standard textbooks.

Some people may object to this series' educational approach, since itcon
centrates on abstract concepts, rather than the actual practice. This "new
math" has come under a certain amount of justifiableheat in recent years for
neglecting the more mundane routines of the actual calculations. In general,
however, this modern approach is educationally sound, as long as it is car
ried on with more practical work on actual computations. When integrated
into a larger program including practical exercises, the Scott-Foresman math
cartridges would prove very valuable.
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THE MILLIKEN MATH SERIES

Overall-Quality Excellent ;
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Milliken Math isan excellent series that applies the resourcesof the com
puter to thetraditional way ofteaching math with drill andpractice. Eleven
Milliken cartridges arecurrently available, covering all the basic skills: addi
tion, subtraction, multiplication, division, integers, fractions, decimals, per-
cents, laws of arithmetic, equations, and measurement formulas.

This traditional approach gives your child a graded series of problems to
solve on the screen. He mustwork them justas he would on paper, except
that the computer is there to make him try it again if he makes a mistake
along theway. If he makes a second error, it finishes the problem and asks
him to study it. If, on the other hand, he gets it correct, the computer
rewards him witha colorful display, such as a boythrowing a ball or a pea
cock opening its tail.

Each cartridge moves through graded levels of difficulty. One cartridge
canhave as many as64levels, and will cover a wide range ofmaterial, from
a beginning toanexpert level. If thechild is doing well, hewill automatically
move uptothenext level, but hewill also drop back if heis having toomuch
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trouble. In this way, he will gradually find his own level and get practice
where he needs it most.

The Milliken series does not intimidate the child by objecting to wrong
answers. By giving hima chanceto correcthis mistake and helping him out if
he still hastrouble, itteacheswithout inspiring anxiety. Even when the com
putersends himbackto a lowerlevel, itsaysnothing morethan a humorous,
BAD NEWS!

TheMilliken Math series isnotintended toteachbasic arithmetic concepts
but to givestructureddrills to fix the concepts in mind.This iswhat children
need most, especially aroundthefifth or sixth grade. Ifyouwish to haveyour
child learn from the beginning, you should perhapsconsiderthe more ele
mentary Scott-Foresman cartridges.

Whenshopping forthesecartridges, you may have to lookcarefully to tell
the Milliken series packages from the Scott-Foresman. The Milliken car
tridges are marked with titles like MULTIPLICATION with Milliken Educa
tionalSeriesinsmaller letters. TheScott-Foresman titles are often similar, but
they always contain a number, likeMULTIPLICATION 1.

No special equipment is needed for the Milliken Math series, though a
colortelevision does helpto make the programs more interesting.

Using the Cartridges

The Milliken Math programs are simple and self-explanatory for a child
whohas learned arithmetic in school. When your child selects thecartridge,
the computer asks his name and the level he wantsto start at. After this, it
runsautomatically. When yourchild wants to stop, he merely types E, and
the computersays goodbye with a scorecard for the day.

The most important cartridges are the first four: Addition, Subtraction,
Multiplication, and Division. These provide excellent practice on basic
arithmetic skills, leading slowly from the basic one-digit calculations to com
plex, multidigit problems with regrouping and remainders.

TheAddition cartridge is representative. The questions startverysimply,
withone-line problems such as "2 + 3 = ?" As the child progresses, how
ever, he will moveintocalculations withtwo-digit answers,then intosumsof
two-digit numbers. Problems are posedinbothhorizontal and vertical form,
and the child must typethe digits ofthe answer from right to left justas he
wouldwritethem on paper. Figure 2.2showsan addition problem.

After level 26, the problems include regrouping, or "carrying" a digit to
the nextcolumn. This starts with a single carried digit, then becomesmore
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Figure 2.2: The Milliken Addition program

Figure 2.3: AMilliken Fractions problem showing the addition of
unlike fractions
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complicated. By level 60, the child is adding three four-digit numbers,
regrouping in each column.

If the child wishes, hecan have thecomputer help with the regrouping. If
he presses thespace bar, itwill put a question mark where thecarried digit
should go—in the traditional place above the column it is to be carried to.
Once the child has carried the proper digit, the computer moves the ques
tion mark back down for himto add up the new column.

Theotheroperations are taught inthesameway. Some complicated multi
plication and division problems require partial sums and regrouping in the
higher levels. The division cartridge gives thechild a choice of long or short
division, and lets him tryouttestdigits andchange them iftheydo notwork.
Thecomputer takes nothingfor granted. It even makes him choose the place
where the quotient should begin.

The Integers cartridge teaches concepts of positive and negative whole
numbers. Thereare 32 levels in this program, starting with the question of
which of two negative numbers is greater (Is -3 < -1 ?), then moving into
addition and multiplication of negative numbers.

The Fractions cartridgealsofollows a well-ordered sequence. The lowest
levels startwithexercises to teach the sizeoffractions (is V2 > % ?), reduc
ing to lowest terms (2U = ?), and mixed numbers (1V2). It then moves
through addition of likefractions (Vs + 2/s = ?), least common denomina
tors, and adding unlike fractions. This last isnot a simple concept, but Milli-
ken's step-by-step approach works well, asshown in Figure 2.3.

To solve the problem posed in the left column on the screen, your child
must first put the two fractions over the common denominator 22, in the
column to the right.Then, he can add the likefractionsto obtain 25/22. Thisis
the correct answer, but itmuststill be put intothe form ofa mixed number in
lowestterms. Thereforethe computer asks himwhether the answer can be
reduced ("No" in this case) and whether itcan be written as a mixed number
suchas 13/22. Hereyourchild must answer "Yes" and typethe correct num
bers. This is a complicated procedure, but every step is essential to learning.
After the child has mastered this skill ofadding fractions, the Fractions pro
gram leadshimon to cover multiplication and division offractions, and even
a preview of decimals.

The next cartridge is Decimals, with 56 levels. The first 11 involve basic
concepts, such as the decimal equivalentsoffractions,the valuesof decimals
(is .63 > .47 ?), and rounding. Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division ofdecimals follow, with special exercises on newconcepts where
needed. The presentation is veryclearand thorough, though the Milliken
format mightprove confusing to a childwho has not used the first four basic
arithmetic packages.
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The Percentscartridgefollows next. The fairly straightforward problems
convert either from decimal numbers to percents or vice versa. The child
might, forexample, needto convert 6.7% to its decimal form 0.067, or the
other way around.

The restof the cartridgesare less effective, since they deal with more spe
cialized mathematical concepts. The Laws of Arithmetic package, for
instance, covers the commutative, associative, and distributivelaws,and the
identity elements. While these ideas are usually quite important in modern
mathcourses,theycallforabstractthinking ratherthan the repetitive drills of
the Milliken series.

In spite of this, the Equations and Measurement Formulas cartridges do
have interest. The Equations program asksthe child to find the value of an
unknown letter in an equation. The problems start with simple addition
equationssuch as "N + 3 = 2. WHAT IS N?" then move intomultiplication
and division. Atthe end, the child issolving equations intwo steps, laying the
foundations for high-school algebra.

The Measurement Formulas cartridgeteaches the childto findthe perime
ter, area, and volume of two- and three-dimensional objects, such as
squares, rectangles, and cubes.Thecomputer helpsbyshowingthe formula
and a picture of the object on the screen, leaving the child to plug in the
correct numbers.

General Evaluation

Milliken Mathisan excellent, engaging wayto teach arithmetic. The com
puter makesthe childwork through each problem step by step and helps
when he runsintotrouble.By automatically shifting levels, the computerwill
gradually lead the child to the problems he most needs to work on. The
short, animated sequences are enjoyableand entertaining.

The first four cartridges cover the four arithmetic operations in their full
complexity. SinceMilliken Math follows thetraditional wayofsolving a prob
lem with a pencil and paper, it isa nice supplement to the standard elemen
taryschool. The problems appearthe samewayon the computerastheydo
on written homework, exceptthat the computerwill catch wrong numbers
as they are entered.

The excellent Fractions and Decimals cartridges give a well-reasoned
introduction to difficult concepts. Someof the others are lesseffective, since
they address more abstract concepts, but all have merit.

Ifyour child is learning arithmetic in school, you may find the Milliken
Math series an invaluable aid to his education. And if he is struggling, this
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may be the way to givehimthe extra practice he needs. Althoughthese car
tridges will not makehimdo anything hecould not havedone on paper,they
will help structure the practice by makinghimwork at the proper leveland
by immediatelycorrecting hismistakes. Taking the tedium out of arithmetic
is a hard assignment, but Milliken Math has succeeded.
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THE DLM ARCADEMIC SERIES

(Alien Addition, Minus Mission, Alligator Mix, Meteor Multiplication,
Demolition Division, and Dragon Mix)

Overall Quality Very Good

Period of use Long , •

Graphics Verygood'

Time needed to get started V2 hour

Easeof everyday use Fairly easy

Clarityof instruction book Verydear

Clarity of screen instructions Verydear , • ,

Educational philosophy Sofae purtfshrpentfor, mistakes,

Grade level 3 to 5

Color television needed? Verydesirable

Extraequipment required Joysticks, ifdesired

Do you cringe to see your children spend hours in the video arcade and
avoid their homework? Do you ever wish they could practice their multipli
cation tables while they shoot down aliens?With the DLM Arcademic series,
they can do just that. The idea is simple: instead of a fire button, the game
provides an arithmetic problem. Get it right,and the laser scores a direct hit.
Get it wrong and it misses. Since time is limited, accuracy and speed are
essential. Asyour child becomes drawn into the game, he willwork faster to
destroy the enemies, only to discover hours later that he has been learning
math all the time.

The potential benefits are very great. Fora good student, the game should
be quite easy, and much more enjoyable than working through math tables.
This is exactly the kind of practice your child will need to turn 6 x 7 = 42
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froma struggle intoa reflex. Itisespecially valuable fora childwho would be
good at math ifhecould only motivate himself to do the required practice.
By sweetening the chore with some fast-paced action and pleasing color
graphics,the computer maysparkan interestin a childwho would not oth
erwise be motivated.

This isthe ideal, but notall children will be intrigued. While these games
can help on speed, they can not teach arithmetic.Achild weak on the basic
concepts may actually find them more frustrating than instructive. In this
case, you might consider one of the other Tl math series, such as the Scott-
Foresman or Milliken Math.

Also, inspiteof itsattractivecolor graphics, the DLM Arcademicseriescan
not matchthe videoarcade. Because ofthe need to focus the player's ener
gieson the math problem rather than the action, the Arcademicgames have
had to be simplified from what a child might expect from a video game.
While they still have some of the arcade feel, the action and mechanics are
clumsy compared with a real video game.

Six cartridges are currently available in the DLM Arcademic series. Alien
Addition, MinusMission, Meteor Multiplication, and Demolition Division each
drill a single arithmetic operation, while the others combine two: addition
and subtraction in Alligator Mix, multiplication and division in Dragon Mix.

In each game, you can control the level of difficulty by pressing FCTN-
AID. The "skill level" affects the speed at which the enemies approach and
therefore the time available. The "problem level" determines the difficulty
of the math, naming the largest number that will be required as the answer.
The program starts at a good levelfor a fairly adept child, but ifyour child is
just starting or having a lot of trouble, you should change to an easier level.
He should be able to play the game easily and enjoyably, without being
frustrated by having his ship repeatedly destroyed.

No additional equipment is required for these games, though a color tele
vision makes the graphics more pleasing. A joystick can be used, but the
keyboard is usuallyeasier and more instructive.

Playing the Games

Demolition Division, shown in Figure 2.4, is fairly representative of the
series.The screen isarranged infour rows,each ofwhich hasa green enemy
tank at the leftand your blue cannon at the right.Asyou play, the four tanks
march slowly forward, firing shots at your cannon. You are protected for a
while bya low brickwall,but you will be hit ifyou wait too long. Ifyou are hit
three times, the game isover.
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Figure 2.4: The Demolition Division game

Tothe rightof your cannons isa number. You must position this next to the
cannon you want to fire, type the correct answer, and hit the space bar. Ifyou
get it right, the tank explodes and you are free to move on to another row.

You can only shoot at one at a time, so you should concentrate on the tank
that is nearest to the wall. The right and leftarrows move the number from
one row to another, and the number keyschange it.You can also use the up
and down arrow keysto increase or decrease the number, but will probably
find it simpler to think of the answer and hit the appropriate key.

Use the fingersofone hand on the arrow keysto move the answer up and
down, and your thumb on the space bar to fire. That way,you can use your
other hand to tap the number keysand can get into the necessary rhythm of
move-answer-fire.

The mechanics of the game can be cumbersome. Atfirstyou may be con
fused at having to move the answer up and down before firing, but will
quickly get used to this. Even more awkward, however, isthe need to hit the
space bar after each answer to fire the cannon: it would have been much
simpler ifthe number key could fire the shot directly. Still, the game is very
enjoyable and most of the thinking goes into the math, where it belongs.

The game can also be played with a joystick, but the object is changed
somewhat. Instead of thinking up the answer to a specific problem, you are
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Figure 2.5: The Alligator Mixgame

given an answer, which you must move to the correct row. This version of
the game isenjoyableand somewhat less cumbersome. Unfortunately, the
change makes it lesssuitablefor learning, since you no longer need to calcu
latethe answer. This multiple-choice approach maybe an amusing alterna
tive for children tired of the standard game, but the keyboard version is
better practice.

Alien Addition, Minus Mission, and Meteor Multiplication are based on
the same idea, except that your shipmovesleft and right, rather than up and
down. Dragon Mix resembles the joystick version of Demolition Division:
you are given an answer to one of three problems, and must shoot it by
pressing the space bar when the dragon's tongue is pointed at the correct
one. Sincethis iseasier to do bytrial and error than bycalculation, Dragon
Mix is the least instructive of the series.

The best isAlligator Mix, which combinesadditionand subtraction prob
lems. Itsidea is unique among the six,and isboth simple and instructive. The
graphicsare verynice,and there are noclumsy mechanics to get inthe way
of the math practice.

The game, shown in Figure 2.5, startswith an alligator on the bottom right
of the screen. An apple with an addition or a subtraction problem comes in
fromthe left and hits the alligator's snout. Ifthe answeron the alligator's back
iscorrect, you must open its mouth before the apple hits. Ifit is wrong, you
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must leaveitclosed.Thealligator eatsthe apple and scores you a point ifyou
have done this correctly. If you succeed in feeding it a certain number of
apples, the alligator moves up to the next level, but ifyou fail, it will drop
back down. You must answer faster as it moves to the higher rows, since it is
closer to where the apples appear on the screen.

The idea sounds silly, but it works very well. Itsgreat advantage is itssim
plicity, since it eliminates the three-step move-answer-fire of the other pro
grams. All you have to do isthink of the answer and press the space bar ifit
matches the number shown. Thisisa simple process, but it isthe essence of
arithmetic practice. Becauseof itsexciting action, some children may have
to be torn away from it!

Another advantage to this particular game is that it does not frustrate the
child if he cannot come up with the answer. In Demolition Division and the
other DLM games,the childhasa limited timeto answera problem,and ifhe
fails, hisship or cannon isdestroyed.Achildwho isnot ready for the math or
who has trouble with the mechanicsof the game mightbe upset by frequent
failures of thissort. Alligator Mix, on the other hand, challenges the child to
answer the problem quickly, yet merely refuses the apple ifhe cannot.

General Evaluation

The DLM Arcademic series is an excellent idea, which is well imple
mented for the most part. The graphicsare very colorful,and the action isas
excitingas could be expected without sacrificing the fast-moving arithmetic
practice. Alligator Mix isthe best, but all are worthwhile.

In some of the games, the arithmetic becomes obscured by the complex
movements of the game, but with a little practice, the child can master the
manipulations well enough to play.

Frustration can be a problem. Especially at the beginning,your child may
frequently lose hisship because he could not thinkof an answer or because
he got stuck on the game manipulations. Ifhe takesthis losstoo seriously, the
game could actuallycreate the math blockitwas supposed to dissolve. Ifyou
feel your child is having troubles, you should make sure he is playing slow
enough to be able to win withoutfeeling excessivepressure or else stickwith
games such as Alligator Mixthat do not force himto answer every problem.

You can ensure success ifyou remember what thisserieswas designed for.
It is an excellent drill and practice tool for a child who already knows the
arithmetic tables but still needs to master them for speed. It is also an
excellent remedial tool for a child who would be good at math if only he
could enjoy it. It is not, however, for a child who needs to learn math from
the beginning,and will not help overcome serious learning problems.
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Aboveall, it is inappropriate for a child who doesn't enjoy it. The whole
idea isto makemathaccessible bymaking itamusing; ifthe game isa chore,
there isno pointinpursuing it. If youthink this might do yourchild good,try
one of the packages. If he is enjoys it, keep at it, but don't push it if he
doesn't.
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THE SCHOLASTIC SPELLING SERIES

Overall Quality Excellent
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This isa seriesoffourcartridges thatteach spelling withoutpain.Each car
tridge contains 36 lessons of 16or 20words each, and drills the child with
games. Thecartridge comes with an excellent workbook, which includes a
listof the words in each unit and additional written exercises. The approach
is enjoyable and educationally sound, so this series deserves the highest
marks.

Each cartridge is designed for a certain age group: level 3 is for grade3,
level 4 for grade 4, and so forth. While this will vary depending on your
child's educational background, you can use thisas a guide.

The designers of this series have taken greatpains to avoid discouraging
reactions to incorrect answers. The computer rewards each correct answer
with a colored animation sequence and merely spells the word correctly
rather than objecting when the child makes a mistake. Even illegal com
mands get nothing more than a TRY AGAIN.

The series isdesigned to be used with the speech synthesizer. Although
this is not absolutely necessary, the games lose a lot without it. With the
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synthesizer, thecomputer canread thewords aloud aseachunit begins and
can speakthe questions inthe Spelling Bee. Without it, the games must be
played from letter clues, and the third game cannotbe played.

Acolortelevision makes thesegames moreenjoyable.

Playing the Games

Before starting each unit, your childshouldstudythe list of words in the
workbook.Alongside this list, the pagefor each lesson alsocontainsa short
written exercise or game, which will help your child fix the words in mind
before turning on the computer.

The program startsbydisplaying and speakingeach of the 16or 20 words
inthe unit. Itthenasks yourchild which ofthegames hewantsto play: Spell
ing Bee, That Did It, or Space Race.

Thethree games all follow thesamegeneral form. Thecomputer asks the
child to spellthe words one byone, until he hascovered allof the words in
the lesson. Each timethe child spells one of the words correctly, the com
puter plays a short musical pieceand gives a colorful graphic display.

After your child has worked through allof the words in the list, the com
puter displays the words that he spelled correctlyand the words that need
more work. He can then go backand playthe gameagain withthese prob
lem words until he knows them all.

Spelling Bee The first of the three gamesisa traditional spelling bee,
which simply asks yourchild to spell a wordwhen he hearsit. If you havea
synthesizer, your child can playthisgame in itsbest form, byspellingthe
wordswith"no clues" beyond whathe hearsfrom the synthesizer.

If you do not havea synthesizer, your child will haveto depend on the
"letter clues" the computer gives. He can choose between "vowel clues"
and "consonant clues" and with these, the computer shows him where the
vowels or the consonants are in a word. From there, he should be able to
figure out the word and supplythe missing letters. Sincethese letter clues
often giveaway the spelling of the word, this game is much more effective
when played with a synthesizer.

Thesynthesizer's voice can, at times, be hard to understand, especially
because unitstend to group words withsimilarvowelsounds. Inthe firstunit
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oflevel 3,for example, thewords "black," "thank," and"laugh" sound very
similar. With practice yourchild should beabletoadjust to this, and youcan
always askthe computer to repeata word bytyping FCTN-REDO.

ThatDid it Thisisbasedon Milton Bradley's Hangmangame. The play
starts with a set of blanks where the letters of a chosen word belong. Your
child must then guess letters ofthealphabet. If theletter belongs in theword,
thecomputer puts itin theproper place, butif itis wrong itis thrown away. If
your child canguess theword andfill it in before missing seven letters, he
wins the round.

Your child may have trouble with this game if hedoesnotbegin correctly.
Your child should start byguessing themost common letters, such ase andt.
This way, heshould beabletogeta few letters intheir places, sothat he can
guess attheothers more intelligently. Hecanalso takeadvantage oftheorga
nization of the lessons around a particular sound or letter. By choosing that
letter, he can oftenget a free clue to the word.

This gamecanalso beplayed bytwoplayers, taking turnschoosing letters.
Nothaving a synthesizer isno handicap inthis game, since ithasnospeech.
Your child should probably play this game after the other two, once he
knows the listof words fairly well.

SpaceRace This game, shown in Figure 2.6, is similar totheSpelling Bee,
butwith different graphics. Since thereare no letter clues inthisgame, the

speechsynthesizer must be used to read the words aloud. Thereward fora
correct answer is a very nice display of a spaceship docking—the best
graphics of the three games.

Sincethis isessentially the same gameas the Spelling Bee, your childcan
switch back and forth between them. Ifhe tires of the one, he should try the
other for some fresh graphics and music.

General Evaluation

This solid, traditional approachto spelling uses the resourcesof the com
puterwell.Thecompleteworkbook/instruction manual provides a firm writ
ten base to work from. The computer makes a good partner for drill and
practice, and the games are enjoyable. One possible objection is that the
graphics and music are repetitive. These sequences are always thesameand
do become tiresome after a while.

All in all, the games are fun, and very good practice.
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LOGO
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Texas Instruments has three versions of this famous programming lan
guage for children. Tl LOGOand itsexpanded version, Tl LOGO II, are real
programming languages with powerful graphics plotting and display com
mands. Inspite ofthis power, these languagesremain simpleenough for chil
dren to learn. Sincethey allowchildren to draw animated pictures easily, the
LOGO languages will naturally hold interest.

Unfortunately, these two programs require the 32K memory expansion
card, and therefore theTI Peripheral Expansion System. Since few TI-99/4A
owners have this equipment, Texas Instruments has developed a simplified
version called Early Learning LOGO Fun, which can be used without addi
tional equipment. Althoughthis makessome features of LOGOavailableat a
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reasonable cost, it is an extremelylimited version, stripped of LOGO'S real
programming features.

Tl LOGO and LOGO II are both wonderful cartridges, introducing chil
dren pleasurably to the basic conceptsofcomputer programming. By play
ingwith the two options of SpriteGraphics and Turtle Graphics, a child can
learn to give powerful commands ina simpleway. The clear and visualcon
cepts teach the fundamental ideasthat liebehindcomputer programmingat
all levels.

TurtleGraphics isa good introduction to computer graphics. Inthis mode,
the computer placesa triangle-shaped "turtle" on the screen and your child
orders it around: FORWARD 50 (steps), (turn) RIGHT 60 (degrees), and so
forth. As the turtle moves, he leaves a trail on the screen, so that with some
practice your child can draw linefigures.This isan enjoyable introduction to
computer graphics.

Sprite Graphics is more complicated, and therefore more interesting. In
computer jargon, a sprite isa small figure which can move about the screen
independently from the rest of the picture: the aliens and ships in video
games are examples of this. In LOGO, a child can choose a predefined fig
ure, such as a truck or house, give it a color, heading, and speed, then sit
back to watch it move around the screen. Since Tl LOGO allows up to 32
sprites, a child can combine them to make complicated, animated pictures.

BothTurtleGraphics and SpriteGraphics allow programs—sequences of
operations to be done as a group. InTurtle Mode, forexample, a childcould
set up a program to draw a box on the screen. Then, every time he wants a
box, he could simply type BOX, instead of giving all the commands. In this
way, LOGO presents the basisof allcomputer programming enjoyably and
understandably.

Perhaps the best part of LOGO is its lack of error messages. When you
enter a command wrong in most programming languages, the computer
will say something threatening like SYNTAX ERROR. LOGO says nothing
more than TELL MEHOW TO... or TELL MEMORE. With LOGO, program
mingfeels liketalkingto a friend: ifyou saysomething wrong, the computer
simply asks what you meant.

The differences between Tl LOGO and Tl LOGO II are fairly minor. The
new version has added music commands, so that your child can compose
melodies to accompany the pictures. Ithas added a MAGNIFY command to
allow larger sprites, and has made more memory space available for
programs and the TurtleGraphics. Since these changes are mostly simple
clean-ups and slight improvements, there is little need to buy the new ver
sion ifyou already have the older one.

Unfortunately, both Tl LOGO and Tl LOGO II require the 32K memory
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expansion card, and therefore the Tl Peripheral Expansion Box, a major
investment for the casual home computer owner. One way to reduce the
cost is to buy one of the stand-alone memory expansionsadvertised in the
99er magazine. Although these eliminate the expensive Tl Peripheral Expan
sion Box,they can still cost several hundred dollars.

Early LearningLOGO Funwas designedto bridgethisgap somewhat, with
a LOGO-like program that runs without the expansion. Unfortunately, to
make it run without the additional memory, much of the original program
had to be cut out. Early Learning LOGO Fun is limited to the five basic
exercises that were warm-ups for preschoolers in the full cartridge. No pro
gramming is possible, and the picturesare extremely limited.

Four of the five exercises in Early Learning LOGO Fun involvethe basic
concept of the sprite. With PARK, for example, the child can put a garage on
the screen by pressing a key, color it, then move it around with the arrow
keys. He can then put a car up, give it a differentcolor, and move it around
until he has parked it in the garage.

DRAW is an elementary form of Turtle Graphics which allows a child to
movethe turtle around the screen step by step with the arrow keys. While
thisallows somefeel for the general capabilities ofthe full Turtle Graphics, it
isvery limited: you can onlyturn at45-degree angles, for example.Even so,
it is an enjoyable taste of computer graphics.

Besides the severe restrictions of the simplified version, there is another
significant change. InTl LOGO,the childenters full commands such as FOR
WARD 50and SETCOLOR: GREEN. While these takea little timeto get used
to, they are very powerful and flexible. More importantly, these sentence
like commands can be strungtogether into programs, just as in any other
programming language.

In Early Learning LOGO Fun, all commandsare reduced to a single letter.
You move the object around the screen with the arrow keys, and change
colors with the first letter or the word. While this is perhaps easier for a
young child to learn, it makes complex commands and programming
impossible. Since the whole idea of LOGO isto introduce children to a com
puter programming language resembling standard computer languages,
there is relatively little point to Early Learning LOGOFun.

Ingeneral, you should consider Early Learning LOGO Fun primarily as a
first step, an inexpensive trial to see ifyour child likes the idea before you
spend a lotof money on the real thing. Itdoes teach a number of the basic
concepts of computer use, and issimpleenough even for preschoolers. But
once your child has gotten his feet wet with this program, he will quickly
want to move on to other things.

The full Tl LOGO is wonderful, if you can afford it. There is no better
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learning tool for teaching the essence of computer programming. In many
ways, itisjustas powerful asother programming languages; its sprite graph
ics, in fact, are superior to Extended BASIC'S. It is a cartridge that can grow
with a child and continuallychallenge his imagination. Butwatch out: you
mayfind yourself even more interested than your child!
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TOUCH TYPING TUTOR
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With the advent of the computer, typing has become an increasingly
important skill. Whether youare writing a BASIC program or using a car
tridge, you must constantly talk to the computer using the keyboard. If you
haveto "hunt and peck," youwill find yourself losing a lotoftime.

If you wantto learn totype or to improve your skill, you may beinterested
in this Touch Typing Tutor cartridge, one ofthe best educational programs
around. If you are a beginner, you should workstraight through the well-
organized lessons. Each one tells you which fingers to use and gives exer
cises to drill the movements. If youalready know howto type but wish to
improve, you can use the program's diagnostic section to test your speed
and accuracy, then practicethe lessons on letters you havetrouble with. No
matter what your level, you can usethe gameoption to push your typing
speed beyond its present limits.

Touch typing issomething the homecomputerisperfectly suited to teach.
Since typing requires a great deal of individual practice, it is not easily
learned ina largeclassroom. In a typing class, youcan judgeyour progress
onlywhen the teacher correctsyourexams. TheTouch Typing Tutor, on the
other hand, can catch your mistakes the momentyou makethem, and can
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give you personalized practice until you get it right. Most important of all,
you can use the Touch Typing Tutor at your convenience without the rigid
confinement of a course schedule. Typing is best learned in short stints of a
half an hour every day.

Texas Instruments' Touch Typing Tutor follows the traditional method of
typing instruction. At the beginningof each lesson, the computer explains
which key you should use for each of the new letters, then givesa series of
drills to fix the finger movements in your mind. The lessons begin with the
"home keys" (a, s, d, f, j, k, I, and ;), where the fingers of your two hands
should always rest while you are typing. Afterthat, the lessons move on to
the "reach keys," where one of your fingers must move away from its home
key. To type an e, for example, your left middle finger reaches from its nor
malposition on d up to the e and back.Thedrills give combinations such as
DED LED and FED JED to fix down this reach-and-return motion, which is
the basisof touch typing. Figure 2.7 shows one of these initial exercises.

After this traditional routine, the lessons move on to other exercises. The
first isa "single keystroke drill," inwhichyou mustrapidly type letters which
the computer flashes on the screen. After that, the initial sequence is
repeated,followed bysetsofwords. By the end, you have learnedthe basic
keystrokes and begunto combinethem intowords.

Figure 2.7: An exercise to teach the letter e
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Since touch typing requires a full typewriter keyboard, you can use this
program only ifyou have the more recent TI-99/4A.

Using the Program

The Touch Typing Tutor cartridge is fairly easy to use. Once you have
started it up and begun usingthe lessons, FCTN-PROC'D will take you to the
next lesson, FCTN-REDO will start the current lesson over, and FCTN-BACK
will return you to the selection index.

Ifyou are just learningto type, you should read the instruction book from
cover to cover,and payparticular attentionto the "typingpointers"on pages
8 and 9. You should follow these directions to the letter, even ifthey seem
unnatural.Asyou gradually becomeaccustomed to this new style oftyping,
you will soon work quicker and more reliably.

Touch typing means learning to type letters and numberswithoutlooking
at a keyboard. Itmayseemimpossible at first, but ifyoutrainyourself to hold
your fingers abovethe "home keys" on the second row, youcan gradually
learnwhere to find eachofthe letters. With practice, youwill noteven have
to thinkabout it: when yousee the letter e, your left middle finger will move
up and tap the key, as ifby reflex. Once you have developed this "muscle
memory" and mastered the coordination, you will be able to type quickly
and accurately.

To train your fingers to respond by reflex to letters you read, The Touch
Typing Tutor flashes letter combinations on the screen for you to retype.
Don't letyoureyeswanderfrom theseastheyappearon the screen. If your
fingers are inthe right place, they should beable tofind the letter all bythem
selves. Don't even letyoureyesmove down to the bottomof the screen to
checkthe letters you are typing: the computer will tell you whether you
made a mistake when you pressENTER. Just stareat the letters and concen
trate on moving the rightfingers.

For most of the lesson exercises, you will need to type the word or letter
combination exactly as itappears. Any mistake, including barely hitting the
wrong key, sets you back to retype the entire line. Thiscan be a headache,
butdon't letyourselfgetfrustrated. Just tryto hiteverykey squarely and bear
with the program if it seems unfair.

Take your time on the lessons. Typing isa skill which cannot be learned
overnight, so you should plan on spending many hours. You will probably
need to repeat each lesson many times beforeyou feel confident. The pro
gramwill tell you when you have reached yourtargettyping speed.

The instruction book wisely counsels you never to spend more than an
hour working on the typing tutor at one time. Because typing requires a
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great deal of concentration,you cannot learn itwhen you are tired. As soon
as you start to become frustrated at your mistakes, you should stop: some
times an hour may be too long.

Once you have finished the lesson, you may want to play the game, an
entertaining option that will help improve your speed. As shown in Figure
2.8, an airplane fliesacross the screen, while a cloud moves in the opposite
direction. As the plane flies, it leaveswords for you to type. Ifyou make a
mistake in a word, you can try again, but ifyou have not typed itcorrectly by
the time the airplane has returned, itwillscore an "error point" against you.
Since you must cover six different words, you cannot afford too much time
on any one. The game ends ifthe airplane returns to three words in a row
which you haven't typed.

You may find this game difficult untilyour accuracy improves enough for
you to type most of the words correctly. Itwill help ifyou try to keep up with
the plane as it laysthe words on the screen: you will tend to panic ifyou get
behind, which will hurt your typing accuracy. It is better to omit one of the
words ifyou get behind than to missthree in a row and lose the game.

Don't worry that you can't hold out indefinitely against the plane. The
game is designed to increase gradually in difficulty, with the plane speeding
up to the point where you could not possibly follow. Though this may be

Figure 2.8: The Touch Typing Tutorgame
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frustrating, you should be comforted by the thought that it helps your typing
to be pushed beyond your limits.

Ifyou already know how to type, you can still use the TouchTypingTutor
to gauge your abilities and improve your skill. You might,for example, want
to work on the numbers and symbols, ifthey are a problem. Or, you may
want to practice your keystroke accuracy by practicing lessons on letters
you have troubles with.

You should take advantage of the program'sexcellent diagnostic section.
Tostart off,you can test your speed with the wpm (words per minute) timing
option. This test times you as you type four nonsense sentences of two or
three lines. Ifyou make more than one mistake, you must type the whole
sentence over, but you are not penalized for the time lost. When you have
typed four sentences correctly, the computer tellsyou your average speed,
then sets a target for you of two words per minute faster.

Ifyou are interested in your overall typingspeed, you will find this figure
fairly accurate.On longer passages, suchas those usedon secretarial typing
exams, you will findyour speed will be somewhat lower. Also, this program
does not reduce the timing figure forthe mistakes you might make;inactual
typing, these mayslowyou down considerably Still, you can use thisspeed
test as a gauge of your progress.

You mayalsowantto trythe ANALYSIS option.Thecomputer will askyou
to typeshort letter combinations and will evaluate youraccuracyand speed
asyou type.Atthe end, itdisplays a screenshowing allofthe letters that you
need to work on, and the lessons that will help you with them. This com
puter benefit is quite an improvement over the classroom. You can save
valuable hours by knowing your problem areasand drilling them.

You may find that the diagnostic sectiongives differentresults each time,
or says you need work on many of the letters. Ifthis happens, take the test
againat a lowertargetwpm. Ifthe results still seemmeaningless, don't worry
about it: justgo straight to the lessons where you feel you need work.

Some people have trouble using the TI-99/4A keyboard. While it does
havefull push-button keys, itdoes not havethe feel of a full, moulded type
writer keyboard. The feel is only a minor problem compared to the key
board layout: while the letters, numbers, and symbols above the numbers
are in the same places as on an electric typewriter, many of the symbols
on the right have been changed and can only be typed with the awkward
FCTN key.

Ifyou eventuallywish to use a typewriteras wellas your home computer,
you mightignore lessons4,73, and 8, which involve symbolsmoved to fiton
the TI-99. The most serious of these changes are the question mark and the
single and double quotation marks. Unless you plan to type a lot of BASIC
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programson your Tl,you shouldsimply ignorethese lessons, since you will
find them confusing.

General Evaluation

TheTouch Typing Tutor cartridge isa fine example ofwhat the computer
can do. Itpacks a well-organized series of useful exercises intoa self-paced
tutorial. It uses the computer to continually examine your individual per
formance, while following the traditional approach of typing instruction.
Sinceyou can use itwhen and how you wish,the TouchTypingTutorismore
rewarding than any typingcourse, no matter how well taught.

Of course there are a few problems.Although they are excellent ideas, the
diagnostic and game options are somewhat erratic, and could have been
designed better. The game starts off at a very slow speed, then suddenly
speeds up to the point where it becomes impossible to follow. If it could
havesped up more slowly, itwould haveforcedthe playergradually to the
limits of hisabilities rather than abruptly pushing him beyond it.

The lessons tend to be dry. Except for the colorful game, there are no
graphics inthe program, and very little to maintaininterest.Your reward isin
the long-term goal of learning to type.

The main drawback is the TI-99/4A keyboard, which has changed the
position of certain important symbols. Whileyou can use the Touch Typing
Tutor perfectly well to learnthe letters, numbers, and selectedsymbols, you
will not be able to use it for the keyswhich have been moved. Of course, if
you plan to type only on your TI-99/4A, this will not be a problem.

These problems are not major, though. The diagnostic and game options
seem uneven only because they are excellent ideas that fall slightly short of
the mark: they are still fine learningtools. While graphics might have made
the program more attractive, they are hardly necessary for the educational
goal. Even the keyboard is not a major problem. While you may need to
make some allowances, you can easily learn the changed keys when you
move to your typewriter.

If you've ever wanted to typequickly and accurately, but haveshiedaway
fromformaltypingcourses, buy the Touch Typing Tutor and teach yourself.
In addition to the skills you will learn, you will have the added privilege of
using one of the best programs around.
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KEY TO SPANISH

Overall Quality Excellent

Period of usefulness Extended

Graphics Verygood

Time needed to get started V2 hour

, Ease of everyday use Fairly easy

Clarityof instruction book Clear

Clarityof screen instructions Clear

• .Grade ilevel Adult

Color television needed? Stronglyrecommended

Extra^equipment required Cassette recorder

This is an excellent new idea for the TI-99/4A home computer. Texas
Instruments has joined itscomputer resources with Westinghouse Learning
Corporation to produce a Berlitz-style languagepackage. Itisaimed at adults
who want to learn Spanishfor basic travel and business conversations. The
Key to Spanish series combines the computer's interactive visual displays
with the advantages of a spoken cassette tape. It concentrates on spoken
conversation with a basicvocabularyof 500words. You buy this package as
a unit containing four cartridges and four audio cassette tapes.

The series consists of an introduction, six standard lessons, and a pair of
word games for vocabulary practice. The firstof the four cartridges contains
the introductory lesson and the word games, while the other three contain
two lessonseach. Each lesson is made up of a number of sections, typically
starting with "Say it in Spanish" for pronunciation, followed by a "More
About. . ." section to expand the basic dialogue into other situations and
teach basic grammar. Each lesson endswith "ThePablo Tapes," an extended
conversation which you must listen to and answer questionsabout.

Each of the cassette tapes works hand in hand with one of the four
cartridges.Through mostof the lesson, you will leavethe cassette recorder
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connected directly to yourcomputer, just as if you were reading data. After
you have started itup, thecomputer controls therecorder. You turn thetape
on when you start the lesson and switch itonandoff as itneeds thespoken
examples. The spoken voice will automatically play through the computer
andcomeoutonyourtelevision monitor. The result is a computer program
that speaks in Spanish.

The only exception to this automatic control is the Pablo Tapes, which
are more extended selections. Since you may well want to replay these
conversations several timesto grasptheir meaning, the programasksyou to
disconnect the recorder and to control it manually. This is easyto do, and
allowsyou greater flexibility.

The Key to Spanish program comes with a 150-page book of operating
instructions, supplementarymaterial, noteson language and Latin American
culture,and an English-Spanish/Spanish-English glossary ofthe series'vocab
ulary. This well-written bookgives a clearview ofthe language aswell as use
ful tips on the culture and travel.

Key to Spanish requires a cassette recorder and cable (pot a disk drive).
Since the phrases are being spoken directly bythe tape recorderand notby
the computer, this series does not use the Speech Synthesizer. This means
thatthe taped phrases are accurate representations of native Spanish speech.

Using the Series

You set up your computer for the Key to Spanishseries just as you would if
you were using your cassette recorder to record a program or an adventure
game. Itisespeciallyimportantthat you connect the computer to the remote
control jack with the black wire of the cassette cable, since the program
must turn the recorder on and off as it needs it.

You will normallywant to start with the Introductory Lesson, on the first
tape and cartridge. This covers basic expressions such as "buenas dias"
(hello) and useful phrasessuch as, "I'd like to reservea table." The phrases
are not hard,and the lesson will helpyou learnwhatto expectfromthe series.

When you feel you are ready to go on, you can start working your way
through lessons one through six, found on the other three cartridges
and cassettes. The structure of each lesson is essentially the same as the
introduction.

You learn a foreign language with yourears.Modern language programs
rely heavily on taped conversations between native speakers. By listening
carefully to these sentences and repeatingthem as accurately as you can,
you will slowly learn the sounds and structureof the language, so that you
can begin to make up your own sentences.
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Once the computerhasledyouthrough this basic listening and repetition
drill, you canpass on tothe"More About" sections. These expand on basic
concepts ofthe opening listening section, introduce more vocabulary, and
lead into morespecific details aboutsentence structure and grammar. In the
introductory lesson, for example, thecomputer gives variations on the sam
plesentences. Having taught youto say"Iwantto reserve a table," it might
askyouto say"Iwantto find a museum" or "I'd like to renta car." Themore
advanced lessons will have more complicated exercises in this place.

The real test comes with 'The PabloTapes." This is an extended conver
sation involving a person named Pablo. Unlike the earlier sections, the
sentences are not written on the screen, and you do not need to repeat
them. You mustlisten verycarefully, though, sincethe computerwill askyou
questions at the end ofthe conversation. You are freeto rewind the tapeand
play it as many times as you wish.

Thisisexcellenttraininginfollowing spokenconversations. Atfirst, it may
seemimpossible to catchthe drift, evenifyou havestudied the unitcarefully.
Thedialogue moves veryquickly, and sometimes includes words you have
never been taught. But don't give up ifyou're having trouble. Ifyou listen to
it often enough, you will begin to catch words, then sentences, then entire
ideas.This isthe besttraining youcan getforthe timewhen you will actually
need to understand a sentence in real life.

When you havefinished the Pablo Tapes, you maywant to try one of the
word gameson the first cartridge.Theywill letyouwork on vocabularyfrom
any combination of thisand past units. Both of the games help you to prac
tice the vocabularyof the unitsby forcing you to guessthe lettersof words.
Wordchase,a Spanish version ofthe Hangmangame, isthe easier and more
useful of the two.

You will probablywant to repeat each unit until you feelat home with all
the phrases and can speak them clearly and effortlessly. Texas Instruments
feels its Spanish program should take about sixty to eighty hours to work
through.

The Key to Spanishseries isgenerallyeasyto use, as longas you go straight
through the lessons. Problemscan arise ifyou try to skip around, since the
cartridges are designed to work hand in hand withthe cassette recorder. If
you want to start with the "MoreAbout" section, for example, you must
either find the placeon the tape manually, or letthe computer silently search
for about ten minutes.Even then, youcan onlystartthe sectionat the begin
ning, not in the middle.

If you skip around, the tape can get out of synch with the cartridge
program. Ifthis happens, you should try to find the correct selection manu
ally. Ifyou can't, go back and restart the lesson from the beginning.
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General Evaluation

Key to Spanish is an excellent idea, well implemented on the TI-99/4A. It
uses a traditional, proven approach to language teaching, in which the stu
dent imitates native speakers. The well-written reference book gives insight
into the language and culture.

The only problem is the beginning-to-end structure the cassette tapes
impose on the lessons. Though possible, it isdifficult to start in the middle of
a lesson. Fortunately, the lessons are not so longthat this becomes a major
problem.

Of course you must also weigh the cost of the package: with four car
tridgesand four cassettes, the Spanish seriesisconsiderablymore expensive
than the standard Tl line. But you do get a lot for your money—a well-
balanced, sound approach to the languagewith full pronunciation drills. If
you studythe seriescarefully, you will learn the basicconversationskills you
would need for travel in Latin America.
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SECTION THREE

GAMES

INTRODUCTION

Many people startexploringtheir computer witha game. Entertainmentis
one of the strongest sellingpoints of the TI-99/4A and one of itsmost reward
inguses. Ifyou have never useda computer before, there isnothing better
than a good game for breakingdown the fears you might have.

A very wide range of games is available for the TI-99/4A. Video-arcade
gamesare onlythe beginning: your homecomputeralsoplays a respectable
game of chess, and can challenge you with a fantasyadventure game.

For all games, the TI-99/4A's color graphics are a strong drawing card.
Arcade games depend on fast, colorful action, but even in other types, the
attractive displays help greatly in makingthe game enjoyable.

One advantage ofcomputer games isthat they can be playedalone. How
often have you wanted to playa game, but lackeda partner?The computer
is always there, willingto play, and itwon't get angry if it loses!

This tendency toward solitaire is also a drawback. Many games are as
much socialas intellectual, and human interaction islost ina battle againsta
machine. Whilea computer poker game presentsan intellectual challenge,
it can never be what it is in real life—an intricate social ritual involving
human idiosyncrasies, skillful bluffing, and joyful conversation. While some
computer games can be played with more than one person, this is usually
awkward.

With all of the excellent games available for the TI-99/4A, it is impossible
to do justice to them all here. Thisbook restricts itself to the best ones, yet
still givesan idea of the range available. Whileyou cannot go wrong buying
the cartridges inthis book, you shouldcontinue to lookfor games you want.

Video-Arcade Games

Video games are one of the outgrowths of the computer age. The
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machines in a video arcade arevery sophisticated computers designed spe
cifically for their task. Now, with computers such as the TI-99/4A, this kind
of action can be brought into the home.

Your home computer handles multiple tasks while you areplaying avideo
game. It continuously calculates theposition ofall theobjects onthescreen,
moves them ifnecessary, fires lasers, and destroys ships when they are hit.
At the same time, it controls the colorful screen, and tells the television
exactly what to display atevery moment. When necessary, itcomplements
this with realistic sounds and explosions.

Video games canbesplit into two groups. The first, known asthe "space
shoot-'em-up," pits you against waves ofhostile alien ships. While this can
take many forms, theidea remains thesame: you must shoot down all ofthe
enemy ships before they can shoot orcollide with you. The time limits force
you to rely onyour reflexes tododge obstacles and get outofdanger. Onthe
TI-99/4A, this class is represented both by Tl Invaders, a descendent ofthe
classic Space Invaders arcade game, and by Parsec, an original game with
beautiful graphicsand variedaction.

The other group is themaze game, such asTl's Munch Man, a descendent
ofthe Pac-Man arcadegame. Goneare the hostile aliens, replaced by lov
ablemonsters whochase you around a maze. Your object isnotto destroy,
but to outrun them, covering the entire maze beforethey can corner you.
While these games require split-second coordination, careful planning is
also important.

You never win a video game: you just keep playing until you lose your last
ship. When you start out to destroy a wave ofalien invaders or to cover a
Munch Man maze, you have a very definite goal tocomplete. If you aresuc
cessful in getting through this "board," you are rewarded with—yes—
another board. In most Tl video games, the boards become progressively
more difficult, until eventually the game becomes too difficult for you to
survive.

As hard as it may sound, you must becool and methodical asyou play,
even whenyou have tenaliens converging on your ship. Panic andtension
will quickly ruin your aim and prevent you from enjoying yourself. The best
players approach a video game with thedetached attitude ofa scientist: itis
a problem to besolved, not an enemy to bekilled. Aship lost gives only a
little more experience.

Video games require careful strategy. While you can score points with a
random attack, you will never beanexpert unless you develop a method.
You will learn byexperience which patterns workbest andwhich places are
safest.

This book describes some basic strategies for each of the games. These
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should start you off on the right track, but in time you will develop your
own. Take noteofyour enemies' vulnerabilities, andofthe tricks that help
you play. As you learn the game, you will also be training your reflexes, so
thatyou can consistently dodge bombs and move quickly around corners.

One variation on this iscalled the action game. These are games, usually
modeled after a popular sport such as football or soccer, which you play
against a friend. In some of these, such as Texas Instruments' Indoor Soccer
cartridge, you maneuver your players individually around the playing field
and take shotswhen you are in position. Inothers, such as the Football car
tridge, you merely decideon a strategy (what typeofplay to run) and watch
as the computer acts out the results on the screen.

While somepeople enjoy thesegames, many are disappointed. They can
never compete with a real gameof football, and are usually less exciting
than a gamedesigned from the beginning forthe computer. For this reason,
they have not been covered in this book.

Mostvideo gamesare controlled by a "joystick," or "wired remote con
troller," as Texas Instruments calls it. This is a small handle which you can
move in any direction, that tellsyour ship which direction to move. Asmall
button firesyour ship's laser.

Ifyou are used to the responsiveness of the joysticks on video-arcade
machines, youmay bedisappointed with theTl controllers, because theyare
small and unnecessarily stiff. Thefire button is hard to use, since you must
press itwith the handthat isholding the box. If youare the nervous type,you
mayfind yourself developing handcrampsafter onlya few minutes.

Onewayaroundthisisto buyor make a boardthatcanclampthe joystick
firmly to a table, so thatyoucan move the handle without having to hold it.
Another solution is to buya different joystick. Tl joysticks are unfortunately
notcompatiblewiththose madeforother machines, so youshould be care
ful whatyou buy. Perhaps thebest solution, at least for the moment, is to buy
a standard Atari-style joystick and an adapter to convert it to the Tl. WICO
Corporation sells an adapter that will work with any of its models or with
any other Atari-compatiblejoystick.

Before youspenda lotof money on a newjoystick, however, youshould
be aware that another, larger problem will remain. As you playcertain
videogames, including MunchManand Parsec, youwill noticeat timesthat
yourshipwill seemto freezeand not respond when youtug.This hesitation
lasts onlya fraction ofa second, butthatisoften enoughto miss a turn or fall
preytoa laser shot. While youcan learn to live with this, itisveryfrustrating
to losea gamebecause ofthe computer's refusal to do something youasked
it to do.

The problem is not, as you might think, with the joystick. It lies with the
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computer program itself, which occasionally neglects to sense the joystick,
with all of the other things it isdoing. There is, unfortunately, nothing you
can do about it: even the best joystick cannot control a game ifthe com
puter does not listen to it. You will simply have to live with this.

There isone alternative. All Tl video games were designed to be played
using the arrow keys on the keyboard, andthese do register immediately.
You will certainly find itharder to keep track offour keys than one joystick,
butyou will have better response if you do. You can play Parsec inthis way.
Tl Invaders actually seemseasierusing the keys. Thekeyboard isless practi
cal with Munch Man, since it is hard to keep track of directions without a
joystick. Even here, though, some people have accumulated very high
scores using the keys.

What does the future hold? Certainly more games. Texas Instruments is
quite conscious thatits customers are hungry for arcade-style games, and is
actively working on newones.The next yearwill certainly bringmanynew
games for theTI-99/4, perhaps including well-known names from the video
arcade. See the section on late breaking developments on page 125 for
details.

Another exciting new product has been announced for the fall of 1983.
The Milton Bradley Company, in cooperation with Texas Instruments, is
developing a newgamecontrol called the MBX system, whichwill combine
an improved joystick, a keypad, anda speech recognition device for a fairly
reasonable price. Using this boxwith one of the newarcade games under
development, itwill be possible to control the action notwith a joystick and
fire button, but with spoken commands.

Thevideo-game revolution hasonlybegun.Inthe future, homecomputer
gameswill expand beyond mere imitations ofarcade gamesinto new terri
tory. In the video arcade, games are made difficult so that you will spend
many quarters to learn, whereas at home, you should be able to relax.
Future games might combinequickreflexes with thoughtand adventureto
become more excitingand rewarding than ever.

Thinking Games

Because of itsability to makedecisions based on its program, the com
puter canalso play strategy games. Although atfirst youmay feel humiliated
at beingoutsmarted by a machine, you will enjoy having a worthy oppo
nent to play at any time.

Ofcourse, the computer isnotactually thinking when itplays one ofthese
games. Ithas been carefully programmed to follow a clear strategy no mat
ter what happens. In blackjack, forexample, the dealermight takea card if
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he has lessthan seventeen points and hold ifhe has more, unless one of his
opponentsclearly hasa better hand, based on the cards showing.

In chess, the computer hasgreat potential. Though the computer lacks
intuitive insight, itcan use its greatspeed and storagecapacities to consider
more alternatives thananyhuman player. While computer chess programs
have notyetbeaten the best chess masters, thedayis perhaps notfar away.

Video Chess isthe bestintellectual gamecartridge available forthe TI-99/4A,
because of its educational value. While an accomplished chess player
would not have trouble beating the computer in this game, a beginner
would find ita veryworthy opponent. Itcan play games on a variety ofskill
levels, includinga losing game ifyouwish. VideoChesswill makea wonder
ful partner for someone wantingto learnchess.

Because of space limitations, this book has not been able to include other
thinkinggameswhich the Tlcan play. One of these isthe A-MAZE-ING car
tridge, a challenging cat-and-mouse game. With yourjoystick, you maneu
vera mousethrough a mazetrying toavoid catsand otherobstacles. Alarge
choiceof options allows you to play in virtually any wayyou want: with a
simple or complex maze, obstacles or mouseholes, and many types ofcats
(fast, slow, smart, dumb, or pouncing). This is a good game if you like
mazes.

TheOthello cartridge isalso interesting. This popular boardgame isa race
to coverthe boardwith counters ofyour color. Whenever yousurroundan
opponent's piecewithyourson each side, itchangesto your color. Sincea
single move canswitch thecolors ofeight or ten pieces, the game's strategy
isveryinteresting. Various skill levels are available, and the computerplays
quite well.

Another gamecalled Hunt the Wumpus is a valuable learning tool to
teach logical reasoning to children. You blindly explore a maze of rooms
and try to locate the Wumpus without coming into the same room. You
must reason this out from a single clue: everyroom within two steps ofthe
Wumpus ismarked byblood. After exploring as muchofthe mazeas issafe,
you must guess the monster's location from the clues you havegathered.
You thenhave onechance tofire anarrow into this room andwin thegame
ifyou figured correctly. The game is enjoyable, and does hone reasoning
skills.

Adventure Games

The adventure games are in a class by themselves. These computer
descendents of the famous Dungeons and Dragons game place you in a
complicated fantasy universe. You play by exploring thisworld, trying to
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gathertreasureswithout being "killed" bya monster. Thecomputeracts as
the universe, telling you what happenswith everystep you take. Sinceyou
knownothing aboutthis world until youhave explored it, youmust play as if
you wereyourself trapped in a dungeon, trying to imagine what to do.

The Scott Adams Adventure series is the most popular of these games. It
places youinan imaginary situation ("You are ina flat in London ..."), and
you must figure out everything else. At the beginning ofthe game, you do
not even know what commands to useto moveyour character around: you
mustexperimentuntil youfind wordsthatwork.As you movefrom roomto
room, thecomputer tells you whatyou seeandwhathappens whenyoudo
something.

As the gamegoes on, the riddles become moredifficult. Attimes youwill
needto thinkyourwayaroundanobstacle suchasa locked chest, a hungry
crocodile, or an unknown magic word.You mustuseyourcreativity to think
of the solution and move one step further into the game's universe. The
gameendswhenyoufind the treasures and succeed in bringing them back
to the starting point.

If youdo not like to scratch yourheadover riddles, you might prefer the
Tunnels of Doom series. Instead of overcoming mental obstacles with the
forceofyour imagination, you mustbattle monsters, relying on your weap
onsand experience to gain the edge. While you must still explore the dun
geon blindly, at least you know whatcommands to use, and howthe game
works. With some luck, you can alsofind mapsto floors of the dungeon,
which will helpyouorganize yoursearch. Onceagain, the objectisto find a
numberoftreasuresburieddeep inthe dungeonand bringthem backto the
surface without being killed.

One additional advantage ofTunnels of Doom isits fine colorgraphics. In
Adventure youronlycontact with thefantasy universe isthe verbal descrip
tionthe computertypes on the screen. Because there are no graphics, you
are left to imagine the entire scene. In Tunnels ofDoom, on the other hand,
you walk through thedungeon visually, andseea three-dimensional view of
the halls in front of you.

To use these programs on yourTI-99/4A, you mustbuy a game cartridge
and one or more cassettetapes.Thecartridge actsas a general bookkeeper
forthegame, while the tapestores thespecific information aboutthe fantasy
universe. In this way, when you havefully explored one universe, you can
move on to others by reading in a new tape. One cassette tape comes
packed with the game cartridge.

Noteveryone likes theadventure games. You must enjoy the challenge of
figuring ways around obstacles, andbe imaginative enough to lose yourself
inthe illusion. Both gamestakemanyhoursto play, and maybefrustrating at
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Oneachfloor, you must first explore without a map. As you move through
the halls and rooms, you will learn your way around until you find a full map
hidden inone ofthe rooms. This shows youthe layout ofthe floor and, more
importantly, gives you the right to descend to the next level.

Thegame is quite complex, as itshould be. Each ofyourfighters cancarry
twodifferent weapons, wear various types ofarmor, and usemagic scrolls
and potions. By fighting, they gain experience, luck, and "hit points," which
help them in their battles against the monsters. When they are hit by the
monsters, however, they also get"damage points," andcanbe "disabled" if
they gettoo many. If your entire party is disabled, you lose thegame.

Themain attraction ofthegame isits marvelous graphics. While youare in
the halls of the dungeon, you can seeaboutfour steps in front of you in a
colorful, three-dimensional view, shown inFigure 3.9. As you move with the
arrow keys, you see the perspective change just as if you were walking
through the maze.

To obtain treasures, you must go into a room and fight monsters. These
battles arewaged onatwo-dimensional "combat screen," like theonein Fig
ure3.10. You canmove your players around theroom or shoot from where
you stand. You will need tohit most monsters several times tokill them, and
some ofyour blows will miss because oftheir protection. Your chances are
better ifyou have gained more experience and better weapons.

Although thegame involves maneuvering a "part/' ofupto four warriors
through thedungeon, itis designed to beplayed by a single person.

Because of the various difficulty levels and dungeon sizes, Tunnels of
Doom is appropriate for a wide range ofagegroups. The most interesting
game is with a large dungeon, since the deeper, more difficult monsters
present more strategic challenges. Alarge dungeon, however, can take a
very long time toexplore—up toten ortwelve hours ofplaying time.

Since you will not want todothis all atonce, Tunnels ofDoom allows you
tosave your gampsnn a cassette tape ordisk. This is especially useful in a
long game, since by recording the game atstrategic points, you can avoid
going back to the beginning if you aredestroyed.

Tunnels of Doom, like Adventure, isa generalized cartridge that readsina
specific game off cassette. At this time, only the Quest for the King tape is
available (supplied with theTunnels ofDoom cartridge), but others should
appear in the future.

The game requires a cassette recorder or disk drive. Acolor television is
necessary to enjoythe wonderful colorgraphics.

Playing the Game

Since Tunnels of Doom iscomplicated, it takes sometimeto learn. Read
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TUNNELS OF DOOM
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Tunnels ofDoom is a treasure hunt. Somewhere in a large, many-leveled
dungeon are hidden twoobjects which you must find in a limited time. To do
this, you must explore many rooms and open treasure chests and vaults
wherever you find them. Unlike theAdventure series, you do not need to
guess magic words or tricky answers, but you do have to fight battles of
uncertain outcome. Since the monsters you must fight often have greater
strength and protection than your own characters, you must choose your
combat strategycarefully.

As youworkthrough thedungeon, yourfighters will gain experience and
find powerful weapons. The monsters, however, become more deadly as
you move deeper, so be more careful as the game goes on. Your strategy
becomes very important, because in the deepest levels you can easily be
killed in a single battle.

You can select from three levels of difficulty and a dungeon of any size
from one to ten floors. Each floor contains twentyrooms, mostofwhichare
defended by monsters.
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It is, however, a very difficult game, which requires a lot of imagination
and careful reasoning. Itisdesigned forthosewho enjoymental challenges,
so itmay betoo much forsome people. If puzzles are notyourstrength, you
might consider Tunnels ofDoom instead, a related game with nice graphics
and less abstract thinking.

If you do take on the Adventure series, you should face the challenge
squarely. Ittakes time, independent thought, and persistence. If youhave the
hintbook, youshould beableto finish the game, butyoushould use itonlyas
a lastresort,not as a wayto avoid thinking. Ifyoudo take the trouble to work
throughthe game,you can lookbackon itwith genuinesatisfaction.
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makea magic word work, for example. If you are about to try something
dangerous, savethe game on tape so you won't lose everything ifyou are
killed.

Make maps of where you've been. Note down everything you know
about each room: the exits, the contents, the commandsthat work, and the
significant details that might be useful lateron. If you keep a map, you can
easily go backand review when you need to thinkof newthings to do.

No matter how clever you are, you will almost surelyget stuck at some
point. You will goto everyplaceyouknowhowto getto, tryeverything you
know how to do, and nothing will help. You probably know exactly what
you need to do, but can think of no wayto do it. You've even tried typing
HELP and the computer gives youonlya cryptic clue. You are about to cry.

Save the game and go to sleep. You need creativity to get around a brick
wall, and noone is creative whentheyare on the verge oftears. Whenyou
wake up, you can think backon the game and see ifthere wassomething
you had missed. Don't ruleanything out,eventhe impossible. You mayneed
to go back to a place you have been, or reusean object you have thrown
away. Ifthere's an object insome roomthat you haven't used, see ifthere's a
way it might help you out.

Thinkin multiple steps.Think ofwhatyouwantto accomplish, then ofthe
stepsthatwouldtakeyoutowardthatgoal. Thenthinkabout howyou might
makethose preliminary stepswork:you mayneed to go backto your start
ing point and get some other object. Brainstorm with a friend and think of
words and techniques you have used in other adventures. If you've tried
everything and are still stuck, let it sit for a week or so and see ifyou can
come up with something.

If you are still stuck,you can get help. Most Adventure players get stuckat
some pointor other, so the companythat made up the game hascompiled a
bookof hints forthe entireseries. You can order this pamphlet-sided answer
key for $7.95 plus postage and handling from Adventure International,
Incorporated, RO. Box 3435,Longwood FL 32750.Don't overuse it,though,
once you have it:itwill take the pleasureout ofthe seriesifyou relyon itas a
crutch. The hintsare written incode so that you will lookonlyat the one you
need.

General Evaluation

The Adventure series is an excellent game for those who like to scratch
their heads.The idea isveryclever, and the fantasy worldsare intriguing and
amusing. You may break into laughterat the ingenuity of some of the small
touches of the game.
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isclearlywhere you musthead, so you knowyou mustbuilda ship. Mostof
the materialsare availablerighton the island, but some are inaccessible.The
lumber, forexample, isina verytightspot,and cannot be removed untilyou
do some other things.There's a hungry crocodile in the story, but Iwant to
leave you with some surprises.

Once you've succeeded in building the ship, you can sail to Treasure
Island. After this, the rest is fairly easy, though you do have to kill some
deadly snakes. You win the game ifyou find the two buried treasures and
bring them back to London.

To work your waythrough allofthese obstacles, you will need a systemof
logical reasoningand experiment.Whileyou mustdevelop thisfor yourself,
you can followsome general principles.

Everything is significant. Ifyou find a shovel somewhere, chances are you
will need itto digsomethingup. Ifthe parrotsayssomething, you will probably
need to remember it lateron. Ifthe computer says, "Ican't do that yet" when
you try to do something, you should writethisdown so you can come back
when you have the necessarytools.You will find these notes invaluable.

Ifyour command doesn't work, try rewording it. Or try looking around
for something that might help: you may need to be holding something to

I'm in a srass shack.. Visible itenT
ares Wicked Iookin9 Pirate* Treasure
"iest» Parrot

Pirate's duffel bast Unlit torch* Sack
of crackers* I'm wearing safety
sneakers.

m !B8tt iH TAKE PARROT
The Pirate worrt let ne!
The Parrot orlest 'Check the

flA?ISHRLL I DD? OPEN CHEST
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he Parrot cries! 'Check the bas»

?iatev.' The Parrot cries* 'Tides

CWi?"sBftL"t*jfo EXAMINE PIRATE
K. I see nothlns- special.,
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Figure 3.8: How do you got at the chest?
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Playing the Game

When you fire up the game, the computer will ask you, "Where is the
database?" To use the cassette recorder,you should answer CS1, then follow
the computer's directionsto read inthe tape.This takesabout three minutes,
but you need to do thisonlyonce at the beginning ofeach day.

Afteryou have read the tape in, the computer will ask: "Want to restore
previously saved game?" Ifyou are just starting a game, you will answer
"No" here. The programmustaskyouthis, becauseithasan optionthat lets
you savea game in midstream. Ifyoudo wantto continuea game you have
already been playing, you will answer "Yes" here and read in the tape you
had stored your game on.

I reallyshouldn't tell you anythingelse. To playan Adventure in itspurest
form, you should know nothingabout the game beforeyou start. You should
just sit at your computer and type two-word commands until something
works. If you want to havethe thrill of pure discovery, you shouldclosethis
book right here and start playing.

Unfortunately, the Adventure games are so difficult that even the cleverest
will need some help. Therefore, you should not feel ashamed to continue
reading if you want an idea of what you will encounter and how you can
move forward.

The first step isto read the instruction book carefully. Itis intentionally kept
veryshort, since part of the adventure isto figure out the rules. Ifyou read it
carefully, though, itwill giveyoua clear introduction,and will get you started
in the right direction. Pay particular attention to pages 5 and 6, which
describe how you must phrase your two-wordcommands to the computer.

You willquickly discover most of the essential commands. GO and CLIMB
are essential, since they get you from one room to the next. Eachadventure
consistsof about twenty-five locations,from apartment rooms to secret pas
sages to beaches on desert islands. Ineach location, you will find a number
of objects. You can LOOK at any of these and TAKE them ifyou want. You
can, however, carry only a limited number of objects, so at times you may
need to DROPsome as well. Other commands become necessary as you go
along: you may, for example, need to SAY a magicword at some point.

You will probably want to start by playing the PirateAdventure, since it
comes with the Adventure cartridge. The game begins in a flat in London,
but soon moves to a desert island. This is where most of the game occurs,
and where the most difficult problems arise. In one place, shown in Figure
3.8, you finda wicked-lookingpirateguardinga treasure chest. Toget what is
inside, you need to make him run away and find a key.

When you climb a hill, you can see Treasure Islandoff in the distance. This
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I'm in a flat in London.. Visible
items ares Fii9ht of stairs* Sisn
ia?sf 'Brins ^TREASURES* here* and s*v
SCORE'* Bottle of rum* rus* Safety
sneakers* Sack of crackers
I'm carrYtn9! Nothin9
<

WHAT SHALL I DO? -

* Welcome to Adventure number 8s
'Pirate Adventure' dy Alexis & S
Adams* dedicated to Ted Heeren fc Paul
Sharland. Remember* you can always ask
for 'HELP'.

Figure 3.7: Theopening situationof the PirateAdventure game

Adventure games have a vocabulary ofabout 100 command words, and if
you do not use words it knows, itwill answer, "I don't know how." Also,
although your command might be legal, it might notwork in your present
situation. You might need to go somewhere else first, or carry a special
object to make your command work. By inspired guesswork, you will grad
ually learn what you can do in various situations, and how to get around.

When you buy the Adventure game, you will receive a plug-in cartridge
anda cassette tape(or diskette ifyou prefer). The cartridge controls thecom
puter, butthe cassette really contains the game. This tapestores all of the
information about the fantasy universe, describes the exactcharacteristics of
each room, andtells whatwill happen inresponse toanything youmight do.
Thisdatabase is the real game in Adventure.

You'll spend many hours exploring the Pirate Adventure gamethatcomes
with the cartridge. You can only playthe game once, however: there is no
reason to explore a mystery you have alreadysolved. Forthis reason, you
canbuy a variety ofother cassette tapes in theAdventure series, eachwith a
completely new universe to explore.

A cassette recorder is needed to load and save the Adventure games.
Since Adventure iscompletely non-graphic, itdoes notsuffer on a blackand
white television.
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Cassette recorder

This maybe the hardestgameyouever play. Ittakesimagination, creativ
ity, anda lotofdetermination. Ifyou arethe kind ofperson who likes to guess
your way into a magical fantasy world, you mayenjoy the challengeof the
Adventure series. But bewarned: you will have todoa lot oforiginal thinking.

At the beginning of the game, you are placed in a situation, as in Figure
3.7. You know nothing about the universe around you, and must find out
everything by experiment. You don't even know the commands or the rules
ofthegame: the instruction bookintentionally tells youonlya few key words
to startyou off. You mustmoveabout, examine objects, and try to do things
until you can find some that works.

There are no graphics in this game: the computer gives only written
descriptions of what you see. You talk to it in two-word commands such as
LOOK SIGN, TAKE SNEAKERS, or CLIMB STAIRS. The computer then
describes the results.

At first, the computer probably won't understand your commands. The
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TheVideo Chess program hasa number of useful options that set itapart
from other computer chess packages. By pressing FCTN-REDO, for
instance, you can have the computer replay the entire game while you
watch, so thatyou can review what you have done or take notes on the
game. You can also save thegame ontape, if you wish, for future replays or
continuation. Other options, allowing simultaneous games, problem-
solving, anduse ofthescreen asa chessboard, are nice to have, even if you
don't use them often.

One problem is the difficulty inusing thefunction keys to chooseoptions.
The key functions seemed tohave been chosen arbitrarily, andarevery hard
to remember. This problem iscompounded bythe fact that the descriptions
in the instruction manual refer to the old TI-99/4 console, which used differ
ent SHIFT key commands. Be sure to refer to the guide on the inside front
cover of the instruction book.

On the standard option of play against the computer, the function key
commandsworkfairly well. On someofthe other options, however, certain
commands are missing: in simultaneous play and problem-solving, for
example, the only wayto getback to the main partofthe program isto press
FCTN-QUIT and start all over. Many of the nicer points, such as the timer
and the ability to store programs, are missing from these options. The
mechanics can therefore seem rough when using these options, but since
you will probably want to use them only rarely, itshould notbea problem.

All thisaside, the Video Chess cartridge isa veryfine program, whichplays
a difficult gamewell. If you already play chess, you mayor may not enjoy
pitting your skill against the computer's. If you are just learning, however,
there isnothing betterthan this program: youcan playthe computeron any
level you wish andeven tell itwhatstyle to play. If you are stuck on a move,
you canask thecomputer for advice, and canreplay thegame attheendto
seewhatyoudidwrong. If you have beenwaiting onlyfora patient partner
to helpyou learn the game, the Video Chess program may be youranswer.
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advice ofagood player if you want toplay well. You can also read books that
explain thefiner points ofchess strategy.

General Evaluation

The Video Chess cartridge, while it will not win any chess tournaments,
does play agood game. If you are a beginner, the computer plays as well as
you want, andsets a good example for basic play.

As you become better, the program's weaknesses will grow more appar
ent. While the computer's game does improve somewhat if you give it more
time tothink, its basic weaknesses remain. Even at its most advanced level,
the computer might still make a fairly serious mistake, as shown in Figure
3.6. Also, atthehigher levels, the computer's long thinking time becomes a
problem: while you might gladly wait several minutes for a good opponent
to consider a difficult move, you will become impatient with a machine.

The mechanics of moving the pieces can bea slight problem. It would
have been nicer ifTl had followed the example ofother chess programs that
let you move the pieces graphically with the joystick. Even so, the algebraic
notation is clear and unambiguous, once you get used to it.

Figure 3.6:The Video Chessprogram hasfust movedItsbishopto£6.
This mistakeallows white to win thebishoporknight by
moving Its pawn to D5.
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Video Chess does have a very nice "back-up" option. Until you have
played enoughchess to be ableto see all the consequences ofyour moves,
you will occasionally make careless mistakes, which you regret after your
opponentmakes his move. The Video Chess module lets youtakebackone
or even several moves by pressing FCTN-I. This option isalso handy ifyou
make a mistake typing in a move.

Be sure, incidentally, thatthe ALPHA LOCK key is inthe up position when
you play. On someversions oftheTI-99/4A, thecomputer will act erratically
ifyou usethe Video Chess program with the ALPHA LOCK down.

You maybe interested in knowing howthe computer approaches chess,
so that you can both capitalize on its weaknesses and learn from its
strengths. The computer plays bysystematically examining all the possible
moves available. For each potential move, it considers all of your possi
ble responses, then all the responses it can make to all of your responses,
and so forth. Since this can rapidly lead to thousands of alternatives, the
computer must also weed out the least likely lines. As it looks ahead, the
computer will gradually settle on the one move that will best advance its
position,while not leaving it vulnerable.

This is, in fact, an imitation of the way a human player will think about a
move.Mostplayerswill lookat the consequencesoftheir actionsat leasttwo
or three moves down the line and take into account the responses their
opponents can make. Chess masters often plan twenty or thirty moves
ahead, foreseeing with lightning precision the remoteconsequencesoftheir
move.

Because of its great speed, a computercan afford to consider more alter
natives than a human player. This means that it has a fairly good grasp of
what can happen two or three moves down the lineand cannot be tricked
bysomething obvious. Itmay, ofcourse,still be caught in more clever traps.

The computer's realweakness isstrategy. Becausewe relyon our intuition,
we human playersimagine the long-term consequences of moveseven ifwe
cannot systematically consider everythingthat can happen. While the com
puter can be programmed to graspchess strategy, it cannot hope to equal
our creative imagination. Each of the computer's individual moves may be
sound in themselves, but you will eventually gain the upper hand if you
attack with a well-organized plan.

Of course, ifyou are just learningto playthe game, your long-range plan
ning will be limited. The computer really makes an excellent opponent at
this stage, because it plays a sound basic game. Since it avoids the careless
mistakes that plague most beginning players, it sets a good example, and its
strategy is varied enough to give you experience with many different
positions.You should, ofcourse, playagainstfriends, too, and work with the
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general principles ofchess strategy then closes with tengood pointers on play
ingthe game.

Thecomputer canadvise you ofthe best move inyour position. You can
also ask itto play anaggressive, defensive, oreven a losing game, if your ego
needs a boost.

Thecomputer lets youchoosethree levels: beginner, novice, or interme
diate. Atthe beginner level, thecomputer takes only a few seconds foreach
move. At the novice and intermediate levels, you can give the computer
moretimeto think—up to three minutes fora move ifyouallow it. This lets it
play better, so you can have your opponent improve as you learn. Even at
the beginner's level, however, thecomputer rarely makes obvious mistakes.

The program does notclaim to go beyond the intermediate level. If you
are an experienced chess player, you may be able to beat the Video Chess
program easily, though you may still find some interest in thegame. Thepro
gram is not particularly strong on long-term strategy, and does make blun
ders because it lacks foresight. Although challenging, a cartridge game can
nevermatch the powerofa good player's intuition and creativity.

Anumberofspecial options allow youto usetheVideo Chess cartridge for
other purposes. If you don'thave achessboard, for example, you can play a
game against a friend using the computeras a chessboard. Another option
lets up to nine different people play simultaneous games against the com
puter. You can also set up a chess problem on the screen and ask the
computer to solve itfor you. While this can take a half an hour, it will give
youthe answerto a problem you might never solve byyourself.

No special equipment is required for Video Chess, though a cassette
recorder does allowyou to save gamesfor future reference. You don't even
needa chessboard, since the computer displays the game directly on your
television screen. A black and white television is no handicap.

Playing the Game

Whenyoustart thegame, you must tell thecomputer whatlevel you wantit
to playat, what style of game you want it to play, and whether you want
blackor white.Thecomputerwill then set up the board on the screen and
ask you for your first move.

Entering the moves iscomplicated at first. Video Chess usesan "algebraic
notation" to specify the squaresofthe chessboard, withthe letters a through
h naming the columns and the numbers 1 through 8 the rows. To specify
your move, you must type the position of the piece, followed by the place
you want to move itto. Thisisconfusingifyou are used to the standard chess
notation, but itshould not take longto readjust.
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VIDEO CHESS

Overall Quality VeryGood

Graphics Good

Time needed to learn game Several hours to start

Lengthof game 15 to 60 minuses

Clarityof instruction book Clear

Clarity of screen instructions Clear

Abilityto sustain interest Good

Action Thinkingonly ,

AgeJevel 10-adult

Color television needed? " No

Extraequipment required No - !

Chess is one of the oldest thinking games, yet it remains one of the best.
The rules and board are extremely simple, yet the strategy isso complex that
even the best players can surprise each other with new ideas.

It is not a new idea to have a computer play chess, for although the game's
strategy is complex, it lends itself well to the kind of fast, repetitive calcula
tions the computer does best. Years of work have resulted in sophisticated
programs which can compete with the best players in the world.

You cannot expect a small computer likethe TI-99/4A to play at this level,
since it lacks the large memory and lightning speed which are required. But
the TI-99/4A can play chess, and quite a respectable game at that. While it
will not be a match for a good player, Tl'sVideo Chess is an excellent spar
ring partner for someone just learning.

For those who have not played chess before, the cartridge's instruction man
ual describes the rules: how each piece moves, special situations, and the
object of the game. As it introduces the pieces, the manual also describes
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beableto getthrough. You may lose a ship, buttheasteroid belt is of limited
duration.

Higher Levels After negotiating the asteroids, you find yourself
back where you started, upagainst theswoopers. This time, however, you
have to hit each ship twice todestroy it. This is actually not asforbidding as
it sounds, since you can usually lineyourself up witha ship and hit it
repeatedly with your machine-gun laser. This is easy with thesmaller ships,
since they fly horizontally after their initial approach. The Urbites, Dramites,
and Bynites arelarge enough that you will usually hit them twice anyway. On
these higherlevels, the Bynites turn invisible afterthe first hit.

After the fourth level, an additional type ofobstacle appears beyond the
asteroid belt: the Killer Satellites. If you can get this far, you won't need my
help!

General Evaluation

Parsec is the bestvideo game madefor the TI-99/4A, and one of the best
anywhere. It has excellent color graphics, realistic sounds, speech-synthesized
warnings and comments, and wonderful action. The varied missions, refuel
ing tunnels, andasteroid belts will keep you constantly on your toes.

The only problem with the game is the glitch in the joystick control that
can leave your ship momentarily frozen in place. This might cause a certain
amountoffrustration, butyou canadjust to it. You may evenchooseto think
ofitasachallenging partofthegame—a "paralyzer" theship canuse onyou
ifyou aren't careful.

Otherthanthat, Parsec is marvelous, a must for anyone who likes the fast
action of the video arcade.
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TheSaucers Although these resemble the Swoopers and LTFs,
the Saucers come onto the screen from the left—from behind. You have to
dodgethemastheyfly past, thenshootastheyturnto come back. They are
at their mostvulnerable as theyslowdown and changedirection; once they
startback,however, yourtimeisverylimited. Fire offone or two shots, then
get out of the way.

The approach from the left isnota problemifyou have lostone or more
ships, sincethe attack pattern ispredictable. If you can pick the first off at the
top of the screen, you can waitthere safely for the rest.

If there are still fourships left, however, theirattack patternisrandom,and
you mustbe readyto dodgeastheyzoomon the screen.You can give your
selfa little more timeto react by moving your shipforward to the center of
the screen. Although this gives you less time to shoot, it also lets you aim
more accurately.

Don't aim too low at the saucers. They have a plume of fire coming from
underthe ship, which your laser will pass right through. Anicetrickisto fire
off someshots justasthesauceris turning. If yourfirst shotpasses justabove
the saucer's head, you knowthat your nextwill be on target. Ifit does not,
you can adjust your position before youare indanger.

Don't getdiscouraged ifyou cannot handlethe saucersfromtimeto time.
They are the hardest ofthe six, because oftheir approach from the left and
the difficulty of hitting them on the wing.

Refueling Tunnels Whenever you keepa shipalive longenoughto de
plete its fuel tank, youmust stopto fly through a refueling tunnel. Thetunnel
requires precision maneuvering, so youwill need lift 1. Even at this slowest
speed,youmay find youtendto move toosoon. Just sitbackand relax.

The tunnel seems to be more forgiving about flying lowthan high. Since
the space isso tight thatyoualmost have to do one or the other, youshould
try to skirtthe ground. But not too much!

Although three refueling tunnels comeon the screen,youshould stick to
thefirst unless youare anexpert. Theothertwoare worth more,butare also
moredifficult. When yougetthrough, be readyto shootaliens immediately.
And don't forget to change your lift number!

Asteroid Belt If you get pastall six series ofalien, you will be facedwith
an asteroid belt, a barrageof bouldersthat moves acrossthe screen. Unlike
the rocks in the Asteroids arcade game, these all move horizontally, and
need to be hitonly once to be destroyed. Even so, there are a lot of them,
and they speed up as time goes on.

Agood strategy isto switch into Lift 2 and moveto the top ofthe screen. If
youjustmove up and down blasting the top three or four rows, youshould
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ofthe bout, once all five have appeared. After their first fly-by these ships
move almost horizontally, sothey aren't hard to hit, even when moving quite
fast.

Another technique isto ignore the ship altogether the first time itcrosses
the screen, then line yourself upto hit itsquarely on its second, horizontal
pass. This is quite easy, and probably best for the higher levels.

The slower lift 2seems towork well for these ships, since itassures you ofa
hit if you sweep across thealien with your laser blasting. This also makes it
easier to hit low-flying ships without crashing into theground.

Urbites, Dramites, and Bynites The second, fourth, and sixth rounds
present a different problem. In each case, a large ship appears atthe right of
the screen, tracking your movements up and down. When it reaches your
level, it fires one or two photon missiles at you. The three vary in
maneuverability and missile type, butall present thesame problem.

You have to beonyour toes, since thephoton missiles areextremely fast.
This is especially important if the ship first appears atthe same level as yours,
since itcandestroy you before you have a chance to react. The Bynites, in
particular, always comeon the screen firing.

The only defense against this is to position yourself near the bottom of
thescreen with your hand onthejoystick, ready to move upassoon asthe
ship flashes on the screen. If youdo this, you will survive the initial ambush
andcanthenfire back at theship where you canseeit. With the Urbites and
Bynites, you should move straight to the top of the screen, then back
and forth across their noses with your hand on the fire button. The faster
Dramites are moredifficult, butthesame general strategy should work. Lift 3
is imperative for these ships.

Don'twaste yourconcentration firing shots atthe beginning, because these
ships are indestructible for thefirst two seconds they areonthescreen. Wait
until they change color, then keep your laser firing until you hit them. There is
little chance ofyour gun overheating unless you gooverboard.

Unfortunately, thereis a frustrating glitch in theprogram if you are using a
joystick. During a battle against these three types ofships, thecomputer will
sometimes neglect to react to the joystick for a moment, leaving your ship
frozen in place no matter how hard you tug. This is bad, because it often
happens just when thealien is firing atyou. Even after scoring a hit, you can
getstuck andfall preytoa ship you have already destroyed. Ifyou keep mov
ingand stay away from the top ofthe screen, you can learn to avoid this. If it
becomes a real problem, you can always use the up and down arrow keys
on the keyboard: they are immune from this defect.
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As youlearn tocombateachofthesix types ofalien, youwill develop your
own techniques. As with any video game, you will want a strategy that
allows you to destroythe aliens methodically and with minimal danger. In
particular, you should decideon a starting position for your shipand on a
direction to move it during the attack. You will find some suggestions in
Figure 3.5.

Name of ship Number

of ships
Recomm.

Lift

Starting
Altitude

Ending
Altitude

Point

Value

1. SWOOPERS 5 2 Middle Bottom 100

2. URBITES 4 3 Bottom Middle 200

3. LTF'S 5 2 Bottom Top 200

4. DRAMITES 4 3 Bottom Middle 200

5. SAUCERS 7 3 Middle Top 300

6. BYNITES 4 3 Bottom Middle 300

ASTEROIDS Many 2 Top Top 1000

REFUELING — 1 Bottom Bottom 1000

7. KILLER SATELLITES Varies 3 Middle Middle 400

Figure 3.5: Strategy Hints for Parsec

Swoopers and LTF's The firstand third types of alien are quite sim
ilar, and must be combatted in the same way. Bothare small ships that dive
from the upper-right corner of the screen, then continue to sweep across
from rightto leftuntilthey are hit.Sincethey movefaster the longer they stay
on the screen, you should try to destroy them on their first sweep. Don't
panic ifyou miss one or two, though. You can always go back and get them
later.

Try to hiteach new alienas itswoopsdown. Ifyou justsit in the middleof
the screen and fire as it moves across, you should be able to hit all but one or
two. You can then pickoffthe ones you miss either immediately or at the end
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Figure 3.4: The asteroid belt In Parsec

Playing the Game

You must maneuver your ship to dodge aliens and to aim your laser. You
are free to move in any direction, but since the enemy shipsfly and shoot
horizontally, you will normallyneed only to change your altitude.

Your laserwill repeatedly fire rapidshots ifyou holdthe button down. You
can do this only for a limited time, however, before your ship explodes from
overheating. Inpractice, this isnot much ofa problem,sinceyou can get off
about 20 quick shots before this happens. You should never need that many
unlessyou are shooting blindly.

You can control the vertical mobility of your ship by selectingone of the
three lifts. (This isdone by pressingthe appropriate number key). Lift 3, at
which the game begins, isthe fastest,while lift 1 isextremely slow. While you
will normally prefer the highest lift in this fast-pacedgame, you willalso find
lift 2 useful, since itallowsyou to aim more accurately. Use lift 1 for the tricky
refueling tunnel.

TexasInstruments has included a very nice pause option. Bypressing the P
key, you can put the game into a "time warp," freezing the action indefinitely.
You will findyou will enjoy the game more ifyou use this P keyfrequently, to
get ready for the next wave or merelyto unwind. Ifyou use the 1,2, or 3 key
to restartthe game, youcan alsochangethe lift in the pause.
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named the Swoopers, Urbites, LTF's, Dramites, Saucers, and Bynites. Each
presents a different problem. The Swoopers and LTF's dive down from the
rightof the screen and continue to sweep across with increasing speed until
you shoot them. The Urbites, Dramites,and Bynites are larger ships, which
chase you up and down and firephoton missiles. TheSaucersare in a classby
themselves: they move in from the left, then turn around to fly back at you.

Ifyou make it through all six waves of aliens, you must face an asteroid
belt: a twenty-second barrage of boulders from the rightof the screen. Ifyou
survive this as well, you go back to the beginning to face the six waves again,
but with added complications and difficulty. Atthe higher levels,you must hit
the ships two or three times to destroy them and face an unpredictable bar
rage of "Killer Satellites." There are no lessthan 16 levels, so there is no rea
son anyone should tire of Parsec.

There is one other complication to the action: a narrow refueling tunnel
you must flythrough when your fuelgauge runs low. This isquite a challeng
ing sidelight.

Ifyou have a speech synthesizer, the cartridge will give realistic warnings of
approaching dangers. Although this adds to the game, it is hardly necessary,
since the dangers are also announced by warning tones. The game can be
playedwith either a joystick or withthe arrow keys on the TI-99/4A keyboard.

Figure 3.3: The Swooperwave In Parsec
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PARSEC
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Note: Does not work with the original TI-99/4 version.

Parsec isbyfar the bestvideo game currently available for the TI-99/4A.
With fast, varied action, beautiful color graphics, voice warnings on the
speech synthesizer, and constantly increasing difficulty, Parsec has every
thing an arcade fanatic could desire.

Theclosest analog in the video arcade is Williams' Defender game, but
even thathas only asuperficial resemblance. In Parsec, you command a ship
flying at the left ofthescreen, above thesurface ofa turning planet. You can
move the shipup or down and fire repeated laser shots horizontally to the
right. Theobject is to shoot down waves ofalien ships before they have a
chance to shoot you or collidewithyou.

As you play, you will face six different waves ofalien ships, affectionately
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excellentway to get a jump on the more dangerous partsof the maze before
having to risk your neck.

Above all, don't panic. High blood pressure will not help your maneuver
ing:Munch Man isa game which requires calm, systematicplanning. Takeit
easy, and ifyou get cornered, you can always do better the next time.

General Evaluation

Munch Man isan enjoyable game, withchallengingaction. Although it has
minimal sound effects and mediocre graphics, the game itselfis worth the
price. Since it requires long-rangestrategymore than simple reflexaction, it
isa good alternativefor those who mightenjoyvideo games, but do not care
for shooting down aliens.

You should not buy Munch Man hoping to play Pac-Man. Its strategy is
considerably altered by the different maze layout, the changes in the mon
sters' attack habits, and the absence of a set search pattern. Ifyou are playing
the game for the first time, this isno problem: the game is, ifanything, more
challenging. Butifyou are a Pac-Man devotee, you should remember that
Munch Man is a different game.

The most serious problem is the sluggish joystick. Absolute, split-second
control isessential to a game likeMunch Man, and an unresponsive joystick
ishard to forgive. You will never get the full feelof the arcade game, but with
practice, you can reduce your frustration by taking new strategies.

Munch Man is still enjoyable, especially ifyou have not been spoiled by
the original arcade game. Butwatch out: it isn't easy!
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three or four boards, for scores of about 20,000. Beyond that, the game
becomes increasinglydifficult, because the Hoonos are more clever and the
energy dots do not lastas long.

On Munch Man, you cannot use the patterns that experts use to score in
the millions on the original Pac-Man game. On that game, the monsters
always searched a given board in the same way, so experienced players
could discover routes that would safely cover the entire maze. InTl'sMunch
Man cartridge, the monsters do not followa predictable pattern, but make
random turns.

You can, however, use a version of this technique in your play. Since you
are given a few seconds to move before the monsters come out, you can
develop a good starting pattern which will allow you to cover some large
parts of the maze before the monsters get there. One such game opening is
shown in Figure3.2. Leavethe central box to the right, move up and across
to the left. By the time you reach the intersection above the top leftHoono's
shelter, the monsters will be coming out. Turn upwards and move to the
straight passageat the top of the screen. In most cases, you will be able to
cover the whole upper row without beingchased, and even ifyou are, you
can eat an energizer and obtain your safety. This is obviously not the
only possibleopening: you can develop your own with practice. This is an

Figure 3.2: The Munch Man Game
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Afteryou haveeaten an energizer,youcan use your safetyinseveralways.
One idea issimply to chase the Hoonosdown, racking up as many pointsas
possible. You can usually do this easily, especially on the first few levels,
where the energizers lasta longtime.

At times, you will also want to use the energizers in another way. Certain
parts of the board are dangerous, particularlythe box around the central cell
and the dead-end loopjustabove it. After eatingone of the energizers,you
can use your temporary immunityto laya chain through these danger spots,
so that you can spend your vulnerable periods workingon the corners, close
to the safety of the uneaten energizers.

You will probably want to use both of these strategies. In the earlier
boards, you will probably have time to do some full-scale Hoono-hunting,
but lateron you may prefer to devote allyour energies to coveringthe maze.

Until they get quite closeto you, the Hoonosdo not know where you are.
This means that if you stay out of the way, they will keep to their standard
random searches, leaving you free to cover the section as you wish. Ifyou
watch carefully, you will notice they tend to neglect certain parts of the
maze, particularly the corners near the upper energy dots. You can often use
these safespots as basesfrom which to go out into more hazardous regions.

Ifa Hoono gets near you, he will chase you. Since Hoonos are normally
slower than you, they can not catch you from behind, but they can trap you
ifyou make a wrong turn. Ifyou keep running, the Hoono will eventually
give up the chase, but it is safestto head for the nearest energy dot.

The major problem with Munch Man isthe joystick. Although it is techni
cally possible to play the game with your fingers on the arrow keys, the
human brain cannot keep track of so many things at once. You must there
fore depend on the joystickin this game, and that can create some troubles.

The problem arises when you come to a crossing in the maze and want to
turn a corner. You would liketo hold the joystickin the proper direction and
have your man turn the corner as soon as he arrives. Thisdoes work most of
the time, but it sometimes happens that the computer doesn't respond and
leavesyour man to run straight throughthe intersection. Thisisnormallyjust
an annoyance, but can be fatal in a hot chase.

This problem is most severe after you have eaten an energizer. At this
higher speed, the computer is far more likely to miss your joystick com
mand. Since you are immune from attack, this is not dangerous, but it is
more difficult to get where you want to go. The best solution isto stickto the
straightaways, moving back and forth to snap up Hoonos as they come out
of side passages. It is handy to cover these long passagesanyway, since they
are often the most dangerous parts of the maze.

With these strategiesand some practice,you should be able to get through
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maneuver your man through the entire maze, including the two passages
that connect the edges of the screen. Asyou move, your man laysdown a
chain, and the game continues until every stretch of the maze is covered.
You must be systematic about this, since a single link left out in a passage
leaves the chain unfinished. Ifyou succeed in covering the entire maze, you
advance to a new level, with a slightly more difficult maze. There are 60
levels in the game, though you will probably never see most of them.

You are chased by four roving monsters, called "Hoonos." While the
Hoonos are not particularly intelligent,they can often trap you in a corner or
catch you ifyou make a wrong turn. Fortunately, you can turn the tables by
eating one of the four flashing "energizers," which allow your man to move
at a higher speed and eat any Hoonos he can catch.

Ifyou are an enthusiast of the Pac-Man games in the video arcade, you
may be disappointed with some of the changes. Munch Man lacksthe origi
nal game's delightful musical interludes and personable monsters. Much of
the appeal of the original game comes from these excellent touches. The
changes in the maze layout also make it more difficult to run away from
monsters, so the game tends to be a more mechanical task of avoiding mon
sters than a strategic cat-and-mouse chase.

Apart from the joysticks, no special equipment is needed to play Munch
Man. Acolor television isvery helpful, since itallowsyou to see the colored
flash that warns you when the energizer tablet is about to run out.

Playing the Game

You start up Munch Man like the other Tl cartridges. When MUNCH
MAN comes on the screen, you pressany keyto get to the game screen. The
game will then wait patientlyforyou to beginby movingyour man out of the
center, either left or right. This is a nice feature, since it allows you to take
time out between games. You can alsostop the game at any time by pressing
P for "pause."

There are many strategiesfor the Munch Man game. Perhaps the best way
to start off isto divide the screen mentally into four quarters, each containing
one of the Texas-shaped "energizers." These dots mean safety, since by eat
ing them you obtain the power to outrun and eat the monsters rather than
being eaten. However, there are only four of these, so you should try not to
waste them. You should cover as much of the corner as you can before eat
ingthe energizer. Ifyou can, lure two or three ofthe Hoonos after you when
you head for the energizer,so that you can turn around and catch them right
after you have eaten it.Of course, ifyou get in trouble, you may eat an ener
gizer to save yourself, but make sure you leave at least one for the end.
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MUNCH MAN

Overall Quality Good

Graphics Fair

Time needep1 to learn game One hour to start

Lengtfrofgame 5 to 30 minutes

Clarity of instruction book Veryclear

Clarityof screen instructions Veryclear

Ability to sustain interest Good

Action Intense

Age level 12-sadult

Joystick response Poor

Color television needed? Quite helpful

Extra equipment required Joystick

The Space Invaders game may have started the video-arcade revolution,
but the Pac-Man machine made it popular. People who never liked blasting
aliens found that they enjoyed maneuvering a littleman through a maze, eat
ing dots, fruit, and little blue ghosts. While still requiring quick reflexes and
intense concentration, this game introduced an additional problem of gen
eral strategy and long-range planning.

For copyright reasons, Texas Instruments is not free to sell the Pac-Man
game directly for its machine. Instead, it has put together a slightly-altered
version called Munch Man, with different graphics and action. The screen is
white instead of black, the maze is laidout differently and the monsters have
different shapes and personalities. These changes alter the game consider
ably, but the basic idea remains the same.

The Munch Man game, shown in Figure3.2 on page89, presents you with
a maze of passages surrounding a central cell. The object of the game is to
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turn off the sound on your TV You will be able to concentrate much better.
Whenyoudo learn to shootat the mystery vehicle, youcan gain upto 300

points ifyou hit it inthe center. Unlike the original SpaceInvaders game,Tl
Invaders does not calculate the saucer's point value from the number of
shots fired, but merely from the place whereitwashit. In doing this, Tl per
haps hastaken awaythe challenge ofcounting 23shots before shooting the
saucer, but hasgiven an added challenge of hitting itsquarely.

Texas Instruments has added a nice touch: a saucer that moves back and
forth across the screen oncethe board has been cleared. Each time you hit
this saucer, it reverses direction and heads for the other side of the screen. It
becomes increasingly difficult to hit, since it becomes smaller and higher
with eachshot.Whenyou finally miss, itslips off theedge. With a little prac
tice,you should be ableto hit itfour or five times, therebyobtaining a wel
come breather from the constant stress of shootingdown the boards of
aliens.

Unlike Space Invaders, the original arcade game, Tl Invaders does not
become much more difficultwith each additional board. The rows of aliens
are slowly replaced bymorevaluable types, each slightly harderto hit, but
you always have enough time, since the array always starts from the same
height. With a few hours ofpractice, you should beable togetthrough sev
eral boards, fora score inthe thousands. Video games experts will do much
better, and might be more satisfied playing at the DOWNRIGHT NASTY
level ofdifficulty, wherethe aliens aim their bombs at you rather thanfiring
randomly.

General Evaluation

The only major drawback to the game is the inadequacy of the Texas
Instruments joystick. To use it effectively, you will need to hold it in your
hand,and press the "fire" button with yourthumb. Your handbecomes tired
quickly from thesplit-second reactions you must make. Moreover, you may
sometimes be hit by a bomb because the joystick did not respond to your
last-second pull.

To remedythis, youcan alsoplay using buttons on theTI-99/4A keyboard.
In fact, you mayevenfind this easier. You usethe Sand D keys to movethe
laser back and forth, and the Yto fire. This is an excellent replacement for
the joystick (it was, infact, howthe original arcadegamewasdesigned).

Except forthisplus theannoying buzzofthe mystery vehicle, Tl's cartridge
isa verysatisfying game. For thosewhowantto playa fast-action videogame
on their home computer, Tl Invaders isone of the best.
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Tl INVADERS, you will choose your level ofdifficulty. If you are playing for
the first time, you will probably want MERELY AGGRESSIVE, saving the
DOWNRIGHT NASTY level for the experts. Be ready to go once you've
made your choice: the invaders don't wait.

Theobject ofthe game is to clear the board ofaliens without being hit by
falling bombs. You need to aim accurately, yet stay ready tododge a bomb if
one should appear. Most players slip in beneath an alien, shoot, and move
backto safety—with practice, youcan makethis intoa single motion.

One key to thegame is to shoot down vertical columns near the edge of
the pack. If, like the player in Figure 3.1, you can knock out all the aliens
from the first three columns on the left edgeofthe screen, youcan buya lot
oftime. This isbecause the packdropsdowna steponlywhen the leftmost
column reachesthe edge ofthe screen. If youclearout the edge columns,
the pack will have further to walk.

Another key is tostay in theempty space in front ofthe pack, in thedirec
tion it is moving. You aresafe as long asyou are notdirectly under a line of
aliens. If you shoot thefirst vertical column, you always have a safe direction
to run. You can also work on the lastcolumn and move in from behind, but
sincethe aliens' bombsfall slightly behindthem as they move, this is not as
safe.

If you do this, the invaders will eventually trap you at the edge. As you
move across the packto theotherside ofthescreen, youcantakethe oppor
tunity to shoot some of the aliens off the bottom row. While you should
spend most ofyour time destroying whole vertical columns, you will also
find it useful to knock some out of this lowest row before they become dan
gerously close.

This strategy works until only a few aliens are left. By this time, they move
sofast thatyou canaim only in their general direction. Position yourself in
thecenter, away from thedecaying shelter ofthe houses. Then shoot at the
speeding aliens asthey pass by, concentrating more on dodging the bombs
than on aiming. The last oneis always thehardest to hit, butyou can learn to
do itifyou practice andstay calm. Onereassuring fact is thatthe last invader
actually becomes easier to hit as itdraws closer, andis almost impossible to
miss at point-blank range. Don't beashamed ifyou can't hit itthe first time
you play: it takes practice.

If you area beginner, you should ignore thespace ship that crosses thetop
ofthe screen from timeto time. Until youare experienced enough to shoot
down the pack calmly with time tospare, theadded distraction ofaiming at
this moving target will cost you valuable time and frustrating mistakes.
Unfortunately, the flying saucer is accompanied by an obnoxious buzz,
which will surely disruptyour concentration. If you find thisannoying, just
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Figure3.1: The TlInvadersgame

time to react to the bombs asthey come lower, you must work quickly to
destroy the array. The pressure also increases as you destroy the aliens,
because they move and shoot faster as they become fewer. An increasingly
rapid heartbeat sound adds tothis tension. As if this were not enough, a fly
ing saucer occasionally crosses at thetopofthescreen, offering a variable
bonus to those who can hit it.

If you dosucceed in destroying all oftheinvaders, you are rewarded with
a chance toshoot at a moving saucer for bonus points. You keep shooting
until you miss, andare then relentlessly faced with another wave ofaliens.

Those familiar with theSpace Invaders arcade game will be satisfied with
Tl Invaders. The two versions havetheir differences, but the overall feel is
the same.TheTl Invaders graphics are excellent, and whilethe soundsand
timing are somewhatdifferent, it isnot hardto adjust.

The game can be played on two levels ofdifficulty. It is designed to be
played with a joystick, but does not require one. In fact, it is easier toplay it
usingthe keyboard.

Playing the Game

The Tl Invaders cartridge is easy tostart up. Simply plug in themodule and
follow thedirections thecomputer puts onthescreen. After pressing 2 FOR
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Tl INVADERS

Overall Quality ; j .-Verygood

; graphics1 ,-'/ , Very good

Time neededto leamgame One hour tostart

Lengthiofgame 5 to 30 minutes

Clarity of instruction hook Adequate

JL

Clarity of screen instructions Adequate

Ability to,sustain interest »Good

Action Intense

\ Age level , •- 12 yearsto adult

Joystickresponse Marginal

. Color television needed? Desirable

Extra equipment required Joystick, ifdesired

This is Texas Instruments' adaptation of the Space Invaders game that
startedthe video-arcade explosion in 1978. Other gameshavefollowed it in
popularity, but the Invaders game remains one of classics of the video
arcade. Requiring fast action and split-second coordination, Tl Invaders isa
captivating andexciting game for video-games enthusiasts ofall ages. It does,
however, require greatcoordination andconcentration, and isnotforthose
who are easilyfrustrated.

As shown in Figure 3.1, the game begins with an array of "invaders,"
arranged in columns at the top of the screen. You must fire at these aliens
while youdodgethe bombs theydrop. You can move your gun left or right
and hide itbehindthe house-shaped barriers; as the game goeson, however,
the barriers become riddled with holes and offer less and less protection.
The lineofaliens marches slowly across the screen, reversing direction and
dropping one stepdown each time it gets to the edge. Since you have less
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times. If you enjoy testing your wits in a difficult puzzle, though, there is
nothing better than an adventure.

Whatever you choose—video game, thinking game, or adventure—you
will not be disappointed. Computer games are both amusing and reward
ing. Enjoy yourself!
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Figure 3.9: Threesteps down a hallIna Tunnels of Doom game
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Figure 3.10: Combat Ina room ofa TunnelsofDoom game

the instruction manual. There are many importantfeatures to the game, and
you cannotexpectto understand what's going on until you've read about it.
Pay particular attention to pages 6 and 7, a quick-reference chart of all the
commands you will need.

Thefirst thingyoushoulddo isplay the samplegamesdescribedon pages
12 to 18 of the instruction book.These will show you the major features of
the full gameand give youan ideaofwhatyouare up against. Withoutdoing
this, you cannot hope to understand the game.

The cassettetape that came with the Tunnels of Doom cartridge has two
different games stored on it: Pennies and Prizes and Quest of the King.
Before playing Quest of the King, you'll want to try the simplified Pennies
and Prizes to get a feel for moving about the maze. To load either of these
games,you will press1 for CASSETTE, then follow the instructions to read in
the tape. This takes about four minutes.

Pages 9 and 10ofthe instruction bookdescribe howto loadthe tapes, but
are veryunclear. The Pennies and Prizes gameisat the beginning ofthe first
sideofthe tape (thesidewith the red label). If youwant to play Questof the
King, turn the tape overto the sidewith no label and rewindit.There isalsoa
copy ofthisgame on the first side ofthe tape, but it isdifficult to use since it is
not at the beginning.

If you read the description of the samplegame carefully you should be
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able to learn the complexities of starting up and playing the game. Most of
this isclear, though you will need to flip to page 35ofthe instruction book to
understand how to open a vaultyou find in one of the rooms.

You might beconfused abouthowto move your party aroundthedungeon
with the fourarrow keys. Read the first threeparagraphs on page24ofthe in
structions and play aroundwith the keys until youhavea feel forwhattheydo.

Thesearrowswork inthree different ways. Ina room,the four arrow keys
represent directions north, south, east, and west. To move out the door to
the right, you will use the D key (right arrow). In a hall, however, the keys
havea different meaning. Theuparrow means"movea stepforward," inthe
direction you are facing, while the other three turn your party 90 or 180
degreeswithoutmoving. Thethird useofthese arrow keys isfor moving up
or down stairs, from one levelof the dungeon to another. To use this third
type of movement, you must use the FCTN keywith the up or down arrow.

Once you have played the samplegames, you will want to go on to your
own dungeon. While you are learning, use the "Easiest" level and a fairly
small dungeon of one or two floors.

You will first need to name your playersand buy suppliesfor them. Prob
ablythe mostinteresting isto choosea partyofone ofeach ofthe three types
of warrior: a fighter, a rogue, and a wizard. Each has itsown attributes, but
the fighters are generally the best,sincetheycan useall weaponsand armor.

Thegamestarts inthe general storeon Level 0. Atthe beginning, you have
a very limited amount of goldto spend on supplies, so you shouldconcen
trate on weapons and rations. Weapons come in two types—ranged and
standard—and you will want to give yourwarriors both ifyou can. Standard
weapons tend to be more effective, but can be used only on a monster
standing right nextto your player. Ranged weapons (such asslings and cross
bows) can hita monsteranywhere,buttheir use islimited byyour supplyof
arrows. Itistherefore good to haveone ofeach, so that you can startoffwith
the ranged weapon, then change to the other when you get close.

Don't worry, though, if you don't have enough gold to fully arm your
party. You will find weaponsand armor alongthe way, and can always go
backto buymorewhenyouhave accumulated moremoney. If youare play
ing in a deep dungeon, you will also find general stores on levels 4 and 8.
Theseare worth finding, since bythistimeyou will certainly need more sup
plies. The deeper stores also stock more powerfulweapons (suchas a Battle
Ax and a Warball and Chain). The prices, however, are four or eight times
higherin these storesthan they were at the surface. Certain weapons, such
asthe wizardblade,can onlybe found inrooms, and representan important
means of arming your party without spending money

Hallways are safe, except for an occasional wandering monster in your
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path. Rooms are where you find treasures, however, so you should begin
trying them as soonas youcomeacross a door.

Rooms can contain any number of useful objects, shown graphically on
thescreen. Apotofgold is onepossibility, andwhile itis useful, itis notworth
getting killed over. More interesting arethetreasure chests andvaults, which
cancontain anything from magic scrolls and powerful weapons to thequest
objects themselves. Finally, you might find a map in the room, which is the
keyto movingdown intothe dungeon.

The treasures you find in the rooms aren't free, however. Almost all
rooms, including those with no treasure at all, are guarded by monsters,
which you must kill before you obtain or seethe treasure.

In a battle, yourfighters taketurnsatthe monsters. In eachturn,yourwar
rior canmove aspace orchange weapons, thentryaweapon cut. Generally,
you will want to start with your ranged weapons, and move a step closer
eachtimebefore youfire. Then, whenyou are right next to the monster, you
can change weapons and make more effective cuts with your standard
weapons. You will usually need to hit monsters several times before you can
kill them, though with better weapons and moreexperienced fighters you
can inflict moredamage. Sometimes yourblow will miss, especially against
well-protected monsters.

After each of your fighters has taken his turn, the monsters attack back,
moving toward you and possibly inflicting damage. Armor and shields can
protect you to some extent, butyou will usually suffer some damage points.
Since many monsters only inflict damage whentheyare right next to you, it
issometimes bestto keepyour distance and fire at them with your ranged
weapons.

Your fighters cansurvive a certain amount ofdamage, butwith toomuch,
they become disabled and disappear from thescreen. If you have bought
"rations" or "healing" for your party, thedamage will be repaired with time
and your players will reappear, but if your whole party is disabled, thegame
isover. You canalso reduceyour damage bydrinking from magic fountains,
though thiscan alsobackfire and increase yourdamage.

Therefore, combat is risky. You should carefully weigh the value of the
treasure inthe roomagainst the powerofthe monsters youwill haveto com
bat. Generally, maps, vaults, and treasure chests areworth thetrouble, but if
the screenshows no treasure or only a potofgold, youwould do betterto
escape.

You can do this in two ways. If you want to get through the room to
another exit, you can negotiate with the monsters, by paying them gold if
they will accept it. Since this is costly and uncertain, it is usually better to
back outthedoor you came in. You arethen free tocontinue your explora-
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tions,with the added benefit of knowing you should avoid that room. This
important second option of escaping from rooms is not covered in the
instruction book.

Makesure you don't forget the pointof the game as you get involved in
fighting battles. The basic problem isfinding the quest objectsand building
up enough powers and experience to be able to defeat the more difficult
monsters. The game will become dull quickly ifyou are spendingall your
time in battle.

Ingeneral,yourstrategy shouldbeto exploreeach flooronlylongenough
to find the map that will let you descend to the next level.Atfloors four and
eight, you will also want to findthe general store to buy arrows, rations, and
healing for your party.

Makeyour own map of each flooras you go. Even after you obtain the full
map, you will findthisvery useful, sinceyou can record the rooms you have
visited. Keep track of what was in each room, and note carefully the ones
you have cleared of monsters, so that you can know which rooms it issafe to
go back through. Ifyou decide you are not ready to fight in some well-
defended room, you can also note thison your map so that you can go back
when you are ready.

Use your cassette recorder to save the game at convenient points, prefer
ably when you are in good shape. There isno reason why you can't save the
game, do some dangerous exploring, then go back and use the knowledge
you have gained. Ifyou are killed, press FCTN-BEGIN to load the game back
in from your tape.

The quest objects are normally hidden at the deepest levels of the dun
geon. When you get there, you should concentrate your energies on either a
treasure chest or a vault, since these are where the quest objects are hidden.
One of them willsurely be guarded bya very difficult set of monsters, so you
should save the game beforegoingintoyour final combat. Ifyour playersare
badly damaged, you might want to have them drink at a fountain to restore
their powers.

Afteryou have found the two quest objects, you must still climb out of the
dungeon. Although you now have maps, this can still be difficult, since the
program now throws many more wandering monsters in your way. You
should chart the quickest route back through each floor, because you may
have to face a battle every two or three steps. Tryto make itthrough the final
battle with some damage points to spare, and save some gold for the climb
back out, so that you can negotiate when you cannot fight.

General Evaluation

Tunnels of Doom isa very good game with excellent graphics. It is varied
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enough to hold interest, and difficult enough to present a real strategic
challenge, especially in a deep dungeon.

Itdoes requireconsiderable timeto learn and to play, however. Even the
simplest one-level dungeon takes an hour to explore, and a full dungeon
might take several days.

One drawback isthe complicated instructionmanual. Sincethe organiza
tion is unclear for the first-time player, itcan be very difficult to look up one
of the program's features. An index would have helped.

The other problem isthat the battles tend to be mechanical. Escape and
negotiate in rooms you really don't care about, and spend your time in the
corridors exploring. Ifthe game begins to seem dull, move to a higher diffi
cultyand a deeper dungeon. One- and two-level dungeons quickly become
routine, but more complicated games remain challenging.

Even ifthe action does occasionallybecome repetitive,Tunnelsof Doom is
an enjoyable game. While the hard-core explorer will probably prefer the
ScottAdamsAdventure seriesfor itschallengingriddles,everyone will enjoy
the fine graphics and interesting strategyof Tunnels of Doom.
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SECTION FOUR

BEYOND CARTRIDGES

INTRODUCTION

Throughout this book, you have been using programs written by other
people. That is easy and convenient: you just plug in the cartridge and let
the machine run the show. Sometimes, however, you may want to do some
thing your own way, or to do a unique task. Then you need to go beyond
cartridges.

Ifyou want to do something for which you can't buy a cartridge program,
you can write your own, using a programming language. Several of these
are available for the TI-99/4A, including BASIC, LOGO, and Pascal.

The uses of customized programming are as varied as your imagination.
You might, for instance, want to write a program to simplify calculations you
frequently need around your home, such as balancing your checkbook.
Even ifyou could buy a cartridge to do this, it might not serve your personal
needs. By writing your own program, you can have the computer do
exactly what you want.

Your interests may go beyond simpleprogramming into some of the other
equipment you can attach to your TI-99/4A. You might have already used a
speech synthesizer with some of the educational programs or with games
such as Parsec. Ifyou wish, you can also create your own sentences and
have the synthesizer speak them back to you.

With more advanced equipment and the Tl Peripheral Expansion Box,
you can use your TI-99/4A for electronic communication. You will be able to
send programs over the telephone to friends, or use communication serv
ices such as The Source.

Thischapter has a dual purpose. It is both a narrative that describes what
you can do to expand the horizons of your computer, and a guide to three
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special cartridges that help to expand your computer beyond simple plug-in
programs. The first of these is the Extended BASIC programming language,
an improved version of the languagethat comes built into your home com
puter. The other two, the Speech Editor and the Terminal Emulator II car
tridges, help you control the speech synthesizer. The Terminal Emulator II
cartridge also serves as a key to the telecommunications interface, which
allows you to send and receive data.

Ifyou want to get an idea of what your computer can do beyond using
plug-incartridges, you can read straightthrough this chapter, skimming sec
tions such as the Extended BASIC cartridge review,which deal with specific
details. On the other hand, ifyou are interested in a particular cartridge or
option, you can skip straight to the section where it is described in detail.

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

You might think that a computer should be able to understand a simple
English command, like "Add up my taxes." You could just tell it what you
want it to do and sit back while itdoes the dirtywork.

Unfortunately, ifs not that easy A computer has to be told exactly how to
do a task or it will not be able to understand. English sentences, no matter
how carefully worded, are always full of ambiguity. We can understand
them because we can read between the lines to understand what the

speaker intended to say. Acomputer istoo literal to do this: itmust have very
specific directions.

Rather than trying to teach the computer all the nuances of the English
language, computer designers have invented "programming languages,"
which are easy to learn yet specificenough for the computer to understand.
Most of these try to build a bridge between us and the computer: they are
close enough to English that we can learn them without trouble, yet specific
enough that the computer can understand them precisely.

BASIC has become more or less the standard language for small com
puters, like the TI-99/4A. While it iseasy to learn and simple enough to run
on even the smallest home computer, it is still powerful enough to solve
complex problems efficiently.

The TI-99/4A comes with a version of this language called Tl BASIC. You
do not need to buy a cartridge to use this: it isbuilt right into the machine. All
you do is press 1 FORTl BASIC when you are firingup the computer, and it
will immediately respond, Tl BASIC READY. You can now immediately start
typing commands and program lines.
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This book is not intended as an introduction to BASIC. There are literally
hundreds of books availablethat can help you with this, includingTl'sown
Beginner's BASIC. Fora more elementary introduction to the fundamentals
of BASIC programming, you mighttry Your First BASIC Program, by Rodnay
Zaks, or itsTI-99version, Your First TI-99/4A Program (Sybex, Inc., 1983).

When choosing one of these resources, you should make sure it is a real
introduction, and not simplya reference manual that lists the commands. A
reference manual (such as the User's ReferenceGuide that came with your
computer) is valuable for refreshingyour memory once you know how to
program, but it will not be well organized for learning the art for the first
time.

You may find Tl BASIC useful even ifyou do not want to write programs
yourself. Many magazines and books contain programs written in BASIC,
both for the Tl and other machines. You can often just type these programs
inas they are printed, althoughyou mayneed to makesome minor changes
ifthe program was not originally writtenfor the TI-99/4A. Ifyou have a cas
sette recorder or disk drive, you can also buy BASIC programs that you can
simply read in and run as they are. Watch out for games written in BASIC,
though. They are usuallytoo slow to have good action.

You can buy other languages besides BASIC for your TI-99/4A. LOGO, a
graphics programming languagefor children, has already been mentioned
in the education chapter of this book. Besidesbeing an entertaining learning
tool, this is a very powerful language for animated graphics. You can also
buy Pascal, a high-level "structured" programming languageoften used by
scientistsand engineers. Both LOGO and Pascal require the 32KMemory
expansion card and the Tl Peripheral Expansion Box.

Most of the cartridge programs you have been using were written in
"machine language," which isvery difficult and cumbersome to use. Profes
sional programmers use it because it allowsvery fast programs and direct
control of graphics. Since machine language requires a knowledge of how
the computer itselfworks, it is far too technical for most people.
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Tl EXTENDED BASIC

Overall Quality Very Good

Flexibility Excellent

Graphics Verygood

Timeneeded to get started
,••(

Orie-hjOiir

Ease of everyday use Fairlyeasy

Clarityof instruction book Clear

Color television needed? ..No

Extra equipment required No

Unless you are a very accomplished programmer, the built-in Tl BASIC
should be all you will need. It has all of the major features of any BASIC
language.

Ifyou are writing very complicated programs in Tl BASIC, you may be
bothered bysome of itslimitations. WhileTl BASIC isnice for beginning pro
gramming, it lacksa few of the more sophisticatedoperations found in other
versions of the language. To satisfy those who expect a little more, Tl has
developed another version of the language, called Tl Extended BASIC.

Unlessyou are very experienced withTl BASIC and know you need some
thing more, you should skip straight to the next section in this book, on page
123. What follows isquite technical, since it isdirected at readers who want
to know specificallyhow Extended BASIC differsfrom Tl BASIC.

If you do move up to Extended BASIC, you won't need to throw away
your old programs and programming skills. Your Tl BASIC programs will run
perfectly well in the extended version, though they won't take advantage of
the added features. Of course, ifyou do use the special features of Extended
BASIC, you cannot run them in the standard version.

Some mathematical functions, such as MAX, MIN, and PI, have been
added. You can tell the computer to do something other than stop if it finds
an error in your program. You can type multiple statements per line, and
assign a value to more than one variable. You can have as many as seven
subscripts on an array, rather than three. Subprograms can contain their
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own variables, rather than being tied to those found in the main program.
A more important change involvesthe IF-THEN-ELSE statement. In normal

Tl BASIC, you can use this only to jump to another statement line, as ifwith a
GOTO statement. In Extended BASIC, you can give a statement to be exe
cuted ifthe condition istrue, as well as the usual line number. This isa very
handy feature, which isoften used by programs you mightfind in a book or
magazine.

Sprites are another important addition. Asprite isa small figure which can
move about the screen inany directionand speed you want. Unlikenormal
Tl graphics, sprites move smoothly, and can be used to make animated pic
tures on the screen. The ships and monsters which move about in video
games are examples of sprites.

With Extended BASIC, you can set up as many as twenty-eight of these fig
ures, giving each itsown color and heading. Byalternating between two or
more pictures, you can actually make them appear to walk. Extended BASIC
can tell you where each of your sprites is on the screen, and whether any
two are crossing. You might have one sprite be a ship and the other a small
laser burst: ifthe two collide, you can have the ship explode.

Thisall sounds very nice, but it isquite complicated in practice. The hard
est problem isto design the sprite in the first place: you must sitdown with a
pencil and graph paper and design the figure, then translate the picture into
coded numbers. Only then can you start to program the graphics.

Ifyou want to use sprites easily, you might consider LOGO. While it was
conceived as a children's language, LOGO is a very powerful graphics lan
guage, which is both enjoyable and easy to use. Its sprite graphics are every
bit as powerful as Extended BASIC'S and much easier to use.

Most of the other features of Extended BASIC are of interest only if you
have the Tl Peripheral Expansion Box. Ifyou have the 32K memory expan
sion, you will need Extended BASIC to run longer BASIC programs: the
standard Tl BASIC can only use the memory built into the TI-99/4A console.
Ifyou have a disk drive, you willappreciate some of the other new features.
You can, for instance, have your program automatically load and run
another program offthe diskor execute a stored program when you turn the
power on.

Computer fanatics will be happy to know that Extended BASIC makes it
possible to run assembly language subprograms from BASIC programs, and
that it has a PEEK option to directly retrieve numbers from the computer's
memory. There is, however, no POKE statement which would let you store
numbers directly back into the memory.

Ifyou want to take advantage of the Tl'ssprites or get the most out of your
memory expansion or disk drive, you will certainly want Extended BASIC.
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Also, ifyou often use programs out of books or magazines, you may want
Extended BASIC, since these programs often use advanced programming
features. You may still have to change a few lines ifthe program was written
for a machine other than the Tl, but the changes should be fairly minor.

Ifyou are only writinga few casual programs, though, you will not need
Extended BASIC. You might, in fact, never notice the difference between it
and the Tl BASIC you already have, so you shouldn't buy Extended BASIC
until you know you need it.
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SPEECH SYNTHESIS

' ,"t"' ' '' : '' ' ' ''•

SPEECH
EDITOR

TERMINAL
EMULATORII

OverallQuality , Good Very good

r^ex(b^ Limited Excellent

Graphic None None

Time needed to get started 15 minutes 30 minutes

Easeof everyday use Easy Fairlyeasy

Clarity of instruction book Clear Adequate

Clarityof screen instructions Clear i Clear

Color television needed? No No

Extraequipment required Synthesizer Synthesizer

If you have a Texas Instruments speech synthesizer, your computer can
speak. You may already be familiar with thisfrom one of the educational pro
grams or video games that use the synthesizer's voice to read suggestions
and important warnings. While the voicesounds somewhat canned, it iscer
tainly understandable and isa useful addition to these programs.

You can make the speech synthesizer work for yourself as well. Two car
tridges, the Speech Editorand the Terminal Emulator II, give you an option
called text-to-speech: you type in a sentence and the computer speaks it
back through the synthesizer.

The Speech Editor is the simpler of the two, but also the more limited.
With this cartridge, you simply type in the words you want the computer to
say. These words appear on the screen, so that you can make changes.
When you are satisfied, you press ENTER and the computer will speak the
sentence back.

The limitations of this become apparent when you try to type a compli
cated word. The Speech Editor will recognize only the 400 basic English
words built into the Texas Instruments speech synthesizer. Other words are
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thrown away witha grouchy beep. Whileyou can do a lotwith thisvocabu
lary, at times you will certainly want to go beyond it.
This is where the Terminal Emulator II excels. It can recognize any word,
even ifit isn't in the synthesizer'svocabulary: ifitdoesn't know the pronunci
ation, it makes an educated guess. While not perfect, the program does
remarkably well. Its pronunciation of 'The rain in Spain falls mainly in the
plain" was better than Liza Doolittle's. Itonly erred when the lastword was
changed to "plateau," a fairlyexcusable mistake.
Unfortunately, Terminal Emulator II is not quite as easy to use as the Speech
Editor. To make itspeak backthe sentences you type, you must use a short Tl
BASIC program, found inthe appendix to the instruction manual. Fireup the
computer with the Terminal Emulator II cartridge plugged in, and choose 1
for Tl BASIC, rather than 2 for the cartridge. Then type in the following pro
gram, exactly as it is printed on page 37 of the manual:

100 OPEN #1 :"SPEECH",OUTPUT

110 INPUT "PHRASE-":A$

120 PRINT #1:A$

130 GOTO 110

You don't need to understand this to use it—just type it in and type RUN.
When you press ENTER, the computer will put the word

PHRASE-

on the screen, tellingyou ifs ready. You can now type sentences, just as with
the Speech Editor, and the computer will read them back to you.

You can control the speech in many other ways with the Terminal Emula
tor II cartridge. You can specifythe pitchand inflection of the voice to make
the computer sound likea woman or a deep-voiced man. You can also tell
the computer which syllables to accent, to make its voice more under
standable.

Terminal Emulator II allowsyou to digeven deeper intothe speech synthe
sizer, using the "allophone" level.There are about one hundred sounds that
make up every word inthe English language.The computer's speech synthe
sizer pronounces a word"just as we do: it strings these phonetic building
blocks together into full syllables and words. Ifyou are willing to break the
words down into the sounds that make them up, you can have the computer
say absolutely anything, just the way you want.

This option is, unfortunately, quite difficult to use. You must first break
down the words into the sounds that make them up, then look up codes
in the back of the instruction manual. You must then string these codes
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together and run them through the computer. For normal use, this is too
much trouble.

You can use both the Speech Editor and the Terminal Emulator to give
speech to your Tl BASIC programs. This isextremely useful if, for example,
you want to write games or programs that give verbal suggestions, such as
the TRY AGAIN of the educationalcartridges.

To use this in your programs, you simply run Tl BASIC withthe cartridge
plugged in. Even thoughyou haven'tselectedthe cartridge, it hasadded the
speech commands to the Tl BASIC language, and you can use them auto
matically. Unfortunately, youcannotusethiswith Extended BASIC, sinceyou
would have to plug two cartridges into the TI-99at once.

The BASIC option on the Speech Editor isveryeasyto use. The cartridge,
when plugged in,adds a subprogramto the Tl BASIC library, which you can
call directly from your program. All you need isa line like this:

100 CALL SAY("HELLO")

When the computer gets to this line, itwillspeak the word "Hello." Note that
you must use regular parentheses inyour statement, not the square brackets
that are shown in the instruction manual.

With the Terminal Emulator, the process isa little more involved, but once
again,you get greater flexibility for your trouble. As the first statement inany
speech program, you must type the line

10 OPEN #1 :"SPEECH",OUTPUT

Then, when you are ready to printout your text, you should use a statement
such as this:

150 PRINT #1:"HELLO"

Unlessyou are concerned about ease of use, you should buy the Terminal
Emulator instead of the Speech Editor. Itcan do everything that the Speech
Editor can do, and much more, since it is not limited to the basic 400-word
vocabulary of the speech synthesizer. While its Tl BASIC statements are
slightly more complicated than the Speech Editor's, theyare ultimately more
powerful. The slightconfusion is worth the added features.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

The Terminal Emulator II program givesyou another important feature as
well: telecommunications. Ifyou have an RS-232 interface and a telephone
modem, you can send and receive information over your telephone. You
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can, for example send a program across the country to a friend, or use one
of the new electronic communication networks, such as The Source.

This was, in fact, the primary purpose of the Terminal Emulator II car
tridge: the speech options are merely an added feature, covered in the
appendix of the instruction book. To send or receive data, you must have a
program runninginthe computer thatwill listen to the message and accept it
as it comes offthe wire. This programwill then store up the lettersand dis
play them on the screen.

Telecommunications is a rather technical business, involving many con
ventions for describing how the lettersare transmitted. The computer indus
try has agreed on a standard code and a standard speed. As long as both
computers are using the same conventions, you don't have to worry, but
unfortunately, many of the more specific details vary from one machine to
another.

It is therefore nice to be able to vary the options ifyou need to. Terminal
Emulator II allowsyou to do this,offering every option you are likely to run
across. You can, for example change the speed of transmission in case you
are talking to a slower machine.

Unlessyou want to do somethingvery tricky, you will want to stickto the
standard conventions. You can choose these automatically when you turn
on the computer by pressing 3 FOR DEFAULT OPTIONS instead of 2 FOR
TERMINAL EMULATOR II. These standard options allow you to communi
cate with The Source or another TI-99/4A computer without worrying about
any technical details.

You will have to decide if this is something you want to get into. It does
require a fair amount of extra equipment: the Tl Peripheral Expansion Box,
the RS-232 interface card, and a telephone modem, the cradle that holds the
telephone receiver for the computer to talk. Also, since the hourly subscrip
tion fees for the electronic communication services are quite high, you will
probably not want to spend hours every day listening to the news on your
computer. After a short time, you may find that you have little need for
electronic communication, and regret that you invested in a high-priced
gimmick.

On the other hand, telecommunication isa very usefultool for those who
need it. If, for example, you want to exchange programs or data with
another person, you will find telephone communication much easier than
sending tapes or program listings through the mail. Ifyou depend on minute-
by-minutenews reports (from the stock market,for example),you may need
one of the electronic news services.

The computer industry has only begun to explore the possibilites of this
type of electronic communication, and the systems will become far more
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useful in the future. Within a few years, you might be able to use the com
puter to shop for furniture, read customized newspapers, or play games
againsta friend across the country.
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AFTERWORD

As you have read this book, you have seen a few ofthethings you cando
with your TI-99/4A. Cartridge programs help you learn about your machine
and start itworking for you immediately. You can have yourcomputer take
away your problems of routine financial calculations. You can have your
children use one ofthe matheducation series,or teach yourselfSpanishwith
its help. And, ofcourse, you canplay games—video games, traditional think
ing games, or difficult fantasy adventures. With over a hundred cartridges to
choosefrom, youshould have notrouble finding a few thatfit yourinterests.

In the courseofthisfinal section, you have seena number ofother things
you can do with your computer. With noadditional equipment at all, you
can runprograms inTl BASIC, either writing them yourselfor typing themin
from a bookor magazine article. If youwant moresophisticated functions,
youcan buythe Extended BASIC cartridge or one ofthe other programming
languages.

The Speech Editor lets you have the computer speak words as you type
them on the keyboard and let's you put spoken messages intoyour BASIC
programs. For aboutthe sameprice, theTerminal Emulator II program goes
further and gives full control of the synthesizer's voice. More than that,
though, the Terminal Emulator II cartridge allows youto connect your com
puter to thetelephone, sothatyou canuse your TI-99/4A tosend or receive
programs, data, or other electronic messages.

You will find yourcomputer a wonderful tool, whether youchooseto do
yourown programming, to buyadvanced peripheral equipment to connect
toyourcomputer, or simply to use the basic machine with its growing family
of useful cartridge programs. Enjoy it, and useitwith confidence.
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LATE BREAKING
DEVELOPMENTS

Writinga book about the computer industry is likejumping on a horse at
full gallop: by the time you reach the saddle, the animal has moved. In the
few months that have separated the writing of this book from itsappearance
in the bookstores, much has happened to Texas Instruments and its line of
products.

The summer of 1983 has not been kind to Texas Instruments. The price
wars between the TI-99/4A and other home computers cut deeply into the
company's profits, and have led to fears about its entire future. In effect, Tl
gambled and sold its home computer at a loss, hoping to make up the
money on cartridge sales. So far, that hasn't happened, but there are signs
that the situation will improve.

Texas Instruments will not abandon the TI-99/4A. Recently, Tl has been
strongly promoting the machine on television,and will stand by the TI-99no
matter what happens. And don't worry about cartridges: these are the
breadwinners ofthe whole company,and will be availablefor many years to
come. Everycartridge inthis book iscurrently inthe stores, and Bill Cosby is
advertising many of them on national TV. There is no danger that Tl will
leave you without programs to run your computer.

Infact, Texas Instruments has been scrambling to prepare a variety of new
programs for release before the end of 1983. As predicted in this book's
introduction, Tl has recently bought the rights to sell a number of the most
popular video games. These are mostlygames written and already proven
on other computers by independent computer companies. Tl has translated
them for itsown machine and willsoon be selling them under itsown name.
Ifyou have been waiting for good video games for your TI-99/4A, you will
find them available soon.

One of the most excitingdevelopments isa deal Tl has made with Imagic,
one of the leading video games companies. The two companies have
already announced four titles, and expect to produce more in the future.
Two of these will be available by Christmas, and two others are expected in
early 1984. The first of these, Demon Attack, has long been a best-selling
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cartridge for Atari and Commodore computers; theTI version issaid to have
spectacular graphics. Another interesting program isMicrosurgeon, which
lets you perform surgery on a simulated human face.

Another leading company to announce a cooperative effort is Brgder-
bund Software. Tl is planning a version of thiscompany'sChoplifter game,
which isa runaway best-seller for other computers. Inthisgame, you pilota
helicopter intoenemy territoryon a mission to rescue hostages from prison.
It isan excitinggame based on a very original concept. Alsoannounced is
David's MidnightMagic, a video pinball game.

The third important company to join forces with Tl isSega Enterprises, a
leading designer of video arcade machines. Tl has announced three of these
games, includingthe Star Trek: StrategicOperations Simulatorgame, which
iswell known in the video arcades. Other titles include Congo Bongo and
Buck Rogers: Planet of Zoom.

The most exciting serious program isthe new Tl Miniwriter,which offers
limited word processingwithout requiringthe expensive Peripheral Expan
sion System.With nothing but a cassette recorder and the 4KMini-Memory
cartridge, you can obtain manyofthe featuresof the full Tlwriter program.

Inthe educational area, Tl hasannounced a cooperative effortwith Spin
naker Software, one of the leadingdesigners of educational programs for
Apple and Atari computers. Facemaker, one of these new programs, is an
excitingproduct for youngchildren,which letsthem create a face bychoos
ingwhich hair, eyebrows, nose, and mouth to put together. Italso contains
an intriguingmemory game. StoryMachine, the other Spinnaker cartridge,
teaches reading skills.

These new product announcements signal the startof an excitingnew era
for TI-99 computer owners. Texas Instruments has too long neglected the
excellent programs and video games sold by independent companies.
These new announcements show that Tlisnow serious in providingthe fine
arcade-stylegames and educational programsthat itsowners expect. Many
more should follow in coming years.

The other major development isstill unofficial, but isconsidered definite.
Sometime, probably before the end of the year, Texas Instruments will
unveil a new machine that will sell alongside its TI-99/4A. While the exact
nature of this machine isstill a secret, it isknown to be an expanded version
of the TI-99/4A. It will have more memory, work faster, and provide
expanded resources for Tlowners wantingto move up to a more powerful
machine. The larger machine willrun allof thecartridges soldforthepresent
TI-99/4A (except, perhaps, for a few early programs rarely sold anymore).
You can therefore buy cartridges for your TI-99/4A and be assured you can
use them ifyou move up to the new machine.
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So, in spite of its recent setbacks, Texas Instruments is moving forward
quickly, with both new programs and new machines. You can now buy
many excellent video games for your TI-99/4A, and besure that more will
follow. And, if you ever tire ofyour machine's limitations, you can trade itin
for a more powerful Tl computer and still keep the cartridges you have
bought and learned to use.
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(Cartridges reviewed in depth are shown in bold face)
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Multiplan,4,14, 30, 31-33
Munch Man, 76-78,86-90

Number Bowling/SpaceJourney
(Scott-Foresman), 42

Othello, 79
Parsec, 76-78,91-97,117
Personal Real Estate, 14
Personal Record Keeping, 14, 25-30
PLATO,4, 6, 37
Reading Fun, 37
Reading Rally, 37
Scholastic Spelling Series, 36, 37,

56-59

Scott-Adams Adventure Series,
80,103-8,109,111,116

Scott-Foresman Math Series, 36,
40-43,45

Scott-Foresman Reading Series, 37
Securities Analysis, 14
Speech Editor, 118,123-25,128
Star Trek:Strategic Operations

Simulator, 130
Story Machine, 130
Tax/Investment Record Keeping, 14,

31-32

Terminal Emulator II, 118,
123-27, 128

Tl Invaders, 76, 78,82-85
Tl LOGO, 4, 38, 60-63,117,

119,121
Tl LOGO II, 60-63
Tl Miniwriter, 130
Tl-Writer Word Processor, 4,14, 31,

33-34

Touch Typing Tutor, 3, 39,64-69
Tunnels of Doom, 80,108,109-16
Video Chess, 79,98-102
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Action games, 77
Adventure games, 79-81,103-16
ALPHA LOCK key, 9-10,100
Blackjack,78-79
Cassettes, 4,14, 20, 23, 29, 70-73,

80,104-5,112-13,116
CTRL key, 9-10
Defender (video-arcadegame), 91
Diskcontroller card, 4,14,31-34
Diskdrive, 4,14,30,31-34,

38,121
Diskettes, 4, 31-34,121
Dungeons and Dragons (fantasy

game), 79
ENTER key, 9
FCTN key, 9-10,12
HEXBUS peripherals, 5
Joysticks, 77-78, 85, 88, 91,

95, 97,101
Keyboard, 9-11, 34, 68-69,85,

88,95
Machine language, 119
MBX Expander System, 78
Memory Expansion, 4, 38,60-62,

119,121

Pac-Man (video-arcadegame), 76,
86-90

Pascal, 4,117,119
Peripheral Expansion System, 4-5,

14,31,38,60-62,117,119,
121, 126

Printer, 4,14,26,29, 31
Programming Languages, 4, 60-63,

117,118-22
RS-232 Interface, 5, 26, 31,125-26
Sesame Street (television

program), 38
Source, The, 117,126
Space Invaders (video-arcade game),

76, 82-85, 86
Speech Synthesizer,4,40-41,

56-58,71,91-92,117,
123-25, 128

Telecommunications, 117,125-27
Telephone modem, 31,125-26
Thinkinggames, 78-79
Tl BASIC, 7,117,118-22,

124-25,128
TI-99/4 (original version), 12, 66, 91
Video games, 75-78, 82-97
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INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS

DON'T (or How to Care for Your Computer)
by Rodnay Zaks 214pp., 100illustr., Ref. 0-065
The correct way to handle and care for all elements of a computer sys
tem, including what to do when something doesn't work.

YOUR FIRST COMPUTER
by Rodnay Zaks 258pp., 150illustr., Ref. 0-045
The most popular introduction to small computers and their peripherals:
what they do and how to buy one.

INTERNATIONAL MICROCOMPUTER DICTIONARY
120 pp., Ref. 0-067
All the definitions and acronyms of microcomputer jargon defined in a
handy pocket-size edition. Includes translations of the most popular
terms into ten languages.

FROM CHIPS TO SYSTEMS:
AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROPROCESSORS
by Rodnay Zaks 552pp., 400illustr., Ref. 0-063
A simple and comprehensive introduction to microprocessors from both
a hardware and software standpoint: what they are, how they operate,
how to assemble them into a complete system.

FOR YOUR TRS-80

YOUR COLOR COMPUTER
by Doug Mosher 350pp., illustr., Ref. 0-097
Patience and humor guide the reader through purchasing, setting up,
programming, and using the Radio Shack TRS-80/TDP Series 100 Color
Computer. A complete introduction.

THE FOOLPROOF GUIDE TO SCRIPSIT™
WORD PROCESSING
by Jeff Berner 225 pp., illustr.,Ref.0-098
Everything you need to know about SCRIPSIT—from starting out, to
mastering document editing. This user-friendly guide is written in plain
English, with a touch of wit.

BUSINESS fc> PROFESSIONAL

COMPUTER POWER FOR YOUR LAW OFFICE
by Daniel Remer 225pp., Ref. 0-109
How to use computers to reach peak productivity in your law office, sim
ply and inexpensively.



GETTING RESULTS WITH WORD PROCESSING
by Martin Dean &William E. Harding 250 pp.,Ref. 0-118
How to get the most out of your SELECTword processing program.

INTRODUCTION TO WORD PROCESSING
by Hal Glatzer 205pp., 140illustr., Ref. 0-076
Explains in plain language what a word processor can do, how it
improves productivity, howtousea wordprocessor and howto buyone
wisely.

INTRODUCTION TO WORDSTAR™
by Arthur Naiman 202pp.,30illustr., Ref. 0-077
Makes it easyto learn how to useWordStar, a powerfulword processing
program for personal computers.

PRACTICAL WORDSTAR™ USES
by Julie Anne Area 200pp., illustr., Ref. 0-107
Rck yourmosttime-consuming office tasks and thisbook willshowyou
how to streamline them with WordStar.

MASTERING VISICALC®
by Douglas Hergert 217 pp.,140illustr., Ref. 0-090
Explains howtousetheVisiCalc "electronic spreadsheet" functions and
provides examples ofeach. Makes using thispowerful program simple.

DOING BUSINESS WITH VISICALC®
by Stanley R. Trost 260pp., Ref. 0-086
Presents accounting and management planning applications—from
financial statements to master budgets; from pricing models to invest
ment strategies.

DOING BUSINESS WITH SUPERCALC™
by Stanley R. Trost 248pp., illustr., Ref. 0-095
Presents accounting and management planning applications—from
financial statements to master budgets; from pricing models to invest
ment strategies.

VISICALC® FOR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
by Stanley R. Trost &Charles Pomernacki 225 pp., illustr., Ref. 0-096
Morethan 50programs forsolving technical problems in thescienceand
engineering fields. Applications range from mathandstatistics to electri
cal and electronic engineering.

BASIC

YOUR FIRST BASIC PROGRAM
by Rodnay Zaks 150pp.illustr.in color, Ref. 0-129
A "how-to-program" book for the first time computer user, aged 8 to 88.

FIFTY BASIC EXERCISES
by J. P. Lamoitier 232pp., 90 illustr.,Ref.0-056
Teaches BASIC by actual practice, using graduated exercises drawn
from everyday applications. All programs written in Microsoft BASIC.
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